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INTRODUCTION 

Chairman: Colin F. McDonald 
GA Technologies Inc., USA 

In the previous 17 meetings held within the framework of the 
International Working Group on Gas-Cooled Reactors, a wide variety of 
topics and components have been addressed, but the San Diego meeting 
represented the first time that a group of specialists had been convened 
to discuss circulator and blower related technology. A total of 20 
specialists from 6 countries attended the me ting in which 16 technical 
papers were presented in 5 sessions. 

A highlight of the meeting was the awareness made by specialists of 
the well established worldwide circulator technology base. Over 200 
machines have been built and operated in the European carbon dioxide and 
helium cooled reactors. These circulators have accumulated several 
million hours of operating time and are exhibiting very high level.* of 
reliability. These machines were not without their problems at the 
start of gas-cooled reactor deployment, particularly in the areas of 
bearing oil ingress, and vibration. The various speakers addressed how 
early problems were resolved by means of extensive development testing. 
The good circulator performance now being demonstrated in the existing 
generation of utility-operated European power plants gives a high level 
of confidence that circulators can be designed and built to be fully 
responsive to the requirements associated with the next generation of 
helium cooled plants, and in particular the modular high temperature 
gas-cooled reactor (MHTGR), that is currently attracting a lot of 
interest worldwide. 

It la recognized that the most critical part of a circulator is the 
bearing system, since in the past adverse experiences have occurred 
involving the ingress to the reactor system of lubricant from oil and 
water bearing systems. Accordingly, considerable discussion took place 
on both bearing technology and tribology experience from operating 
plants. The initial goal of a lubricant-free system was realized with 
gas bearings, and good experience has been aihieved in the Dragon reac-
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tor (U.K.), and helium test loops at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(USA), and the HENDEL facility (Japan). These machines were small 
(power measured in the tens of kilowatts), and with relatively light 
weight rotors are not viewed as being extrapolatable to the machine 
sizes required In modern gas-cooled reactor plants. Oil-lubricated 
bearings are performing well and will remain in the European operating 
plants for the next two to three decades. A new and emerging technology 
makes possible the designer's goal of having a lubricant free system for 
larger machines, namely active magnetic bearings. Industry projections 
are being made that within the next ten years the majority of high speed 
rotating machinery will be supported on magnetic bearings. Some reluc
tance was observed amongst 3ome participants to depart from a tried and 
proven oil bearing systems, but it was the consensus of specialists that 
future circulators, particularly for modular high temperature gas-cooled 
reactor warrants, will embody active magnetic bearings. 

Circulator design approaches for new gas-cooled reactors were pre
sented, with particular emphasis on the MHTGR (or MHTR). The use of a 
simple and rugged radial-flow compressor is dominant for systems charac
terized by a large system resistance such as the pebble bed reactor and 
the very dense carbon dioxide cooled systems. In the case of the Fort 
St. Vrain (FSV) reactor, and the MHTGR concepts with a low circuit pres
sure loss (inherent with prismatic core designs), the compressors were 
characterized by a single axial flow stage. Participants felt that a 
uniformity of approach was desirable, namely the use of a radial com
pressor. All of the new design concepts presented embodied submerged 
electric motor drives. Good operating experience with this drive 
approach was highlighted for both carbon dioxide and helium cooled 
reactors. 

For the next generation of gas-cooled reactor plant designs much 
more attention is be.'.ng paid to improved circulator accessibility, this 
being particularly true for the modular HTGR variants. Intensifying 
efforts in the areas of diagnostic systems, inservicc inspection, and 
maintenance procedures, are underway to ensure high levels of avail
ability. A significant difference in circulator repair philosophy was 
observed between U.S. and European specialists. In the design of the 
U.S. modular plant, efforts have been expended to facilitate ease of 
circulator removal and replacement. If a problem is diagnosed the 
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circulator would be removed (in a shielded cask) and replaced with a 
spare unit and the module brought back on line, the time to perform this 
being estimated as three days. In Europe primary emphasis would be 
placed on in-situ circulator repair because of the regulatory complexity 
associated with the removal of components from nuclear power plants, 
since return of the machines to the factory is not permissible and 
repairs must be made at the plant site. 

The papers presented were characterized by high quality as regards 
technical content, and they led to useful discussions that were both 
open and frank. Putting aside for the moment national, institutional, 
and commercial differences, it was observed that many circulator activi
ties are being duplicated or triplicated. Perhaps the aforementioned 
constraints make this somewhat Inevitable, but it was the consensus 
of specialists that circulator-related technology could benefit from 
international cooperation. This mee 'ng of circulator specialists was 
extremely valuable, and indeed timely, as activities are being intensi
fied towards the introduction of the next generation of gas-cooled 
reactor power plants. 



SUMMARY OF THE SESSIONS 

Session 1; Circulator Operating Experience I 

This session was the first of two covering actual circulator oper
ating experience In gas-cooled plants. Three papers were presented and 
discussed on circulator experience In helium cooled reactor plants In 
the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), and In the USA. 

In the first paper Dr. E. Zlermann described the 20 years of circu
lator operation In the AVR plant. Two horizontally mounted circulators 
are Installed below the steel reactor vessel. The single stage radial 
compressor Is driven by a 220 KUe submerged electric motor. The machine 
assembly has conventional oil-lubricated bearings. To accommodate the 
speed range of 400 to 4400 rpm a variable frequency supply Is provided 
by means of a synchronous generator with D.C. motor drive. 

To date a time of approximately 130,000 hours per circulator has 
been accumulated. In 1978 a water Ingress to the circuit of 27 tonnes 
(from a failure in the steam generator) resulted in the circulators 
being flooded up to a level above their shafts. The water penetrated 
into the oil tanks of the lubrication system and extensive rinsing and 
cleaning of the system was necessary. One of the circulators exhibited 
glazing of the bearing metal associated with operation on the oil-water 
emulsion. Thus after 80,000 operating hours the one and only circulator 
disassembly took place. The other circulator has been maintenance free 
since the plant commissioning in 1967. 

The second paper presented by Mr. H. Brey covered circulator oper
ating experience in the FSV plant. The four vertically mounted circula
tors are installed in a lower plane of the PCRV. The single stage axial 
flow compressor is driven by a steam turbine, and the rotor assembly is 
supported on water-lubricated bearings. Backup power is provided by a 
boiler feed pump driven pelton wheel mounted below the steam turbine 
blading. It has been over 15 years since Initial installation of the 
circulators in the plant, and a combined operating time of approximately 
250,000 hours has been accumulated. The paper outlines the various 
problems that have occurred, and how these were resolved, particularly 
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In the areas of pelton wheel damage, turbine bucket cracking, seal bel
low failure, and component degradation within the steam drive assembly. 

The circulator assembly Is a conservatively designed machine with 
generally proven integrity. The circulator is a safety-related compo
nent, and to ensure operation of the machine under all postulated events 
(both with the steam turbine and pelton wheel drives), water must be 
present in the bearing cartridge. In some cases the high water pressure 
in the bearings has been incompatible with primary system conditions and 
water ingress has occurred. Water ingress associated with unreliable 
operation of the circulator auxiliaries has been a major factor in the 
very low availability of the FSV plant. Actions to replace the circula
tors and their auxiliary equipment are currently awaiting decisions con
cerning the long-term future of the FSV plant. 

The third paper presented by Dr. D. Stoelzl covered circulator per
formance during THTR trial and postcommissioning operation. The six 
horizontally mounted circulators are installed in side wall cavities 
in the PCRV. The single stage radial compressor is driven by a sub
merged induction electric motor. The rotor assembly is supported on 
oil-lubricated bearings and as mentioned previously, advantage was 
taken in the design of the good operating experience with the AVR 
plant circulators. 

In late 1974 two of the six circulators were tested under operating 
conditions in a special test facility. The tests verified the guaran
teed performance data for this component. Because of licensing-related 
delays in the plant construction the circulators were stored for several 
years and saw service in the plant for the first time in 1984. During 
the hot functional testing, and all of the operations leading to the 
hand-over of the plant to the utility in 1987, the circulators had accu
mulated about 100,000 hours of trouble-free operation. Following the 
established practice from the AVR plant, careful design attention was 
given to the oil-lubricated bearings and buffer gas systems, and no oil 
ingress problems have occurred. 

In reviewing the economics it was found that the costs of the oil 
and seal gas auxiliaries were about twice the value of the circulators 
themselves. A decision has been made based on this, and other technical 
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considerations, that for follow-on BBC projects (i.e., HTR-500, HTR-100) 
active magnetic bearings will be used. 

Session 2: Circulator Operating Experience II 

This session was the second of two covering actual circulator oper
ating experience. Three papers were presented and discussed on experi
ence gained in helium (reactor and test loops) and carbon dioxide envi
ronments in FRG, USA, and the U.K. 

In the first paper Mr. J. Donaldson described the development of 
circulators for the CO2 cooled reactors in the U.K. For the Magnox 
reactors a variety of circulator configurations were utilized, these 
including axial and radial flow compressors and external motor and steam 
turbine drives. These machines were not addressed, and the paper con
centrated on machines for the AGR plants, starting with the prototype 
Windscale plant in 1960. 

A total of 116 circulators have been supplied for the AGR stations. 
All of these units have embodied radial flow compressors and submerged 
electric motor drives. Both vertical and horizontal assemblies have 
been supplied, the orientation being dependent on the FCRV arrangement. 
All of the units fabricated have oil-lubricated bearings, and early 
problems associated with oil ingress have been resolved by detailed 
attention to the design and extensive development testing. With an oil 
ingress of less than 5 grams/day in currently operating machines, the 
aforementioned concern no longer exists. 

Emphasis was made in the presentation on the need for comprehensive 
development programs and how some of the problems including vibration, 
oil-ingress, and motor cooling, were resolved prior to installation of 
the circulator assembly in the plant. Circulators in AGR plants have 
run for over one and a half million hours and are exhibiting availabil
ity figures in excess of 99Z. That is to say that less than 1Z of the 
plant downtime is attributed to the circulators. Experience gained from 
the extensive AGR program is viewed as being applicable to the next gen
eration of small modular gas-cooled reactors. With the current AGR cir
culators operating well on oil be-rings, a retrofit to units with active 
magnetic bearings is not foreseen. While oil bearings are tried and 
proven and will be continued to be used, w*e presenter was of the view 
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that In the long-term* the obvious goal of a lubricant-free system is 
appealing and can be realized with active magnetic bearing, particularly 
for plants that will see service for three or four decaJes into the 2ist 
century. 

In the second paper Dr. D. Stoelzl highlighted the 25 years of 
Brown Boveri experience in development, design, and fabrication of cir
culators for HTGR. Work in this field was initiated for the Dragon 
project in the early 1960's. Six small circulators based on an overhung 
radial impeller and integrated induction motor drive were developed and 
supplied. The high speed machines (up to 12,000 rpm) were installed 
slightly inclined from the horizontal, and the rotor was supported on 
gas bearings. The units exhibited unrivalled reliability and two of the 
six operational machines ran for seven years without any maintenance or 
inspection whatsoever, and at the end of this time were still in perfect 
conditions. For the follow-on project (AVR) gas-bearing machines were 
not considered since for geometrically similar circulators the weight 
increases with the third power of the dimensions, whereas the bearing 
surface increases only with the second power. As will be discussed in 
following papers, gas bearing circulators have been limited to rather 
small machines operating in helium test loops, and not reactor plants. 

Further details of the AVR and THTR circulators were given, and the 
presentations gave more detailed technical Information than summarized 
previously in Session 1. 

The major advantages of utilizing active magnetic bearings for 
future plants were summarized, the two foremost being, cost savings, and 
elimination of the possibility of oil ingress. A small circulator oper
ating in a high temperature insulation test loop has demonstrated the 
viability of active magnetic bearings in a helium environment. The hor
izontal assembly consists of a single stsgc axial flow compressor driven 
by a 20 KWe induction motor. The ceramic Insulation of the magnetic 
bearing coils and of the motor is designed for A50°C. The circulator 
has operated trouble-free for 15,000 hours, and no disturbance-induced 
shaft drops onto the mechanical catcher ball bearings have occurred to 
dace. As will be described in a paper in Session 3, « test facility is 

operational for the development of retainer bearings for vertical circu
lator assemblies with rotor weights of a few tonnes. 
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The paper discussion concluded that, on the basis of the present 
experience BBC Brown Boverl expects a high reliability potential for 
new circulator types. Features such as single-stage radial Impeller 
with downstream diffuser, Induction motor, Integrated design, will be 
retained, together with the Incorporation of new and emerging technolo
gies such as active magnetic bearings. 

In the third paper Mr. J. Sanders covered the operating experience 
with gas-bearing circulators In a high pressure helium loop. The loop 
was originally built to test GCFR fuel assemblies, but later modified 
and tests conducted on graphite core support structures for the large 
HTGR. Three blowers are arranged In series, the machines being horizon
tal and rated at 200 KWe each. The rotor, with a speed capability of up 
to 23,500 rpm, is supported on gas bearings. The bearings are not of. 

the compliant foil type, and do not require an external gas jacking sys
tem, but rather are "bump" started by accelerating the machine from 0 to 
3000 rpm in less than one second to avoid bearing damage. The machines 
have operated well for 5,000 hours, but one operating failure of the gas 
bearing occurred due to the presence of solid particulate in the gas. 

Session 3; Circulator Design Considerations I 

This session was the first of two covering the design of circula
tors for the next generation of gas-cooled reactors. Three papers were 
presented and discussed on helium cooled reactors in the design stage in 
the FRG and in the USA. 

In the first paper Mr. K. Dumm described the design considerations 
for a helium circulator for the Interatom high temperature modular reac
tor system. It was pointed out that the machine design was carried out 
in close cooperation with James Howden and Company in Scotland. The 
vertical circulator assembly is mounted on top of the steam generator 
vessel. A single stage radial impeller is driven by an asynchronous 
squirrel cage motor with a rotational speed of 4400 rpm and a rating of 
2950 KWe. The machine has a mechanically actuated isolation valve on 
the suction side. The overall design is conservative and based on tried 
and p-oven technology. This is exemplified by the selection of oil-bath 
lubricated bearings of the type proven in vertical AGR circulators. It 
was stated that active magnetic bearings are viewed as the long-tern 
solution, but are currently regarded as being developmental in nature. 



The second paper presented by Dr. J. Engel covered the main 
circulator design features for the BBC/HRB new plant concepts; namely 
HTR-100, HTR-500, and space heating plants. The circulators for the 
three new plants are characterized by the following: (1) vertical 
assemblies, (2) single stage radial flow compressor, (3) variable speed 
electric motor drive, (4) active magnetic bearings, and (5) mechanically 
actuated isolation valve. The machines draw heavily on experience 
gained from the AVR and THTR plant circulators (discussed in previous 
paper). 

The primary focus of the paper was on the new tribology approach. 
An essential prerequisite for the use of active magnetic bearings are 
retainer (or catcher) bearings to prevent undesired contact between the 
rotor and stationary parts of the machine if the magnets become deener-
gized. Details were given of an impressive bearing test facility opera
tional by BBC at the KFA research center in Germany. A design require
ment calls for the bearing system to accommodate five rotor drops during 
the machine lifetime. For the HTR-500 the rotor weighs on the order of 
3000 kg, and a rotational speed of up to 6000 rpm. Using grease lubri
cated bearings over 100 rotor drops have been experienced to date with 
no adverse effects. A time of 1.1 seconds has been recorded for the 
acceleration of the upper axial-radial bearing from rest to 6100 rpm. 
In this test no significant heating was observed during the bearing 
"skidding" phase. Further testing is in progress using dry-lubricated 
bearing systems. 

The third paper presented by Mr. H. Chi covered the process to 
establish the circulator requirements for the 350 MW(t) MHTGR plant con
cept. Discussion included the various modes of heat removal from the 
MHTGR for pressurized and depressurized conditions. The MHTGR embodies 
two circulators: (1) the main circulator, and (2) a small shutdown 
cooling machine; both of the circulators are nonsafety-related equip
ment. 

A prominent activity in the MHTGR program is the development and 
implementation of an integrated approach methodology in the plant design 
and documentation. The primary focus of the paper was to describe the 
organized and systematic development of plant functions and require
ments, determined by top-down design performance and trade-off studies 
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and analyses, to define the overall plant systems, subsystem, compo
nents, and human actions. The Integrated approval is viewed as a valu
able tool for establishing and defending a well-developed nuclear plant 
design. The paper Illustrates the use of functional analysis to estab
lish the circulator requirements. 

Session A: Circulator Design Considerations II 

This session was the second of two covering circulator designs for 
new gas-cooled reactor plants. Three papers were presented and dis
cussed on circulators for the MHTGR (USA) and VG-400 (USSR) plant 
concepts. 

In the first paper Mr. C. McDonald described the design concepts 
of the two circulators in the MHTGR plant. In the design of the main 
circulator advantage was taken of the experience gained from the FSV 
machine (discussed in an earlier session). The vertical circulator 
assembly is very accessible, being mounted on top of the steam generator 
vessel. The circulator is characterized by a single stage axial flow 
compressor driven by a variable speed electric motor rated at 3170 KWe 
and with a rotational speed of 6200 rpm. The rotor assembly is sup
ported on active magnetic bearings, and embodies a mechanical ball-
Soaring catcher system. The shutoff valve is passively activated and 
very similar to the unit in FSV that performs well. 

The small shutdown cooling system circulator is installed in the 
lower plane cf the reactor vessel. The vertical rotating assembly con
sists of a single stage radial flow compressor driven by a variable 
speed Induction motor rated at 164 KWe, and with a rotational speed of 
5400 rpm. As in the case of the main circulator, the rotor is supported 
on active magnetic bearings. 

Both machines are conservatively designed with stress levels com
mensurate with the 40 year life requirement. Automated on-line diag
nostic systems will be used for circulator condition monitoring. If 
operational problems occur in service it is proposed to replace the 
circulators with spare units. Estimates indicate that a circulator 
assembly can be removed and replaced in 3 days. The machine concepts 
presented represent conceptual designs, and the circulator preliminary 
design phase has just been initiated. 



The second pa^tr, also presented by Mr. C. McDonald, covered helium 
compressor aerodynamic design considerations for the two MHTGR circula
tors. The paper essentially focused on the issue of radial or axial 
flow machines for helium-cooled reactors. For the pebble bed reactor, 
and carbon dioxide systems (involving very dc»nse gas compression) it is 
clear that the high circuit resistance necessitates a radial flow com
pressor. In the case of the prismatic core MHTGR the circuit pressure 
loss is much lower (as was the case in FSV), and the selection of com
pressor type is open. The paper highlights the major considerations in 
the selection of an axial flow compressor for the main circulator, and 
these include the following: (1) geometrically very similar to FSV 
impeller which performs well, (2) gas flow paths compatible with reactor 
primary system, (3) upward aerodynamic thrust partially offsets rotor 
weight to ease catcher bearing requirements, (4) compact assembly for 
ease of removal and replacement, and (5) design based on existing and 
proven technology. 

In the case of the small shutdown cooling circulator, the most 
demanding requirement is for operation in the depressurized mode. Ini
tially a high speed two-stage axial flow compressor had been selected, 
but this was not regarded as a conservative design. In the conceptual 
design phase as highlighted in the paper, a more conservatively rated 
single stage radial compressor was selected. It was mentioned that the 
aerodynamic designs presented were performed using established and vali
dated computer codes, and that high confidence is expressed that the 
compressors will perform as predicted. 

In discussion it was the view of European representatives that they 
favor radial flow machines on the basis of the following: (1) experi
ence from operating plants, (2) uniformity of design and development, 
(3) more flexible (in terms of existing facilities), and (4) better 
characteristics (can accommodate big changes in pressure loss, for 
example). 

The third paper, presented by Or. A. Stolyarevskii, covered the 
circulator in the USSR pebble bed reactor plant designed VG-400. This 
plant concept, rated at 1060 MW(t) embodies loops to demonstrate both 
steam generation and process heat by means of intermediate heat exchang
ers. The plant embodies four main circulators and has no auxiliary 
units. The vertical circulator assemblies are installed in the lower 
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head of the PCRV. The circulator, very conventional in features, is 
characterized by a radial flow compressor driven by a squirrel cage 
motor rated at 5090 KWe and with a rotational speed of to 6000 rpm. The 
bearings are oil lubricated with an external pump system, as opposed to 
the oil bath reservoir approach used in European circulators (described 
previously). While currently utilizing oil bearings the paper presenter 
expressed a strong interest in magnetic bearings. In response to a 
question, a period of 1 to 2 years was given for the time when the cir
culator would be tested. 

Session 5; Circulator Bearing Technology 

Recognizing the importance of the bearing system in circulators, 
the last session of the meeting was devoted to this topic. Four papers 
were presented covering a wide range of tribology topics that are under 
investigation in the U.S. and Japan. 

The first paper was presented by Mr. K. Ewell and covered active 
magnetic bearings and their application to the HTGR helium circulators. 
The topic of magnetic bearings was omnipresent in this conference, and 
this paper essentially highlighted the ever-expanding technology bajes 
from other industries, that will clearly benefit circulator activities 
for gas-cooled reactors. It was pointed out little work has been per
formed to date on vertical rotating assemblies - this seems quite unique 
to HTGR systems. A very extensive database, however, exists for hori
zontal rotating machinery. An industry that has taken the lead in mag
netic bearing deployment is the natural gas compressor business. Mag
netic bearings offer advantages in the areas of: (1) cost reduction, 
(2) simpler machines (particularly elimination of complex auxiliaries), 
(3) reduced fire and explosion hazard, and (A) reduced insurance premi
ums. High reliability is a must since pumping stations are autonomous 
in remote areas. The largest machine to d*.te Is a 12 MW(e) gas-turbine 
driven compressor operating in Canada. Several of these machines will 
enter service in 1987. This will be an industry to watch since by the 
time the MHTGR enters service, magnetic bearing gas compressors will 
have accumulated several million hours of operation - clearly, we will 
be able to learn from their experience. 

The second paper in this session was presented by Dr. S. Taniguchi 
and covered recent Japanese research and development of bearings for 
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helium circulator. This paper covered a systematic Investigation over 
a decade of bearing types for helium circulators. Water bearing systems 
(viewed as compatible with steam turbine drives) were developed and 
tested successfully. Oil bearings were not included in the test pro
gram, and primary focus was put on gas bearing systems because they 
eliminate the possibility of lubricant ingress. A good understanding of 
gas bearings was realized and a successful development program was com
pleted. The positive findings were a major factor in the selection of 
gas bearing circulators for the HENDEL test facility. Recognizing the 
merits of active magnetic bearings a test facility has been built and 
experimental work is in progress. Special attention is being given to 
the catcher bearing system, and the operation of the bearings during a 
severe earthquake. 

The third paper in this session was presented by Or. H. Shlmomura 
and addressed the operating experience on gas bearing helium circula
tors in the Japanese HENDEL development facility. Two types of circula
tors were tested, both having an operational speed range of 3,000 to 
12,000 rpm, with rotor weights of 140 kg. The regenerative machine was 
characterized by a power level of 120 KWe, the equivalent value for the 
centrifugal machine being 240 KWe. Both machines had electric motor 
drives. Good experience was realized with the centrifugal machine, but 
bearing problems were experienced with the regenerative type. The cir
culators have operated in the HENDEL facility for over 15,000 hours. A 
well established bearing technology base has been established for helium 
c.rculators. For the HTTR reactor, the circulator bearing option is 
still open, but the speaker was very enthused by recent developments 
with active magnetic bearings. 

The fourth and closing paper in this session, was presented by 
Mr. J. Sanders and addressed the topic of gas erosion of impeller hous
ing in the operation of a high temperature, high pressure helium circu
lator. This topic was essentially a continuation of the gas-bearing 
machine experience discussed in paper number three of the second session 
covering circulator operating experience. Initial operation of the 
machine had been conducted with very pure helium, but subsequent testing 
with helium containing both moisture and carbon dioxide, a black metal
lic powder was observed in the circulator cavities. The radial flow 
impeller and its housing are made of ferritic stainless steel, and an 
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examination of the housing revealed grooves of varying depth. The ero
sion phenomena was attributed to the fact that the surface had not been 
heat treated in a sufficiently oxidizing atmosphere to form an adherent 
oxide coating after machining. When subsequently treated correctly no 
more erosion was -.usorved. As mentioned in the earlier paper the damage 
to the beariug surface was attributed to the particulate metal powder 
experienced during the initial erosion. 



CIRCULATOR OPERATING EXPERIENCE 



TWO DECADES OF EXCELLENT AGR CIRCULATOR 
OPERATING PERFORMANCE AT AYR JULICH 
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Abstract 

On December 17th, 1987 the AVR experimental reactor supplied first 
electricity to the public grid. This was the beginning of the 
practical verification of the pebble bed principle which came to 
successful continuation with the commissioning of the THTR 300. 
This success is partly based on the unproblematic operation of the 
two helium circulators which are installed in horizontal position 

- and-equipped with oil bearings. 
Detailed reports are already available on the design and control 
of the circulatros. Special attention has to be directed once more 
to the special aspects of the lubricating oil system which is in 
direct contact with the primary helium in the circulators. It must 
be emphasized that the reliability of a primary gas circulator in 
gas cooled reactors absolutely depends on the effectiveness of the 
buffer helium system 
During the twenty years' operation period there were only a few 
events connected with circulator operation, which were of 
interest. In 1970 the frequency convertor was modernized: The 
mercury-vapor rectifier was replaced by thyrietors. In 1974 the 
helium core out'et temperature was increased from 850 to 950°C. 
In 1977 after 72.000 operating hours a leak of about 3 mm 2 

occured in a superheater pipe in the steam generator. As a 
consequence 27 t o£ water penetrated into the primary system. Also 
the circulators were flooded to half their height. After drying 
and final revision of the reactor and its auxiliary systems it was 

- neglected that one of the cooling water seals in the oil system 
had not been properly tightened. Thus there was a water ingress 
into the bearing oil followed by a temperature rise in one 
circulator bearing. Consequental damage was prevented by immediate 
shutdown. 
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Disassembly of the circulator and replacement of the bearings 
supplied valuable information about the handling of contaminated 
circulator parts. Incidentally, it was stated when the bearing had 
been disassembled that the staLe of the beating would probably 
have permitted further operator) without exchange. 
In 1980 the AVR was adapted to the new safety requirements. The 
helium circulators including the oil systems and the electrical 
systems were not involved into this process. 
In the report about general operating experience the operating 
parameters are discussed in detail. An outlook is given on the 
further operating mode of the plant. Bused on a record of 115.000 
operating hours of the circulators, it can be said even today that 
a service-free operation of the circulators in gas-cooled reactors 
will be possible for several decades. 

Brief Survey of Circulator Design and Drive Characteristics 
Almost precisely 20 years ago the AVR experimental power 
plant in Juelich supplied first electricity to the public 
grid of the German utility RWE. This was the beginning of 
the practical verification of the pebble bed principle 
which was recently highlighted by the successful commissioning 
of the THTR 3 00. This success is partly based on the unproble
matic operation of the two helium circulators installed in 
horizontal position and equipped with oil bearings. 
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the two AVR helium circulators 
in the lower part of the reactor pressure vessel. Operating in 
parallel, the circulators aspirate the "cold gas" cooled in the 
steam generators to 260 °C and press it through the bottom 
reflector and further up through the pebble bed core. 
Figure 2 shows a schematic longintudinal section of the cir
culator. To prevent the sealing problems arising from a shaft 
penetration, the drive motor was integrated into the pressure 
vessel. This results in special requirements to the lubricating 
oil supply for the circulator friction bearings. It is of 
particular importance to provide an effective shaft seal 
which prevents penetration of oil into the primary gas system 
by means of a buffer helium system. 
Partial load conditions of the reactor can be established by 
continuously variable circulator speeds in the range between 
400 and 4400 r.p.m. This is ensured by a converter set which 
generates the variable-frequency electric power supply for the 
asynchronous circulator motors via rectifiers, DC motor and 
synchronous generator. 



For further design details reference is made to information 
repeatedly published in literature /l/, 121. 

Characteristic Operating Conditions 
The design of the AVR was based on the assumption that a 
mixture of 22 % helium and 78 % neon would be used as coolant 
yas. FOI. this reason the 220 KW electric drive per cir
culator is overdimensioned by a factor of four for operation 
with pure helium. Since the availability cf helium has never 
been a problem over the complete operating period, the loads 
exerted on the circulators regarding friction bearings, waste 
heat generation, thermal load of motor windings and moments 
of torsion have, of course, been utilized only to one fourth 
of the original design values. 
Thus as a result of reasons which would be completely un
thinkable under present conditions, this had results on the 
operation, which remind one of design reserves in modern plants 
for controlling earthquake and accidents from internal impacts. 
Over t past 20 years the circulators have bt»en operated with 
pure h — j m at a system pressure of about 10 bar. The helium 
inlet temperature of about 260 *C is within the design temperature 
margin going up to 350 °C. 
On the occasion of the acceptance tests it was verified that one 
circulator can be started up against the second operating cir
culator without any hazard, even from reverse run. Making use 
of similarity principles, the circulator characteristics were 
determined for the design point (100 % helium, 3500 r.p.m. in
let temperature/pressure 200 "C/10 bar) by measurements in air 
atmosphere at 2000 r.p.m. Figure 3 shows also the efficiency 
and the shaft power. Verification of the data cannot be obtained 
with the circulator installed, since no measurement line for 
flow rate volumes is available in the reactor. 
Adaptations of the Plant and Events in the Experimental 
Reactor Affecting the Circulators 
With the start of power operation the demonstration of the 
feasibility of a pebble bed reactor was completed. During 
the subsequent decades of operation the safety and reliability 
of the plant performance have been verified. 
After functional testing of the main components, further 
experiments have been conducted up to the present day. The 
reactor was especially used for testing various types of 
fuel elements, then followed investigations on the fission 
product behaviour in the orimary system and experiments on 
the chemistry of impurities in the coolant gas. 
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FIG.3. AVR circulator characteristics. 

With the exception of the decontamination after the reactor 
core had been flooded - which will be described in Section 3.3 
the circulator has never been a direct object of investigation. 
Several remarkable features have, however, been observed which 
characterize the sturdy and reliable behaviour of the 
circulators. 

3.1 £irculator_Power .Sujggl y 

For the operation of circulators at speeds between 400-4400 r.p.m. 
a power supply with continuously variable frequency is required. 
Based on the electric technology available 25 years ago, this 
was ensured by a synchronous generator with DC motor drive. 
This rotary converter was originally supplied by a mercury are 
rectifier with phase gating control. 
In the event of failure of the rectifier the circulators can 
be operated only at a speed of about 2950 r.p.m. corresponding 
to the grid frequency, which is sufficient for about 80 % 
reactor power output. 
In 1976 the failure-prone mercury are rectifiers which required 
great maintenance effort, were replaced by thyristors. As early 
as in 1972 the DC motor had been replaced because of difficulties 
in the commutators. Since that time the 300 kVA converter for 
the two circulators has been an almost trouble-free component 

part. The impact of converter failure upon the general 
behaviour of the plant is dicussed in the section on general 
operating experience. 

2 lQ£rea!e_o!_Shg_£gr§_Qg£le£_Tgmp££a£a« 

High temperature reactors are an energy source which is interest
ing for the supply of process heat, if the process heat is 
available at a high temperature level. On February 27, 1974 
the mean helium core outlet temperature was raised to 950 "C 
for the first time, i.e. 100 K above the original design 
temperature /3/. This means, by the way, at the maximum tem
peratures of the temperature profile at the core outlet reach 
values up to about 1050 °C. The subsequent long-standing 
operation at this highest coolant temperature ever achieved 
in a nuclear power plant demonstrates the heat supply potential 
of the pebble bed reactor. 
Remarkably enough, the temperature increase did not have any 
negative effect on the operation, only an unimportant 
increase in coolant gas acitivity was observed. For the 
circulators it even meant a reliefs The AVR is not equipped 
with control rods for power control. The reactor power 
output is controlled by the helium flow rate depending on 
the circulator speed in cooperation with the negative tem
perature coefficient of reactivity. 
Since the reactor power output had to be kept constant at 
46 MW (th), the mass flow and, hence, the circulator speed had 
to be slightly reduced, because the difference between core 
outlet and core inlet temperature had been increased by 100 K. 
In addition, the circulator inlet temperature was reduced from 
the original 280 *C to about 260 *C. 

3 SiE£!2i*.£2E_F.L223in,9_2!_2_325!iii_2£_§£225..S2!}2E2£2E-22ma.32_£i£ 
After shut down of the AVR in May 1978 the moisture increased 
in the primary circuit. In the following, approximately 27.5 t 
of water from the steam generator penetrated into the helium 
circuit. The cause was a leak of about 3 mm* in a final super
heater tube. Fig. 4 shows to which level the water rose. The 
circulators were flooded up to a level above the shafts. 
Removal of the water and drying of the primary system required 
a lot of time. The main difficulties were due to a lack of 
draining possibilities. Figure 5 shows the residual accumulations 
of water in dead volumes of the circulators. As a consequence 
approximately 2 m* of water had to be pumped off by evacuating 
the primary system. 
To enhance the drying process during evacuation, the circulators 
were heated via the stator winding. For this purpose welding 
converters were used which heated the windings to about 90 *c. 
The drying procedure was monitored by measuring the insulation 
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FIG.4. Water level in the primary circuit. 

FIG.S. Water puddles in dead spaces. 

resistances of the stator windings to mass, which were about 
500 Ohm in the beginning of the procedure. The drying phase 
covered 9 weeks, until the insulation values of both circulators 
had risen to about 30 MegaOhm at a measuring DC voltage of 
800 V. We use a (motor insulation class H to VDE 0530, for a 
maximum permissible steady-state temperature in the winding of 
180 *C. The rated voltage and current of the motor are 500 V 
and 300 A respectively. 
Hater had penetrated even into the oil tanks of the lubricat
ing oil systems so that extensive rinsing and cleaning 
procedures were required. Finally, at the end of January 1979 
a state was reached that permitted to start circulator test 
runs. 
During the first two hours the operating characteristics were 
normal up to a speed of 3000 r.p.ra. At a speed of 3500 r.p.m. 
one of the circulators showed an irregular performance such 
as transient speed reduction to 1500 r.p.m. as well as increase 
of the bearing temperature and the bearing vibrational 
amplitudes. The current supplied by the converter rose to 
its 100 % value. Thereupon both circulators were shut down 
and simultaneously high-pressure oil pumps started operation 
automatically to ensure an improved bearing oil supply. 
Fig. 6 shows the coastdown behaviour of the circulator after 
shutdown. Whereas *-.he circulator showing irregularities 
in operation came to a stillstand within about 50 s at an 
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FIG.6. AVR - Coastdown behaviour of the two circulators 
during abnormal test run. 



almost linear steep reduction of speed, the second circulator 
showed a normal asymptotic speed curve during a coastdown 
period of about 170 s. 
It was detected that water had penetrated into the oil 
supply system of the first circulator through a seal which 
had not been properly tightened. Since damage of the bearing 
could not be ruled out, the circulator was disassembled. For 
this purpose the special disassembly equipment was used which 
had been prepared and available since the construction of 
the power plant. Thus it was possible to accomplish the first 
and only circulator disassembly since the commissioning in 
1967 after about 80 000 operating hours without any difficulties 
worth mentioning. 
Fig. 7 shows the hot workshop to which the circulator was 
transported inside the disassembly equipment. The dose 
rate at a distance of 1 m from the impeller was about 1 rem/h. 
The gamma and beta radiation originated from the fission pro
ducts in the coolant gas deposited on the impeller. Measure
ments taken on the surface showed values between 100 and 
400 rem/h. The mean share of beta radiation was 90 %. 
Decontamination of the rotor by using water, oxidizing and 
reducing solutions resulted in a decontamination factor of 
about 7 for both types of radiation /5/. 

FIG.7. Circulator in disassembly equipment. 

In compliance with the German regulations it has to be 
accepted that in case of the circulator repair contaminated 
parts cannot be transported back to the manufacturers works 
for repair, incidentally the dose rate measured at the cir
culator motor, whicn is protected by buffer helium system*-, 
was about 0.2 rem/h. 
Fig. 8 shows the lower shell of the journal bearing concerned 
after disassembly exhibiting ar. early stage of glazlr.g of the 
bearing metal, probably caused by lack of bearing capacity 
of the oil-water emulsion. The bearing ratal layer on tho 
shaft was removed by manual polishing. The bearing shell 
itself was replaced, under conventional aspects it would 
have been possible to reuse the just slightly damaged 
bearing shell. 

FIG,8. Damaged radial bearing. 

Repair work on the circulator required the long period 
of 3.5 months, partly because all the work had to be per
formed using full respiratory protection equipment. This 
means a substantial restriction on the effective working 
hours. 

In 1980 the JkVK was adapted to new safety requirements. The 
helium circulators including their oil aupply system and 
electrical periphery were, however, not affected by thia 
measure. 



» . . General Operating Experience 
Fran the 20 years' operation showing a score of approximately 
130 000 operating hours per circulator it can be concluded 
already today that trouble-free circulator operation in 
gas-cooled reactors is possible for several decades. 
The active circulator components operating in the primary 
system are practically not subjected to any aging processes 
restricting their functional capability, so that main-
tainance an3 repair work is limited to peripheral auxiliary 
systems such as oil system and electrical frequency conver
ter. In the following report on general operating experience 
the operating parameters are discussed in detail. 

4 .1 fva,luation_gf _Perf ormance_Diagrams 

The mean time availability of the plant over 20 years has been 
close to 70 %. The optimum value was achieved in 1976, when 
the meun time availability was 92 *. The circulators 
themselves have virtually never been the cause of unscheduled 
reactor shutdown, the rotary converters, however, did cause 
shutdown. A detailed investigation is available for the period 
between March 1968 and September 1983. During this period 192 
events of reactor shutdown occurred, 24 of which, i.e. 12.5 % 
were caused by malfunction of the frequency converter. During 
the same period, in addition 16 speed reductions were recorded, 
i.e. reductions in power supply to the grid, because circulator 
operation was possible only at grid frequency. 
In considering the values mentioned above it has, however, 
to be taken into account that because of its safety 
characteristics, the power plant is not equipped with an 
uninterrupted electric power supply for the circulators. 
Therefore voltage drops in the grid repeatedly caused failure 
of the frequency converter and, hence, circulator failure 
followed by reactor shutdown. 
Since 1981 the circulators including their auxiliary systems 
did not make themselves felt any more at all. The testing 
of their long-term behaviour and their functioning with 
regard to the overall plant can thus be considered as com
pleted with an extremely successful result. 

At the time when the plant was designed, the ideas were 
still rather vague regarding the long-term stability, the 
lubricating power and the pollution of the lubricating oil 
to be expected under the effect of the primary helium. For 
this reason each circulator was equipped with two independent 
and identical lubricating oil systems. Since it was expected 
that the lubrication would be insufficient during start-up 
and coastdown of the circulators, a high-pressure oil pump 

was installed in addition, which is not required according to 
present experience. All motors of the oil pumps are connected 
to an uninterrupted battery-buffered power supply. 
For the design of the plant a service life of three years was 
assumed for the lubricating oil, an oil of the Shell Company, 
type API. 729. It can be generally stated that the non existence 
of any oxygen partial pressure in the oil systems is a stabiliz
ing factor. Apart from that, the low radiation impact obviously 
uid not have any effect on the oil. 
The oil was analyzed in irregular intervals. Corresponding 
values for fresh oil were determined for comparison purposes. 
The data given in the Table below demonstrate that there 
is practically no difference between the values for fresh 
oil and utilized oil. 
In June 1914 maintenance work was performed in the first oil 
tank of the first circulator after a total operating time 
of 46 000 hours. The analysis of the oil furnished the follow
ing datai 

Oil from circulator 1 fresh oil 
(Shell APL 729) 

Visos i ty (50 *C) 30.2 cP 30.1 cP 
Density (20 *C) 0.873 0.870 

(30 *C) 0.853 0.853 
FUsh point 234 *C 230 *C 
Neutralisation value 0.05 mg JQOH/g less than 0.05 mg 

ITS/9 
Saponification nunber 0.05 mg KOH/g less than 0.05 mg 
Colour (ASTM) 2 3 
Clearness slightly hazy clear 
Solid residues 0.017 % — 
R.o not detectable not detectable 
Tritium 3,52 . 10 ° Ci/1 
Gamra activity not detectable — 

The o i l sump contained sludge mainly c o n s i s t i n g of met/1 
wear of various p a r t i c l e s i z e . There were heavy depos i t s on 
the f i l t e r of the low-pressure o i l pump which had cont inously 
been in operat ion. From comparison with the s l i g h t l y higher 
o i l pressure of pump 2 in the redundant o i l system which 
had p r a c t i c a l l y not been used up to that time, i t was i n 
ferred that in s p i t e of the long operating period pump 
number one had been subjected only to an abso lute ly minimum 
wear. 

In 1982 a rad io log ica l a n a l y s i s of the s o l i d res idues on 
the bottom of a J 1 kautex t e s t b o t t l e was performed. Using, 
a Herfurth 1359 large-area counter, va lues between 4.5 . 10 
and 1,5 . 10 ipm were measured. 



The radiolytical influence on the lubricating oil was 
evaluated using the abdorbtion-spectrophotometry. This 
method is particularly suited in the infrared range for 
the qualitative detection of structural changes of chemical 
compounds in the oil and the formation or disappearance of 
oil components. Changes of the chemical structure or compo
sition were observed neither in used nor in fresh oil 
specimens. This applies only to those oil components which 
contain absorption bands in the infrared range. In nuclear 
resonance spectra no differences were detected either. 

In summary it can be stated that the oil practically does 
not undergo any changes during reactor operation due to 
aging or irradiation, as far as this can be detected by 
"normal* analysis methods. 

Buffer_Gas_Behavigur 

The reliability of an oil-lubricated main circulator in 
a gas-cooled reactor depends absolutely on the effectiveness 
of the sealing gas system. For the AVR a conservative approach 
was adopted by supplying the labyrinths with high-purity 
helium rrom the helium purification system. It has been 
verified that by this system any helium exchange between 
the primary system on the one side and the motor compartment 
and the bearing oil space on the other side are ruled out 
reliably and safely. 

The four labyrinths of a circulator are supplied with 25 m 3 

standard He/h at a pressure exceeding the pressure of the 
primary system by about 0.5 bar. Out of the 25 m J about 
5 m 3 standard He/h pass into the primary system, the rest is 
recirculated into the helium purification system via the cir
culator. Tt is ensured by high-purity helium buffers 
(2 m 3/20 bar) and storage tanks (10 m 3/40 bar) that short-term 
failure of the helium purification system can be bridged. 
The buffer gas leaving the circulators carrying oil passes 
through a filter to prevent clogging of the low-temperature 
helium storage system. This filter consists of a cyclone 
followed by 11 layers of glass wool alternating with 10 layers 
of activated carbon. These filters have proven to be so 
extremely effective and sturdy that a less extensive filter 
system will certainly be sufficient for future plants. 
EffS£t_gf_Circulator_Ope,ration_on_the_Environme-nt 

Even in the immediate environment of the circulator 
location, operation of the circulators is not noticeable 
by human senses. It has not been possible, however, to 
perform acoistic emission measurements at the same time with 
in-service inspections on the reactor pressure vessel at 
increased testing temperatures with the circulators operat
ing and the noise of helium flow and circulator operation 

spreading in the primary system. Additional noise was pro
duced by the slow filling of the primary system with helium 
for pressure increase. If has not been possible to state 
which of the two noise spectra caused the disturbance 
of the acoustic emission measurements. 

5 Circulator_Sgeeds 

The reactor power output is determined by the nominal cir
culator speed. Fig. 9 shows examples of load changes per
formed during dynamic experiments. A load decrease from 
100 % to 50 % within 2 minutes is possible without any 
problems. 

FIG.9. Dynamic experiment. 

For load increase, the circulators themselves would allow 
such rates of increase. However, if the load is raised at an 
excessive rate, the inertness of the reactor in concurrence 
with the negative temperature coefficient of reactivity 
result in an overshoot of the. neutron flux which easily 
exceeds the permissible limiting value and leads to plant 
shutdown. For this reason the maximum circulator speed has 
to be approached slowly. 

Fig. 10 is an interesting 20 years' record of the accumulated 
operating hours at various circulator speeds. The main range 
is between 3000 and 4400 r.p.m. Thus the circulators have 



practically been oper"ted only at speeds in their upper design 
range. This is the most convincing verification of their un-
problematic functional capability. 
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FIG. 10. Number of operating days vs circulator speed for 
the period Nov. 1. 1967 to Sept. 29, 1987. 

Outlook on Further Operation of the AVR 
As has been shown by the example of the circulators, the 
testing of the AVR components has furnished extremely 
successful results. According to the present state of 
affairs, the AVR will be definitively shut down at 
the end of 1988. This is the result of the political 
influence on the sponsorer to cancel any further HTR 
research after commissioning of the THTR 300 and to 
withdraw from the utilization of nuclear power. 90 % of 
the AVR operating cost is financed by the German Federal 
Government, 10 % by the Federal State of Northrhine West
phalia. 
The operating experience gained up to the present time, and 
the excellent state of the plant do not give rise to any 
restrictions on the further operation of the AVR reactor. 
For completing the research programs currently specified, 
continuation of the AVR operation would be required at least 
until the end of 1989. 
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PORT ST. VRAIN CIRCULATOR OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

H.L.BREY 
Public Service Company of Colorado, 
Denver, Colorado, 
United States of America 

Abstract 

Fort St. Vrain, on the system of Public Service Company of Colorado, is the only 
high-temperature gas-cooled power reactor in the United States. Four helium 
circulators are utilized in this plant to transfer heat from the reactor to the 
steam generators. These unique machines have a single stage axial flow helium 
compressor driven by a single stage steam turbine. A single stage water driven 
(pel ton wheel) turbine is the back-up drive utilizing either feed water, 
condensate, or fire water as the driving fluid. 
Developmental testing of the circulators was accomplished prior to installation 
into Fort St. Vrain. A combined machine operating history of approximately 250,000 
hours has shown these machines to be of conservative design and proven mechanical 
integrity. However, many problems have been encountered in operating the complex 
auxiliaries which are necessary for successful circulator and plant operation. 
It has been IS years since initial installation of the circulators occurred at 
Fort St. Vrain. During this time, a number of significant issues had to be 
resolved dealing specifically with machine performance. These events Include 
cavitation damage of the pelton wheels during the initial plant hot functional 
testing, cracks in the water turbine buckets *nd cervic coupling, static shutdown 
seal bellows failure, and. most recently, degradation of components within the 
steam drive assembly. 
Unreliable operation particularly with the circulator auxiliaries has been a 
focus of attention by Public Service Company of Colorado. Actions to replace 
or significantly modify the existing circulators and their auxiliaries are 
currently awaiting decisions concerning the long-term future of the Fort St. 
Vrain plant. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fort St. Vrain is a 330 megawatt electric generating station owned and 
ope.ated by Public Service Company of Colorado and situated approximately 
40 miles north of Denver. The plant was designed by General Atomic 
Company and utilizes helium as the primary coolant. A pre-stressed 
concrete reactor vessel (PCRV) contains the total primary coolant system 
including the reactor, ste?r generators, and helium circulators (Figure 
1). Primary coolant helium at approximately 700 psia 1s directed downward 
through the graphite moderated and reflected core where it is divided 
into two identical loops, each consisting of steam generator modules 
and two helium circulators. The cold helium then flows up the core 
barrel at the periphery _of Vhe reflector-to an upper plenum, completing 

31 the primary coolant loop. 



32 THE HELIUM CIRCULATORS 

The helium c i r cu la to rs (Figure 2) have a single-stage ax ia l f low helium 
compressor• wi th a steam dr iven s ingle-stage turbine using exhaust steam 
from the high pressure generating tu rb ine . A single-stage water dr iven 
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FIGURE 2 Fort St. Vrain Helium Circulators 

(Pelton wheel) turbine Is the backup dr ive . This water tu rb ine can 
use feedwater, condensate, or f i r e water as the d r i v ing f l u i d . 

The c i r c u l a t o r shaft weighs approximately 500 l bs . and 1s 37 Inches 
i n length. The helium compressor, steam turb ine , and water turb ine 
have diameters of 32, 17, and 6 3/4 inches, respect ive ly . C i r cu la to r 
operat ing charac ter is t i cs are shown in Table 1 [ 1 ] . 

Table I 

Individual Circulator Operating Characteristics 
Full load steam turbine power 
Water turbine design power 
Rated speed 
Maximum continuous operating speed 
Dtjign overspeed 
Helium conditions 

Mass flow rate 
Inlet pressure 
Inlet temperature 
Design static pressure rise 

Steam conditions 
Mass flow rate 
Inlet pressure 
Inlet enthalpy 
Enthalpy drop 

An elaborate system of auxiliaries is required to maintain proper 
circulator operation. Figure 3 is a schematic representation of most 
of the auxiliaries required for the operation of two circulators 1n 
a single coolant loop. Basically, the circulators are equipped with 
a purified buffer helium supply which prevents fie primary coolant from 
flowing down the shaft, and bearing water from flowing up the shaft. 

5 504 hp 
579 hp 

9 550 rpm 
10 800 rpm 
13 500 rpm 

242 lb/s 
686 psia 
742' F 
14 ps1 

155 3 lb/s 
848 psia 

1 357 8 Btu/lb 
25 5 Btu/lb 



Part of this Suffer helium Is mixed with bearing water and Is eventually 
removed In the high pressure separator. The helium Is then compressed 
through the buffer helium redrculators, passes through a desslcant 
type dryer, and then flows back to the initial buffer supply H n e . A 
shutdown seal is utilized to seal the shaft from contaminated primary 
coolant when the circulator 1s shut down. This is a mechanical seal 
actuated by pressurizing the bellows which causes metal-to-metal contact 
between a seal ring and a machine surface lip on the circulator shaft. 

FIGURE 3 The FSV Helium Circulator Auxiliaries 

All circulator bearings are water lubricated. Normal bearing water 
is supplied by two of three multi-stage pumps running in series. Bearing 
water pressure is held at about 700 psig above primary coolant pressure. 
Water make-up requirements of this system are normally from the feedwater 
system with redundant supplies via a bearing water make-up pump feeding 
condensate, and as a final alternative, an emergency positive displacement 
pump feeding condensate or fire water. The normal bearing water system 

33 is used during normal circulator operation. If this system Is 

Interrupted, the backup bearing water system using feedwater supply 
is automatically Introduced. A third system, the emergency bearing 
water system, supplies sufficient bearing water to the circulator for 
the short time required for damage-free coastdown following a circulator 
trip upon loss of normal and backup bearing water systems [2], 
A nitrogen pressurlzatlon system 1s used during water turbine operation 
when driving the pel ton wheels with high pressure and high temperature 
feedwater. This system supplies nitrogen to the pel ton wheel cavity 
to maintain It at 10-30 ps1 above the saturation pressure of the feedwater 
supply to the turbine. This system 1s utilized to prevent cavitation 
damage to the pel ton wheels when operating on feedwater. 

DEVELOPMENT TESTING OF THE HELIUM CIRCULATORS 
In 1966, a facility was built nea<" Boulder, Colorado, at PSC's Valmont 
Steam Electric Station (a fossil-fueled plant) to field test the basic 
design concepts of the circulators. Steam was obtained from the power 
plant to drive the circulators. The main test bed consisted of a pressure 
vessel sized to house a full-sized circulator. The environment 1n the 
test vessel could be controlled to closely reproduce the primary coolant 
pressure, temperature, and helium atmosphere conditions expected in 
an operating HTGR [7]. This facility was used for the following purposes: 

(1) To check the aerodynamic properties of the helium compressor 
blading, Inlet, and dlffuser. 

(2) To Investigate noise levels emanating from the helium caused 
by compressor operation. 

(3) To verify circulator bearing and rotor dynamic performance. 
(4) To test the circulator shaft seals. 
(5) To evaluate stresses and natural frequencies of the compressor 

and turbine rotor tV.des. 
(6) To evaluate the circulator's operational capabilities when 

subjected to abnormal transients such as thermal shock of 
switching from steam to water turbine drive, overspeed of the 
circulator to 13,000 rpm, and rapid depressurlzation from normal 
primary coolant helium pressure to atmospheric pressure. 

The results Indicated that the circulator design was well suited to 
provide the primary coolant circulation requirements of an HTGR. After 
these developmental tests were performed, five production model 
circulators (four normal units plus a spare) were Individually tested 
prior to installation at Fort St. Vrai'n. These units were run to full 
speed on steam and to approximately 8400 rpm on water turbine drive [1]. 



34 CIRCULATOR OPERATIONAL HISTORY 
The circulator assembly Is a conservatively designed machine with proven 
integrity. The circulators have been incorrectly Identified with a 
significant fraction of the plant down time. Much of the time attributed 
to the circulators has in fact been a result of problems with the 
circulator auxiliaries, e.g., the bearing and seal water supply system. 
These problems were characterized by water ingress into the primary 
coolant system. The circulator machines have been much more reliable 
than perceived; moreover, the mechanical integrity of the circulator 
has been excellent. 
While accumulating approximately 250,000 total combined (five machines) 
operating hours (based on water plus steam drive. Figure 4) out of 
1,050,000 hours full-temperature design operational life, approximately 
fourteen separate incidents have required one or more circulators to 
be removed for repair, and one design modification was incorporated 
in-situ. These incidents are summarized in Table 2. 

:102 •C-ZIOZ. C - 2 1 0 4 
FSV helium circulator unit 

FIGURE 4 FSV Helium Circulator Hours of Operation [10] 

TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF CIRCULATOR PROBLEM INCIDENTS [10] 

INCIDENT PROBLEM 

Shutdown Soils 
Ruptured Bellows 
Ftce Leak 
Supply line Leek 
Bellows Leek 
Bellows Leak 
Belle, i Leek 

Pre-Nuclear Pelton 
Whtel Cavitation 

Nuclear Pelton Wheel Cricks 

CIRCULATOR 
SERIAL NUMBER 

C-2101 
C-2105 
C-2101 
C-2102 
C-2105 
C-2102 
All 

All 

Bearing Mater Line Leak C-2102 
Stress Corrosion of Compressor 
End Bolts 

All 

Primary Seal Leak C-2103 

Insulation Cover Area Parts 
Failure 

C-2101 

External Problems/Inspections 
Brg Hater Strainer Failure C-2104 

Tech Spec Inspection C-2102 
Discharge Valve Damage C-2104 

INCIDENT INCIDENT FAILURE CATEGORY 
DATE RESOLUTION DESIGN 5ft NTS. BAN M M H T T H H A T " 

DEFECT FAILURE OR OTHER 

7/74 luproved press X 
control 

7/75 Improved control X 
of brake sequencing 

8/75 Repaired to drwg 
4/7« Hfg'g defect X 
2/BO Hfg'g defect I 
S/81 Design Mod X 
8/72 Incorporated pres- X 

surlzed nitrogen 
blanket on water 
system 

12/74 Wrought wheels in- X 
stilled in-jttu 

12/B4 Mfg'g defect in bolt X 
1/85- 6/BS Changed material X 

9/76 Changed bolt mat'i, 
thread form, I 
torque (all machines) 

8/87 To be determined 

8/73 
3/79 
1/84 

X(7) X(?) 

X 
X 
X 

The failure Incidents are categorized in the last three columns of Table 
2 headed "Design or Manufacturing Oefect", "Random Failure" and "External 
or Other". 
As Indicated in the table, of the fourteen failure Incidents there have 
been tentatively eleven design or manufacturing defect failures of 
circulators. One failure 1s considered a random failure and the remaining 
three are not attributable to the circulator design (I.e., the "External 
Problems/Inspections" category under the "Incident Problem" heading). 
Of the eleven design or manufacturing defect failures tentatively 
attributed to the circulators, three are more directly related to external 
auxiliary system failures for which modifications corrected the problem. 



(The three auxiliary system modiflcaitons are the Improved pressure 
control for the shutdown seal bellows, the Improved control of the 
brake/seal sequencing to prevent seal actuation while the rotor 1s 
turning, and the pressurlzatlon of the pelton wheel water cavity to 
prevent cavitation.) 
Thus, only approximately eight incidents are clearly attributable to 
design or manufacturing defects in the circulator machine [10]. A 
description of the more significant circulator Issues 1s chronologically 
described in the next sections. 
CIRCULATOR OPERATION DURING HOT FUNCTIONAL TEST 
Installation of the four circulators was completed in January 1972. Many 
construction and instrumentation difficulties were encountered, but 
these were largely associated with the circulator auxiliaries. 
Prior to core loading, the hot functional test of the primary coolant 
system began in July 1972. Special oversized (pre-nuclear) water turbines 
driven by feedwater at 3S00 psig were used to compress and thus heat 
the primary coolant to a maximum 625°F. 
During the initial phases of the test, with circulators running at low 
speeds, and with large numbers of starts and stops, cavitation damage 
occurred on the speed control valves which regulate circulator speed 
by controlling water flow to the water turbines. Cavitation damage 
was avoided by redesign, but problems external to the circulators 
involving the valves appeared. Sustained operation resulted in sporadic 
low frequency, high amplitude vibration in the emergency feedwater piping 
causing pipe hanger and insulation damage. This condition was resolved 
by replacing the insufficiently stiff pneumatic operators on the valves 
with stiffer hydraulic units. 
After a few hundred hours of individual circulator operation, one 
circulator indicated high shaft eccentricity. After verification of 
the eccentricity reading, the circulator was shut down. Several days 
later, another circulator automatically shut down due to an apparently 
spurious overspeed trip. When a restart was attempted, a very high 
eccentricity reading was indicated. 
The hot functional test was interrupted and all four circulators' water 
turbines were visually inspected by removing the penetration piping. 
All four exhibited various degrees of metal damage believed to be due 
to cavitation. The two circulators that had indicated shaft eccentricity 
had each lost one or more turbine buckets. All four circulators were 
removed from the reactor vessel and were shipped to General Atomic Company 
(GAC) in San Diego. California for Inspection and rework [3]. Figure 5 
typifies the bucket damage that was sustained. Examination showed that 
the damage was due to severe cavitation leading to stress concentrations 
at the bucket roots with some resultant fatigue failures. 
All of the turbine wheels had some damage, the severity correlating 
directly with the operating times. Of the two Intact wheels, one was 

FIGURE S Helium Circulator Water Turbine Wheel Bucket 
With Cavitation Damage 

badly cracked. The cavitation damage was caused by implosive forces 
developed when vapor or gaseous bubbles collapsed adjacent to a solid 
surface, aggravated by the erosive tendencies of the hot feedwater. The 
damage was evidenced by crater-like pits which, In advance stages, were 
re-entrant and honeycombed. Damage in certain cases destroyed the tip 
of the splitter that divides the Impinging water jet. On the bucket 
backsides, damage penetrated Into the hub [4J. 
This cavitation damage was subsequently resolved by installation of 
the pelton cavity nitrogen pressurlzatlon system previously described. 
A second hot functional plant test was successfully completed between 
Hay and August 1973. 



CIRCULATOR OPERATION DURING LOW POWER PHYSICS TESTING 
Fuel loading was completed in January 1974, followed by two months of 
low power physics tests [8]. The helium circulator performance startup 
test was conducted during fpril and Nay 1974. The test demonstrated 
adequate circulator operation using steam from the plant's auxiliary 
boiler as the dri ing force. For one loop operation, the circulator 
water turbine drives automatically started, as required by accident 
analyses, upon loss of both circulator's steam drives. Also, per design 
conditions, one water turbine driven circulator (powered under fire 
water conditions) provided greater than the necessary primary coolant 
helium flow for adequate shutdown core cooling. 
In July 1974, a failure occurred to a static shutdown sea] of a 
circulator. The shutdown seal is used to isolate the auxiliary system 
from the primary coolant. It is applied after the brake shuts down 
circulator rotation. 
After removal of the circulator and installation of the spare, it was 
found that seal failure was due to inner bellows rupture from an apparent 
inadvertent overpressure and resultant overextension (Fig. 6). 

. To verify that the failure was not generic, all of the installed 
circulator seals were cycled twenty times without incident. Because 
of the heat treatment used on the seals, if they had been overpressured, 
failure would have occurred within a few cycles. 
Further study of the removed circulator revealed two additional 
failures: 

(1) Six of the water turbine buckets had microscopic cracks at the 
splitter. 

(2) The curvic coupling joining the water and :t-am turbine assemblies 
exhibited deep cracking only on the water turbine cast Inconel 
718 portion. The wrought 422 stainless steel steam turbine portion 
was flawless. 

General Atomic Company initiated extensive metallurgical, engineering, 
and experimental testing efforts to determine the cause of the cracks [6]. 
These tests included fracture mechanics analyses, fracture toughness 
determinations, tensile, impact, stress corrosion, vibration loading, 
and thermal shock tests. Evaluation of the analytical and test data 
indicated that both failures were due to high frequency cyclic fatigue. 
The curvic coupling failure was caused by umbrella-like flexing stresses 
set up by steam hitting the circulator turbine blades at sonic velocities. 
This stress when applied to the Inconel 718 curvic coupling casting 
was of sufficient magnitude to exceed Its tensile strength. Fracture 
mechanics analytic 1 methods supported by experimental testing showed 
these cracks to je self arresting at all the required operating 
conditions, and they would therefore not impair circulator function [6]. 

FIGURE 6 Damaged Helium Circulator Shutdown Seal Bellows 

It 1s believed that the coupling failures occurred during preliminary 
testing at Valmont where operation at the incorrect pressure ratio across 
the steam nozzles allowed a condition of cyclic pulsing in the steam 
at the turbine disk. Flexings of the disk were transmitted to the 
coupling. 
The fatigue cracks on the water turbine wheel buckets were believed 
to be due to stress amplification caused by the water jets hitting the 
buckets coupled with high speed rotation. This loading Is highly 
amplified as the circulator exceeds 8000 rpm. Normal, full circulator 
speed with primary coolant at atmospheric pressure is In excess of 10,000 
rpm. Cracking of these buckets apparently occurred in less than ten 
hours at such high speed operation. To prevent failure reoccurrences, 



maximum circulator speed during water turbine operation was limited 
to 7000 rpm. Stress analyses indicate that sustained operation at this 
lower speed will not result in crack initiation and propagation. The 
accidents analyzed in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) have been 
reviewed by GAC with the conclusion that the temperature limits of the 
reactor core and primary coolant thermal barrier materials will not 
be exceeded during emergency water turbine operation limited to 7000 
rpm. 
In December 1974 all fear water turbine wheels were replaced by new 
assemblies machined from inconel 718 forgings. The forgings are known 
to better resist cyclic V'tigue damage [9J. There has been no evidence 
of fatigue cracking in those assemblies that have been inspected after 
norma) operation. 
CIRCULATOR PERFORMANCE DURING INITIAL RISE-TO-POWER 
In March 1976, the shutdown seal of a circulator failed. The source 
of the leakage was determined to be a crack in the inner bellows of 
the assembly. 
An investigation into the failure led to the conclusion that the crack 
was most probably initiated by repeated overextension of the bellows 
prior to installation in the circulator [5]. The qualification test 
specified by GAC for the seal vendor was changed to prevent any future 
seal test damage. 
Plant operation; continued through 1978 with generally satisfactory 
performance of the helium circulators. In 1979, as part of the Fort 
St. Vrain technical surveillance requirements, a complete circulator 
unit was removed from the PCRV and Inspected for signs of abnormal wear 
or component degradation. This inspection Included examination of bearing 
surfaces, seal surfaces, break system, buffer seal system, and labrynth 
seals. The helium compressor impeller, the steam turbine drive, and 
the pelton wheel were also inspected for both surface and sub-surface 
defects. Results of this inspection indicated that abnormal wear or 
component degradation had not occurred and that future inspection 
intervals of approximately ten years would be sufficient to monitor 
the condition of the helium circulators. 
CIRCULATOR ISSUES PORING COMMERCIAL OPERATION 
On January 8, 1980 while operating the plant at very low power, it was 
determined that a leak existed in the static seal actuating mechanism 
of the IB helium circulator. This leak was subsequently determined 
to be internal to the machine, and it was subsequently removed and 
replaced with the spare helium circulator. 
Upon disassembly it was determined that a crack existed 1n the bottom 
confluant of the outer bellows of the static seal assembly. Further 
examination indicated that this failure was caused by tension tearing 
of a groove apparently left by the forming tooi during the manufacturing 

process. All spare seals were subsequently Inspected and no evidence 
of similar damage was uncovered. This was determined to be an Isolated 
manufacturing defect and not indicative of a generic problem. 
The most recent helium circulator problem occurred on July 29, 1987. 
With the reactor at approximately 70S power, a circulator trip occurred 
following by a secondary coolant loop #2 shutdown. After reduction 
in power to reestablish loop 12, a high shaft wobble Indication as well 
as high Inner space helium flow was observed on the "0" (C-2101; helium 
circulator. The reactor was subsequently shut down, and In the ensuing 
month the circulator was removed and replaced with the spare. 
A detailed Investigation of the C-2101 circulator continues at the present 
time. However, the Investigation has revealed that the Insulation shield 
and corresponding labrynth seal had failed (Figure 7) dropping onto 

FIGURE 7 Views of Remnants of Insulation Cover On Rim Of 
Steam Turbine Rotor 



the steam turbine wheel. So far, stress corrosion cracking has been 
determined to be a factor In the mechanical degradation of the labrynth 
seal Mounting bolts and the steam ducting bolts. The cause of this 
cracking is felt to be due to caustic embrittlement possibly brought 
about by a combination of low level caustic carryover from regeneration 
of the secondary coolant demlneraHzers throughout the past IS years, 
and the limited use of a sodium hydroxide base water treatment on the 
make-up to an auxiliary boiler added to the plant approximately five 
years ago to help satisfy steam needs during plant shutdown and low 
power conditions. 
At a recent meeting with the NRC, a near-term program was Identified 
where Fort St. Vraln would continue plant operation until the Inspection 
of C-2101 1s completed and the necessary spare parts are procured to 
allow replacement of all affected components in the circulators currently 
installed 1n the Fort St. Vraln PCRV. It was determined that the failure 
mechanism Identified in C-2101 may have generic Implications, but the 
failure would be confined to each circulator singularly and would not 
have the ability to allow one circulator problem to affect another 
circulator. It is anticipated that a plant shutdown of approximately 
three months' duration will be required beginning approximately March 1, 
1988. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Fort St. Vrain helium circulators and their auxiliaries are 
prototypical complex, one-of-a-kind components and as such, problems 
have been encountered which have played an important role in the poor 
operational performance of the plant. It is felt that the circulator 
assembly itself is a conservatively designed machine with generally 
proven integrity. However, because successful circulator operation 
requires nearly flawless performance of a complex circulator auxiliary 
system which includes several thousand valves and instruments while 
supporting such components as pumps, compressors, heat exchangers, and 
vessels, overall plant performance has been impaired. 
Public Service Company of Colorado has considered a number of circuTator 
design alternatives including the following: new circulators with magnetic 
thrust bearings, new circulators incorporating hydrostatic seals to 
prevent high pressure bearing water from entering the primary coolant 
system and, significantly modified auxiliaries so that each circulator 
stands alone without a multiplicity of inter-acting and inter-related 
sub-systems. Actions to replace or significantly modify the existing 
circulators and their auxiliaries are currently not being acted on, 
pending decisions concerning the long-term future of the Fort St. Vraln 
plant. 
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Abstract 

With the transfer of the THTR 300 prototype nuclear power plant to 
the operating company on July 1st, 1987 the high expectations 

- placed in the large pebble bed reactor were fulfilled. Thus also 
the Brown Boveri circulator concept has been confirmed. The design 
parameters proved to be in full agreement with the data measured 
during the various commissioning phases. This applies to the 
nitrogen used during hot trial operation as well as to the helium 
used in commercial power operation up to 100 % load. 
Since the first trial runs the circulators have scored more than 
two years of trouble-free operation during the trial operation and 
commissioning phases. At no time the circulators gave reason to 
plant shutdown. The circulators which had been ordered in 1972 
were delivered already ten years ago. Only two out of the six 
circulators were tested on a test stand in the workshop. In 1987 
another identical standby circulator was supplied in support of an 
initiative to increase the basic conditions of plant availability. 
In view of the excellent result of the test period it can he 
assumed that the standby circulator will never be required. 
The 6 circulators equipped with oil bearings are each provided 
with a separate oil system whose pressure corresponds to that of 
the primary system. Safety aspects resulting from licensing 
requirements led to extensive efforts regarding the oil systems. 
These efforts involve also that part of the Duffer helium flow 
which is released from the circulators with the oil draining from 
the bearings. 
During the commissioning phase it has been verified that the 
internal barrier helium system of the circulators is capable to 
retain the lubrication oil inventory within the circulator range, 
even if the external make-up barrier helium supply from the helium 

.. purification system is shut off. Thus it is ensured that leackage 

of oil into the primary helium system is ruled out by the shaft 
seal system. 
Further development work on the cirulators is currently being 
continued for the only reason that active magnetic bearings permit 
vertical arrangment of the circulators with the impeller at the 
lower end without requiring the operation of an extremely 
complicated and expensive oil system. Apart from that, the 
experience gained with the THTR operation did not result in any 
changes in the design characteristics which had already been used 
in the AVR circulators. 

The Helium Circulators during THTR Project implementation 
The THTR-300 is a helium-cooled high-temperature reactor fuelled 
by 675,000 spherical fuel elements of 60 mm diameter arranged in 
the core as a pebble bed. For the transfer of the nuclear heat 
generated by them to the six steam generators helium is used as 
cooling gas. 
The coolant gas circulator used in the THTR-300 nuclear power 
plant has to perform the following duties: 

As an operational device it has to circulate the cooling 
medium helium when in operating condition, i.e. at 40 
bar/260* C, at various gas flow rates according to the 
output of the nuclear power plant. 
During the commissioning phase (and possibly also within the 
scope of overhaul activities, if required) it has to 
circulate nitrogen at temperatures up to 300* C. 
The circulators must also serve as components of the 
guaranteed decay heat removal system with all the 
safety-related requirements involved. These requirements 
have been taken into account in the fabrication, the 
control, design and redundancy of the auxiliary equipment 
for the circulators as well as for the execution of the 
component protection system. 

All these demands were determining factors for design, 
construction, fabrication, testing and verification during 
commissioning. 
The development of these circulators was based on the coolant 
gas circulators of the AVR Jtilich experimental nuclear power 
plant; they are constructed according to the same principle and 
have now produced evidence of nearly 20 years' successful 
operation. 
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The contract for the turn-key construction and commissioning of 
the THTR 300 high-temperature nuclear power plant was awarded in 
October 1971. in view of the scheduled delivery period of 61 
•onths the circulators were also ordered as early as in 1972 (11. 
By now, nearly one generation of engineers later, the circulator 
technology defined at that time has given excellent proof of its 
suitability. I want to state this right at the beginning of my 
paper. 
Proa late in 1974 onwards, two of the six circulators were 
tested under operating conditions in a workshop test facility 
especially erected for the purpose [Pig. 1], using nitrogen and 
helium as operating fluids. During the extensive testing 
procedure covering a total of about 440 operating hours the 
aechanical performance of both circulators at pressures of up to 
40 bar and temperatures up to 300 °C was perfect. The test 
simultaneously served to verify the guaranteed performance data 
[2], [3], [4]. 

FIG.1. Test facility for the main circulator. 

Subsequent storage of the circulators was inevitable, since even 
at that time a major delay in the general progress of the 
project was foreseeable. In the end, the construction period had 
to be extended by 110 months. 
The main reason for the delay was the fact that the licensing 
authorities could not rely on definitive guidelines for 

evaluating the prototype power plant, guidelines in which the 
continually changing German licensing requirements were laid 
down. It is a well-known fact that substantial delays were 
incurred also in the construction of German light-water reactors 
in the seventies [5]. Incidentally, the basic principles of the 
circulator technology remained nearly unaffected by the 
discussions on licensing problems. 
The helium circulators stood their first test in the power plant 
during the hot functional tests of the reactor starting in 
August 1984 [6]. Pirst nitrogen was used as operating fluid, 
later on the tests were continued with helium. During these 
tests the primary loop was heated to 260 *C using the 
dissipation energy of the circulators. The circulators exhibited 
the performance which had been expected and which was in close 
agreement with the results obtained for all six circulators in 
the workshop tests. 
On September 6, 1985 the power operation permit for the THTR 
nuclear power plant was issued. The reactor power output was 
increased in steps to 1 %, 5 %, 10 % and 30 %. The trouble-free 
performance of the circulators was one of the important factors 
which permitted power increases in quick succession. On November 
16, 1985, at a reactor load of 40 %, electricity generated by 
the plant was fed into the public grid for the first time [7). 
Fig. 2 shows the completed nuclear power plant during the 
subsequent test power operation up to 100 % load. In the course 
of these tests the circulators had to demonstrate their safety 
functions aa well, e.g. when changing from normal operation to 
decay heat removal operation during all feasible plant 
conditions. 
The contractually agreed trial operation was successfully 
completed from February to Nay 1987. it involved demonstrating 
over a period of at least 60 days that the power plant can be 
operated reliably as required by the load-dispatching center and 
in accordance with its specified performance data. Trouble-free 
operation with 6 circulators running is one of the 
prerequisites, naturally. On June 1, 1987 the power plant was 
handed over to Hochtemperatur-Kernkraftwerk GmbH (HKG). The 
plant has since continued power operation. 
Pig. 3 shows the latest performance diagram. The almost 
uninterrupted operation is evidence of the excellent circulator 
operation. None of the few interruptions was caused by a 
malfunction of the circulators or their peripheral equipment. 

2. Circulator concept 
Pig. 4 shows the arrangement of the circulators in the 
prestressed concrete reactor vessel. One coolant gas circulator 
is assigned to each of the 6 steam generators. The coolant gas 
cooled down in the associated steam generator is sucked in at a 
temperature of about 250 *C and, after compression in the 



FIG.2. 300 MWe nuclear power plant Hamm-Uentrop. 

41 FIG.3 THTR 300 performance diagram. 

FIG.4. THTR prototype nuclear power plant prestressed 
concrete reactor vessel. 

circulator, passed into the annular clearance around the steam 
generator. Prom here it flows downward and then upward again 
along the outer surface of the reactor core. In this way the 
cold gas flow provides a thermal shield for the hot parts of the 
plant. The helium flows downward through the pebble bed core. 
The hot helium enters the steam generators from below; it is 
cooled again on its way up. 
Each of the six 12-ton helium circulators which operate in 
parallel and its associated steam generator form a separate 
fluidic system. The circulators are arranged in horizontal 
position and are exposed to the reactor pressure. They are 
anchored in shutter tubes in the lateral walls of the 
prestressed concrete reactor vessel. 
The electric power supply for the circulators at variable 
frequency/ shown in Pig. 5., uses two steam turbine generators 
each providing the power for three circulators. As an 
alternative, the circulators can be operated at mains system 
frequency or with emergency diesel generators. 
Two tasks can be met by these measures: 

To adjust the circulator delivery via the speed from the 
operating range 2400 r.p.m. up to S400 r.p.m. 



FIG 5. Steam turbine generator set tor variable frequency 
power supply of the circulators. 

To safeguard the availability of the circulators for decay 
heat removal by means of an electric power supply from 
several diverse redundancies. 

Pig. 6 is a longitudinal section of the single-stage radial 
circulator with the rotor in overhung position, downstream 
diffusor and integrated induction motor with a terminal rating 
of 2540 kN. The circulator shutoff and control valve arranged on 
the left, at the inlet of the intake casing on the gas side, 
provides the second means for changing the flow rate. This 
alternative is of special importance for starting one circulator 
when five circulators are already operating and for plant 
operation with five circulators running and one serving as a 
standby. The circulator shut-off and control valve is actuated 
by an oil-hydraulic system via a lever and a push rod. 
The circulator motor is cooled by water coolers and an internal 
helium loop which also supplies the seal gas system provided to 
prevent oil leakage from the axial and radial bearings into the 
primary loop. 
This internal helium loop is kept going by an auxiliary impeller 
arranged at the other end of the circulator shaft in overhung 
position. Prom the main helium flow passing through the -notor 

: cooler small partial flows are directed into the bearing oil 
compartments through laminated labyrinths thus preventing oil 

FIQ.6. Helium circulator, Intertable module. 

leakage. These helium bypass flows enter the oil system with the 
bearing oil drains from the axial and radial Hearings. There the 
helium is separated, filtered and returned to the auxiliary 
impeller. 
The labyrinths for encapsulating the bearing oil compartments 
are equipped with another labyrinth system in the so-called flow 
restrictor wall at the shaft penetration into the primary system 
and at the penetration of the push rod for the circulator 
shutoff and control valve. This labyrinth is supplied with 
helium from the helium purification system. 
Each circulator is equipped with its own oil supply system 
installed in a separate room to guarantee process separation. 
The schematic circuit diagram is shown in Pig. 7. Each oil 
system contains more than 1000 liters of the oil type Shell API. 
c already proven in the AVR reactor, stored in a tank under 
primary system pressure. Also in this storage tank the seal gas 
Is separated frci the oil. 
High functional reliability is ensured by 3 x 100 % lubricating 
oil pumps - one of them with a DC drive motor - and 2 x 100 % 
hydraulic pumps. The oil temperature is between 45 and 55 *c. 
The oil quantity supplied to the shaft bearings is about 1.8 1/a 
per circulator. Por a fast shutdown of the circulator shutoff 
and control valve an oil reservoir under pneumatic pressure is 
provided supporting the hydraulic oil pump and permitting 
shutoff within 5 s. 



FIG.7. Schematic circuit diagram of the oil- and 
seal gas system. 

Besides the oil cooler, the filter through which the helium 
serving as seal gas passes wten it returns to the circulator is 
of prise importance. Even witn deposits on it this filter must 
not involve a major pressure drop but shall nevertheless ensure 
that the helium is free of oil. 
Fig. 8 shows the family of design chracteristics of the six 
circulators operating in parallel together with plots recorded 
during the test run in the manufacturer's workshop. This 
characteristic is achieved with a radial impeller of 900 mm 
diameter with 15 blades curved backward. The subsequent diffusor 
equipped with 12 straight blades contributes about 35 % to the 
pressure increase. All rotating parts are designed for a speed 
of 6000 r.p.m. during the entire reactor service life of 40 
years. The impeller made of cast steel has been subjected to an 
overspeed test ->t 7800 r.p.m. 
During operation all circulators are monitored for shaft 
vibrations. The component protection system is a 2-stage system. 
When a certain limit is reached an alarm is sounded in the power 
plant control root*. When a second limit level is exceeded the 
circulator is shit down automatically. 
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PIG.8. Design characteristics of a circulator 
with plots of a test run. 

Operating Experience 
Since the beginning of the hot functional tests in August 1984 
the circulators have provided evidence of their serviceability 
under continually changing plant conditions during tests, 
commissioning and power operation. It can therefore be assumed 
that they have successfully withstood the most critical loading 
phases during their expected operating life. 
It can be stated even now that, following the tradition of the 
AVR circulators, the circulators or the THTR 300, too, can form 
the basis for many years of trouble-free operation of the 
primary reactor loop. In the subsequent report on general 
operating experience the operating parameters will be discussed 
in detail. 

1 Performance at Hi„h Speeca 
During the workshop tests two of the six circulators were tested 
under reactor conditions up to the design speed of 6000 r.p.m. 
Shaft design and dimensions of bearings are matched to each 
other so that circulator operation generally remains within the 
subcritical range. Therefore no resonances, i.e. no critical 
speeds occur within the specified operating range. The 
circulators thus generally show a very good operating 
performance also with regard to shaft vibrations. 



Pig. 9 depicts measured shaft vibrations during a circulator 
speed increase from 5660 to 5670 r.p.m. The values measured 
indicate a clear increase of the values for the first circulator 
at the two degrees of freedom at the sensing point. As a 
precautionary measure the speed increase was stopped at that 
point and the value* rose no further. Frequency analyses showed 
that the disturbing large vibrational amplitudes revolved at 
half the rotary frequency, pointing to a bearing instability, 
the occurrence of a so-called "oil-whip". 
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FIG.9. Shaft vibrations of the circulators at 5660 rpm. 

An investigation of the measurement records showed that the 
cause of this particular circulator response which differed from 
that of the other circulators was an unfortunate combination of 
permissible component part tolerances in one friction bearing. 
Since a speed of 5375 r.p.m. is sufficient for 100 % reactor 
load and since the speed range which might become critical with 
respect to the above-mentioned "oil-whip" will, with a sufficent 
safety margin, never be reached during the dynamic load change 
processes, the "oil-whip" that has occurred is irrelevant for 
the further operation of the reactor. 
Incidentally, since the impeller blades are sharply curved 
backward, throttled circulator operation does not induce any 
instabilities pointing to a "pumping action" of the circulators, 
even if the circulator shutoff valve is fully closed. This 
confirmed the lack of a pumping limit, noticed at two 

circulators during the workshop tests, for all the other 
circulators. 

3.2 Temperature Response to interruption of Cooling 
Apart from a guaranteed lubricating oil and electricity supply, 
the response of the circulator to a brief failure of the cooling 
water supply is important for the availability of the circulator 
and, thus, of the reactor. 
As a representative example of a large number of similar 
investigations, Fig. 10 shows the temperature rise in a 
circulator operating at 2950 r.p.m., at a primary gas 
temperature of 250°c, in response to a shutoff of the cooling 
water supply to the 2 x 100 % motor coolers and thus also to the 
flow restrictor wall. The nearly linear temperature rise was 
plotted for approximately one hour so as to permit extrapolation 
to values which would necessitate a reactor shutdown. 
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FIG.10. Circulator response to a shut-off of the 
cooling water supply. 

It turns out that under these operating conditions a period of 
two lours is available to take remedial measures. Only then will 
the bearing metal exceed the alarming level of 90 *C and reach 
the circulator shutdown temperature level of 100 *c. 
The circulator speed which establishes itself in this case given 
as an example, when the circulators are operated with power from 



a 50 Hz supply system, corresponds to the operating conditions 
during decay heat removal. The circulator speed at full load is 
higher by a factor of about 1.8 resulting in a six times higher 
circulator delivery rate. If one postulates a linear influence 
on the temperature gradients a period of 20 to 30 minutes for 
ensuring an adequate cooling water supply would be available 
even at full load, until remedial measures become effective. 

3-3 Transients during Load-Following and Heat Removal Operation 
Fig. 11 depicts as an example the plant response during 
frequency backup control at 60 % load. The figure shows the 
control procedure together with the maximum requirements for 
backup (60 % to 55 % load, i.e. a load step of 5 % at 2.5 s). 
The corresponding load step of the circulators is not shown, but 
it is obvious that the said load change rate of the plant can 
only be ensured, if the circulators are able to influence the 
flow rate in tne primary circuit through speed changes rapidly 
enough. 
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FIG.11. Frequency stabilization at 60%. 

A transient representing a particular challenge is the design 
basis accident "failure of one circulator turboset". All six 
circulators will then have to be supplied with power by the one 
operating circulator turboset still available. Since under these 
conditions the remaining circulator turh-"5et power is reduced, 
the reactor load, too, has to be reduced to 65 %. When these 
tests were first performed transient effects caused 

instabilities at the circulator turboset still in operation 
leading to a reactor shutdown and to automatic triggering of the 
decay heat removal procedure. This difficulty was eliminated by 
optimizing the control circuits. 

3.4 Nominal Data for Hot Acceptance Test Operation 
The supply contract stipulated that certain circulator design 
data for 100 % plant load shall be compared with measured 
values. The data were in excellent agreement and they provide an 
opportunity to quantify in this paper some circulator parameters 
which have not been referred to before. 
Fig. 12 compares in tabular form: 
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FIG. 12. Comparison of design and operating data 
at 100% reactor load, steady-state. 

3.5 Handling of the Standby Circulator 
As the main item of a plan for increasing the plant 
availability, a standby circulator of identical design which had 
been ordered in early 1985, was delivered at the end of 1986. In 
view of the experience gained during the commissioning of the 
plant, one may safely assume that it will never be needed. 
Following the experience gained with the AVR reactor, when the 
reactor had been flooded and the circulator had to be dismantled 
in the cause of repair activities, it was planned to 
demonstrate, after the appearance of the "oil-whip" effects 
mentioned earlier, that a bearing can be replaced even without 
removing the circulator. 



Fig. 13 shows the standby circulator and the handling equipment 
in the configuration which also exists in the reactor building. 
It was demonstrated that despite the restricted conditions 
prevailing insin* the disassembly equipment it is possible to 
replace a bearing within 12 working days and that the radiation 
exposure of the personnel to be expected under such conditions 
will not exceed the allowable limits. 

FIG. 13. Standby circulator and its handling equipment 
in a demonstration of a bearing replacement. 

One of the reasons for this is that more highly contaminated 
circulator parts remain inside the reactor, and the personnel 
will only come into contact with less contaminated parts of the 
circulator motor compartment. 
Naturally only the radial-axial bearing installed on the side 
opposite the impeller can be replaced in this way. For replacing 
the radial bearing at the impeller itself, the entire circulator 
unit has to be removed. 
Outlook 
One may state even today that the THTR helium circulators with 
their peripheral auxiliary systems meet the requirements for use 
in the commercial introduction of the HTR reactor line. This has 
been confirmed by the excellent circulator operating experience 
during commissioning, trial operation and power operation of the 
AVR and the THTR300 as well. 

If we assume that the reault of the current political discussion 
will be that the peaceful use of nuclear energy will continue to 
be allowed, there is a wide acope of development and application 
for the high-temperature reactor. Follow-on projects will of 
course benefit from the experience gained with the THTR 300. 
Thus it will be possible to simplify the design of the 
high-temperature reactor and also of <ts circulators without any 
loss of safety. 
It will, for example, be possible in future to do without the 
complicated oil and seal gaa systems and to use active magnetic 
bearings instead of oil-lubricated friction bearings. Let me 
finally mention only one interesting figure: the costs of the 
oil and seal gas systems are about twice as hiah as the costs of 
the circulators themselves. 
Apart from further advantages regarding arrangement planning the 
active magnetic bearings make it possible to use circulators 
with vertical shafts in the reactor pressure vessel and to 
safely rule out any gravity-induced leakage of oil into the 
roactor. 
The control of vertical shaft loads in the range of several tons 
by active magnetic bearings is a genuine innovation. This is 
true in particular if one takes the safety-related tasks of the 
circulator function into account. To optimize bearing components 
BBC Brown Boveri is operating a Retainer Bearing Test Facility 
by means of which very encouraging results have already been 
achieved. This work is sponsored by the Government of the 
Federal Republic of Germany and the results are available to 
every potential user in the form of circulator supplies. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF CO, CIRCULATORS* 
J. DONALDSON 
James Howden & Company Ltd, 
Renfrew, United Kingdom 

Abstract 

Tha development of tha basic machine types we have supplied has not been 
without problems. The Windscale AGR (the prototype AGR) was a small 1.2 MW 
vertically up circulator with an inlet temperature of 237*c (459*?). 

Oil leakage problems occured and ware cured In tha works test facility 
and the machine went into service with no other problems. 

The Horizontal 5 MW machines for Hinkley/Kunterston were not so fortunate 
with vibration problems, interface corrosion problems (affecting the whole 
reactor) and material dimensional stability problems. Oil ingress problems 
did not show up in teat work but were later reported from site. These reports 
were initially exagerated due to the measuring techniques which took the 
operators some time to resolve. 

In the vertical 5 MW machines for Hartlepool and Heysham 1 there are two 
interesting factors, firstly a spar failure and secondly shaft axial stability. 

Many of the problems were due to modifications at site or our inability 
to model all aapecta of site installation from which lessons for the future 
can be learned. 

The latest stations Toroeaa and Heysham II incorporate these lessons. 
The machines have been designed with so much margi.1 that during the resolution 
of the reactor control rod gag problems the machines were run continuously at 
20% overload (6.3 MW). From an initial accident case of 3S0*C inlet 
temperature, this increased to 458*c and now stands at 58S*C. Ho 
modifications to the impeller were required. The site experience to date is 
good with no operational problems reported. 

INTRODUCTION 

The windscale (prototype AGR) circulators supplied in 1960 were the first in a 
series of submerged circulators supplied to British AGR reactor programme. 

As each new reactor came along a different machine was required. Each machine 
type produced its own problems. The value of early development, followed by 

* The author would like to thank James Howden & Company Limited for permission 
to present this paper. 



full scale testing was demonstrated by the number of problems that were solved 
before delivery to site. 

It is interesting to note that the final behaviour and performance of these 
complex machines is only established in the actual conditions of site operation 
and problems can occur as a result of modifications carried out at site or due 
to inability to model site conditions exactly. The lessons learned from the 
various development programmes carried through between 1958 and 1987 are 
hopefully useful in pointing the direction for future related projects. 

WINDSCALE 

This was our first submerged CO 2 Circulator (see Figure 1). Given the number 
of novel features, these machine proved remarkably trouble free, both in the 
test rig and at site over a period of 25 years. The prototype tests at full 
pressure showed bearing seal leakage into the motor compartment at an 
unacctotable rate. Modifications to the thrower/wind back geometry solved the 
problem ?nd 'urther back up modifications which were developed in parallel were 
not required. 

It was established from this work that increases in reactor pressure for future 
reactors would adversely affect the prot.Vm and we were able to give it 
appropriate emphasis in subsequent AGR developments. 

A point of interest in this machine is that the complete thrust bearing assembly 
is raised and lowered hydraulically, bringing the impeller into contact with the 
the intermediate pressure casing, to form a standstill seal. The impeller, 
which is secured by a long central bolt is then released hydraulically, leaving 
the impeller in the gas circuit while the motor is removed for maintenance. 
Subsequent blind assembly of the motor to the impeller proved to be completely 
successful. 

As an interesting aside, the central hub was gun bored over a 10ft (3.05m) 
length and deviated by only 0.003in (0.075mm) 

BINKLEY POINT "B" - HUNTERSTON "B" 

In many aspects this order reflected the problems experienced in building the 
early commercial AGRs in Britain. Competition was keen and orders for AGR's 
were placed when the designs were at the conceptual stage without, in hindsight, 
an adequate provision for an early design development phase. 

This resulted in the circulators having to be designed almost as an afterthought 
and also having to absorb changes in duty and specification as the reactor 
design tootc shape. 

Two typical examples were:-

(a) The duty was changed from one that required a 4500HP motor to a 6300 HP -
this after the frame size was fixed with l/8th inch clearance between the 
motor and the largest shutter tube possible. The motor consequently runs 

hotter than is necessary. This is particularly noticeable when operating at 
low C0 2 pressures and has resulted in significant reduction in Insulation 
life during the prolonged reactor commissioning period. ' 

The problem of interface corrosion was identified by the customer and the 
rules laid down had to be changed at a very late stage as the results from 
various tests became known. 

FIGURE 1. 



The nature of the problem is that in CO, at temperatures above 250°C 
oxides form at interfaces. This oxide has twice the volume of the metal 
from which it is formed and jacks the faces apart. 

The criterion for design is no longer stress, but that of accommodating the 
large strains which occur in the fasteners. 

Since a bolted flange with lock washers has 10 faces, the amount of strain 
can be considerable. This must be accommodated by a waisted section in the 
bolt without exceeding 3% strain. Loss of thread profiles due to the same 
phenomenon must also be taken into account. 

In addition to these specification change problems, there are bound to be 
some areas which cannot reasonably be dealt by the normal design process. A 
sensible development programme should aim to deal with these and also throw 
up any behavioural surprises which cannot reasonably be forseen. 

A few instances of the development process are outlined below. 

Inlet Guide Vane Bearings 

A special stainless sttsel roller bearing was developed for the Windscale machine 
and worked successfully. 

The same bearing was used on the prototype machine for Hinkley but the IGV 
system became very stiff to operate after a few hundred hours. This was traced 
to a metalurgical instability in the bearing material resulting randomly in 
dimensional instability in the bearing components. An intensive investigation 
established the nature of the material structural change and the problem was 
resolved by modifying the manufcturing specification and applying stringent QA 
procedures. This bearing has now been used successfully on all AGR 
circulators. 

In the course of this work a potential problem of wear and pick up at 
temperatures below 250°C was encounteid but is not of significance during 
normal AGR operation. It does relate, however, to a similar potential problem 
in helium and will be given prominance in any helium circulator development 
programme. 

Oil Ingress 

There are two major problems associated with oil ingress, particularly on 
horizontal machines. Firstly that of controlling it and secondly that of 
measuring it. Both of these areas were at the limit ot: technology of the day. 

The development task is that of controlling the intermixing of gas and oil mist 
in the presence of the vigorous turbulence which takes place in the various seal 
and labyrinth interspaces. 

The measurement task is that of trying to identify a gram ot two of oil in a 
high pressure test rig which can readily absorb several gallons of condensed oil 
on the water cooled surfaces and other cool areas. 

An early mishap in the rig operation caused an inundation which continued to 
affect the readings for many months. 

Oil entering the hot end of the rig due to ingress is broken down at a rate 
dependent on the temperature of the CO,. 

Calibration of the rig for oil ingress measurements involves a complex procedure 
which enables the ingress oil to be identified against an equilibium background 
of oil decay and oil evaporation from cool surfaces within the rig. This sounds 
impossible and at the tii.>e the first machines were tested oil ingress could not 
be assessed to better than about a tenfold accuracy. 

Our joint best endeavours in co-operation with the customer resulted in an 
equilibium reading of a few parts per million of oil in CO? being taken as the 
standard of acceptance, without knowing exactly what it meant in terms of oil 
ingress. 

CEGB encountered similar problems in the reactor and the task was made more 
difficult by the fact, for instance, that a few micrograms of oil, condensing in 
the measuring system during cold periods could show up later as a false signal 
which lookea like a 500 gallon slug of oil ingress. 

An additional area of difficulty on these machines was the use of a common 
lubrication system to supply a pair of machines. This is satisfactory when both 
machines are running but when one machine is stopped, pressure balances are 
upset in the labyrinth system and a small amount of oil ingress can result. 

Machines were only meant to operate as pairs, but the practicalities of site 
operations make it preferable to use machines singly if necessary. 

As operating experience, discipline and measuring techniques have improved over 
the years, this problem has largely disappeared. 

VIBRATION 

In considering the design of the test rig Cor the Hinkley machines, it was 
obvious that we could not model exactly, the mounting stiffness of the pre-
stressed concrete pressure vessel. 
The estimated natural frequency of the machine at site was 56/58 Hz. In the 
test rig the natural frequency was just below running speed at about 45 Hz, and 
the overall vibration performance of the machines in the test rig was good. 

When the first machine was run at site it became obvious that the natural 
frequency of the assembly was very close to running speed with consequent 
unacceptable levels of vibration of the circulator frame. 



Measurements of vibration amplitude and phase relationships indicated that the 
vibration node was, as expected near to the mounting flange with the back end of 
the machine being very lively. 

The conclusion from these test was that there was some unexpected freedom of 
movement of the forward end of the shutter tube resulting in the mounting 
stiffness being somewhat lower than had been estimated, resulting in a lowering 
of the pitching mode frequency to coincide with running speed. Delicate 
components at the back end of the machine such as IGV drive motors were at 
serious risk. 

There was no possibility of the mounting stiffness being improved at this stage, 
but by good fortune, there was a self contained assembly at the back end of the 
machine which carried dome operating gear, IGV operating gear and other bits and 
pieces^ 

3y de-coupling the mass of this assembly from the circulator and arranging for 
it to take its radial support directly from the shutter tube wall, it was 
possible to raise the natural frequency to the original intended level. 

This dramatically improved the vibration behaviour and provided complete 
protection for the IGV drive gear and dome mechanism. 

The modification has been in operation on all machines for some years now with 
complete success. 

PERFORMANCE 
It is fairly impractical to measure performance accurately under site 
conditions. Performance aspects must therefore be demonstrated beyond doubt at 
the development stage, modelling if necessary reactor circuit geometry in the 
region of the circulation inlet. 

An apparent circulator performance shortfall showed up on the Hinkley reactors 
which could have proved difficult to resolve had the original development work 
not demonstrated the performance beyond reasonable doubt. 

A simple explanation was in due course found for the apparent discrepancy and 
the machines were confirmed as being fully up to the claimed performance. 

HARTLEPOOL/HEYSHAM I 

These large vertical machines (see Figure 2) owe much of their design to the 
earlier Windscale machine. Bath lubricated tilting pad bearings were used with 
a main and pony motor mounted on the shaft. The pony motor is the safety 
related motor. 

A major share holder in the consortium that ordered the circulator was GEC and 
we used GEC as the motor supplier in this contract rather than Lawrence Scott 
and Electromotors with whom we were working on the other contracts. With two 



such large contracts going through at the same time we were extremely busy and 
for that, and other reasons, the test rigs, although owned by Howdens, were 
located at the motor manufacturer's works. Me believe this was a fundamental 
mistake as we were never quite in control of the work. In the most recent 
contract, we insisted on the test rig being in our works and there is no doubt 
that this arrangement is much more efficient. 
The machines when first tested under full density conditions were found to have 
some lively components in the region of the inlet guide vanes. Some were 
excited acoustically and some aerodynamically. Bringing these under control was 
relatively straightforward, but it is unlikely that these problems would have 
showed up without a full density test facility. 
One of the more interesting of these detail vibration problems was a classic 
self induced vibration failure of stiffening struts spanning the inlet passage. 
As the IGV's close these struts are swept by a very wide range of gas velocities 
and consequently a wide range of Karman Vortex shedding frequencies. At some 
point the shedding frequency tunes into the natural frequency of the strut 
leading to classic failure. 
This was Relatively easy to cure by machining spiral strakes on the surface of 
the struts but not the sort of problem that would be looked on kindly if it only 
came to light after 16 machines were installed at site. 
During early reactor engineering runs, jacking oil supply pipes began to fail 
in fatigue without any external manifestation of distress. On investigation it 
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was found that the motor was being induced into a self sustaining form of 
vertical oscillation which cyclically interrupted the jacking oil supply and in 
turn induced cyclic pressures in the supply pipes of up to 7000 psi (480 Bar). 
Fatigue failure of the pipes naturally followed. 
A very comprehensive programme of investigation involving all parties, was put 
in hand including instrumentation of machines at site, laboratroy testing of 
components, and mathematical modelling, all of this at a most awkward time in 
the reactor programme. 
In the end, the phenomenon was not completely subdued and the motor still 
oscillates harmlessly under some conditions, use of rigid pipes and changes 
in some of the system stiffness and damping parameters enabled the system to be 
engineered for continuous safe and secure operation. 
It is interesting that despite the lively behaviour of the motor, no thrust 
bearing failures or damage occurred. 

HEYSHAM II/TORNESS 
These machines (see Pigure 3) were based on the Dinkley/Hunterston machines, 
incorporating the lessons learned from the operation of these reactors up to 
1978 when the contract was placed. The changes were (i) a further increase in 
power up to 7000HP (5.25 HW) with a heavier shutter tube, (ii) the lubricating 

FIG.3. Howden gas circulator. 



52 oil system was separated to one per circulator, (iii) the IGV drive was taken 
out of the shutter tube, (iv) the labyrinth system was changed to be the same as 
the vertical machine i.e. an external fan incorporated in the gas filter vessel 
which removes the need for water cooling of the labyrinth block. 

Ttie aerodynamics and the acoustic performance of these machines had been fully 
optimised for the Hinkley/Hunterston machines to give best aerodynamic 
performance, lowest obtainable noise levels and minimum aerodynamically induced 
shaft vibration. 

In the new contract, the customer had a new objective for the noise spectrum, 
to enable him to optimise the gas circuit components design. 
With the benefit of a high pressure test rig at a very early stage in the 
contract, it was possible to achieve further optimisation of the acoustic 
spectrum, while ensuring that shaft stability and aerodynamic performance were 
not adversely affected. 

It must be said that this kin^ of optimisation is largely by trial and error 
and intelligent observation and experience. 

A small, but worthwhile improvement was achieved using an inlet splitter vane 
which because of its peculiar shape became known as the hockey stick vane. 

The opportunity was taken to make further improvements in shaft vibration by 
changes in bearing geometry giving a much improved second generation machine. 

With the comparative luxury of a properly phased design and development period 
in the contract, and the early availability of a high pressure test facility, 
we were able to set new objectives in several important areas. 

1. Oil Ingress - this was reduced to the threshold of measurement - a few grains 
per day. The measurement technique had in the intervening period improved 
to enable the improvement to be demonstrated. 

2. Vibration - vibration level improvements were achieved both in the test 
rig and at site in line with our target objectives. 

3. Thermal performance - motor winding temperatures were improved markedly. 

4. Elimination of cooling water from the forward end of the machine while at 
the same time improving front end temperature. 

Manufacturing Development 

With the large time lapse between nuclear contracts, methods of manufacture 
have been moving ahead in rapid strides. It is important that new methods of 
manufacture are taken aboard without upsetting the design integrity of the 
product. 

9 75" 

FIG.4. Modified inlet strut. 

An instance of this is the impellers for Heysham Il/Torness. 
These are aerodynamically identical to the Hinkley Point "B" impellers. 

The previous impeller had been fabricated from cast components, but casting 
suppliers had become increasingly resistant to taking on work to the very 
stringent quality assurance requirements which were being demanded. 
Consequently sources of supply had almost dried up. 

For this reason, and also for the purpose of obtaining manufacturing 
consistency, we decided to change over to forged components. 

With over one million operating hours on the cast impeller it was of utmost 
importance that any change should not invalidate this vast amount of running 
experience. The forged impellers were therefore kept geometrically identical 
to the previous cast impellers. 

One factor which we considered worthy of exploring was the possibility that 
higher integrity, forged material might have less internal damping than cast 
material with consequent higher dynamic stresses. 

Vibration response/decay tests were carried out on both impellers to demonstrate 
that there was no significant adverse effect. This was done using the 
calibrated hammer technique which scientifically examines decay of resonances in 
structures. 

These tests were satisfactory, but as additional insurance, all likely sources 
of fatique failure were profile dressed and polished. 

In the meantime, having completed the design one of the reactor accident cases 
involving temperature excursion changed from 350°C with 10% overspeed, to 
425°C and subsequently to over 500°C. With the design margin available 
we were able to accept these short term temperature excursions without failure. 

The new machines, are installed at two stations and have accumulated several 
hundred running hours during reactor engineering trials. Some of the running 
has been done at 20% overload. To date no problems have arisen. 



Other Development 
It must be evident that the items covered in the previous pages are chosen to 
represent some of the highlights and some of the transient difficulties typical 
of any complex development. 

Few advances are made without minor setbacks and while we all wish that there 
were no set backs or difficult hurdles to surmount it is a fact of life that 
it is in these areas that the remembered lessons are learned. 

In addition to the items of interest outlined there has been a vast amount of 
routine design, developmen and testing which does not have the spectacle of 
the test which goes wrong or the machine which misbehaves. 

Conclusions 
One important lesson learned from the early AGR programme is that the design 
and development of a complex nuclear project should be carried out sufficiently 
early to avoid costly and time consuming changes during the manufacturing 
phase. 

It is also important that reactor and circulator design and development go hand 
in hand to ensure compatability. 

These lessons were taken to heart in the later AGR programmes and an adequate 
design and development phase was included in the overall programme with 
excellent results. 

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF BROWN BOVERI EXPERIENCE 
IN DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF 
CIRCULATORS FOR HTGR 

D. STOLZL 
Brown, Boveri und Cie AG, 
Mannheim, 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Abstract 

BBC has been involved in the design and fabrication of circulators 
for helium circuits since the early days of German reactor 
technology. In the 60ies the activities in this field were started 
by the development of gas bearings for the circulators of the 
Dragon high-temperature reactor in Winfrith, UK. 

As a next step, the two circulators for the AVR experimental 
reactor in Julich, Federal Republic of Germany, were supplied. The 
cirulators, which are equipped with oil bearings, have been 
operating troublefcee since the start of commissioning in 1966. As 
a consequence of a water ingress into the reactor resulting from a 
steam generator damage one bearing was replaced in 1977 after 
72000 operating hours, up to the present date, each of the 
circulators has scored 115000 hours of operation, one of them 
without any disassembly. 

In the THTR 300 in Schmehausen, Federal Republic of Germany, 6 BBC 
circulators are in operation. The insertable circulator units 
equipped with oil bearings have successfully proven their 
operating capability without any problems during the commissioning 
phase and the 100 % power operation which was started recently. 

Currently active magnetic bearings are being developed for 
advanced gas-cooled reactors such as the HTR 100, the HTR 500 and 
the heating reactor after excellent results have been furnished by 
a small prototype in a test loop. 

This ADI circulator has since scored more than 15000 operating 
hours without any trouble. A retainer bearing test stand also 
equipped with actice magnetic bearings has been in operation for 
nearly 2 years. This test stand serves for developing the 
conditions for safe rundown of the rotors of even the largest 
circulators after the magnetic bearings have been deenergized 
unintentionally. 

Development work is conducted on the prototype of a safety-rele
vant circulator held in magnetic bearings, to be used for decay 



54 heat removal in the HTR 500. The origin-al aim to have circulators 
without auxiliary medium for bearing lubrication will thus be 
reached. The advantages to be obtained in process and systems 
design are a supplementary support to the inherent safety charac
teristics of high-temperature reactors. Another advantage of these 
bearings is cost reduction. 

Overview of Reactors with BBC Circulators 
On the basis of their decades of experience with the fabrication 
of turbines BBC has in the early years of German reactor 
technology taken up the construction of circulator' for the 
helium loops of gas-cooled reactors. The company can now look 
back on a 25-year tradition. BBC circulators are the basis for 
the successful operation of the following plants: 

DRAGON Reactor Experiment 
20 MN(th); Winfrith, Dorset, UK. 
AVR Research Reactor 
15 MW(el); Jiilich, FRG 
THTR 300 Prototype Nuclear Power Plant 
300 HW(el); Schmehausen, FRG. 

Circulators with Gas Bearings for the DRAGON Reactor 
The DRAGON Reactor Experiment (DRE) which achieved its first 
criticality on 23 August 1964 was the very first HTR starting 
operation /I/. As a joint program of 12 European countries the 
DRE involved coping with entirely new technologies which 
produced evidence of their maturity for industrial application 
in the course of over ten years of operation. This included the 
primary loop circulators with gas bearings which had been 
conceived, developed and fabricated by BBC Brown Boveri. 
Fig. 1 shows how the 6 almost horizontally supported coolant gas 
circulators are flange-connected to the heat exchanger system of 
the reactor and are completely encapsulated towards the outside 
/2/. The slight inclination of the machine axis was necessary 
for exerting a defined load on the gas-lubricated axial bearing 
/3/. This was a result of model experiments during which at 
certain pressure levels and speed ranges bearing instabilities 
had been noticed at first. 
In the end it was possible to supply machines with gas bearings 
of full operational reliability; the only auxiliary equipment 
required for them was a pressurized gas supply for startup and 
shutdown. 
Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the circulator. One can see vjry 
well that the technical arrangement still used today had already 
been implemented in these machines: 

FIG.1. The coolant gas circulator ol the Dragon reactor 
and its connection with the primary heat exchanger. 

FIG.2. Sectional view of a coolant gas circulator with 
gas bearings as used in the Dragon reactor. 



An integrated induction motor drives the shaft with the overhung radial impeller. 
The axial-radial bearing is arranged on the side away from the impeller. 
An internal cooling circuit removes the rotor heat of the circulator. Here it still operates with an auxiliary wheel arranged in a hollow shaft. 

The characteristic design data of the 6 coolant gas circulators are: 
Operating speed 1100 < n < 12000 r.p.m. 
Coolant gas pressure 8 < p < 25 bar 
Coolant gas temperature T < 420 °C 
Mass flow n < 2.5 kg/s 
For a characterization of the operating behavior I would like to quote from the final report DPR 1000 /!/ of the OECD high-temperature reactor project published in 1978: 
"These machines proved to have unrivalled reliability and convenience in use. Two of the six operational machines ran for seven years without any maintenance or inspection whatsoever and at the end of this time were still in perfect condition. The avoidance of shaft seals, the unusually compact electric motors made possible by high shaft speeds, internal helium cooling, low bearing resistance, and the freedom from vibration and noise generation greatly simplified operation, and it must remain a cause of regret that development of these machines to large sizes stopped when apparently in sight of success." 
Despite the obvious benefits of gas bearings the further development of this type of circulator was discontinued by BBC. The reason is a simple physical fact: 
For geometrically similar circulators the weight increases with the third power of the dimensions, whereas the bearing surface increases only with the second power. In addition the tolerance problems at the gas bearing gap, which must always have a fixed value for safe operation, increase for larger dimensions. These relationships based on natural laws apply to pad-type bearings as well which contrary to sleeve-type gas bearings have a reduced specific bearing capability, however, and are therefore only used for smaller auxiliary fans. 
AVR Coolant Gas Circulators with Oil Bearings 
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of one of the two coolant gas circulators of the AVK /«/. The internal circulator coolant loop 

FIG.3. Sectional view of a coolant gas circulator 
as used in the AVR. 

here runs no longer through a hollow shaft, contrary to that of the gas-supported DRAGON machine. The small auxiliary trn wheel is now arranged on the shaft. The principle of the fully helium-tight circulator has not changed. The proven arrangement of integrated induction motor with variable-frequency power supply was maintained, as was the overhung, radially acting fan wheel. 
The two horizontally mounted circulators have been in operation without any problems since the start of power operation in 1967. The characteristic design data of the two coolant gas circulators with oil bearings are: 

Operating speed 400 < n < 4400 r.p.m. 
Coolant gaa pressure p ca. 10 bar 
Coolant gaa temperature 175 g T < 350 *C 
Mass flow M £ 6)5 kg/s 

The circulators were first designed for a helium/neon mixture of 22 and 78 percent by volume, respectively. But they war* then exclusively operated with 1001 helium. Mr. Ziermann will report on the excellent operating experience in a separate paper. 



Since 1981 the circulators and their equipment peripherals have 
not contributed at all to any involuntary reactor shutdowns. 
After approx. 116,000 hours of operation only 2 events in the 
area of adjacent systems deserve being mentioned: 

The speed control system of the circulators equipped with 
induction motors is based on the functioning of rotary 
converters, since the solid-state frequency converter 
technology had not yet been developed in the sixties. 
The converter system arranged outside the reactor and 
consisting of DC supply, DC motor and synchronous generator 
was modernized in the seventies without changing the 
principle (replacement of the mercury-arc rectifiers and of 
the DC motor). 

After a steam generator leakage in 1977 both circulators 
were submerged in wator to above their axes. After the 
circulator nas been dried the bearing oil loops were purged. 
In conjunction with these activities a seal between the 
bearing oil and the cooling water loop was not properly 
tightened. Hater penetrated into the bearing oil and caused 
the bearing temperature to rise during operation. Damage to 
the circulators was avoided by an immediate shutdown. A 
tarnished bearing was replaced (after 72,000 hours of 
operation). The second circulator is still in operation in 
its original condition corresponding to that of 1967. 

At the 9th VGB * Congress Mr. Ziermann referred in his lecture 
on the operating experience with the AVR to his coolant gas 
circulators with the words: " The circulators are our model 
children" 
Modular Circulator Units with Oil Bearings 
for the THTR 300 
Pig. 4 shows one of the 6 coolant gas circulators of the THTR 
300 during assembly in the assembly and disassembly device. 
Apart from the dimensions and some details regarding the sealing 
gas system there is not much difference between this circulator 
and the circulator design or the AVR. I shall report on further 
circulator details and on the operating experience to date in a 
separate paper together with Director Glahe from the operating 
company HKG later during this meeting. 

The design data of the circulator are: 

Operating speed 2800 < n < 5600 r.p.m. 
Coolant gas pressure 1 < p < J8 bar 
Coolant gas temperature T < 300 *C 
Mass flow M < 50 kg/s 

* v<3B - Federation of Large German Power Plant Operators 

FIQ.4. Assembly ol a helium circulator. 

Pig. 5 is a sectional view of one of the six identical 
circulators. A circulator stop and control valve is an integral 
component part of the machine. With this valve and with an 
lydraulic control system it is possible to throttle the mass 
flow at constant speed. This is necessary both for decay heat 
removal operation and for the startup of a circulator with five 
circulators already in operation. It also allows reactor 
operation with five circulators only. 

FIQ.S. THTR main circulator. Intertable module. 



The functioning of the circulators was verified by means of two 
machines during workshop trial runs. Apart from a trial run 
lasting 100 hours additional experience was gained during a 
further 340 operating hours. 
In the reactor the frequency-controlled drive is based on two 
speed-controlled steam turbine sets (each turbine set for 3 
circulators). The three years of operating experience gathered 
to date during hot functional testing, commissioning and power 
operation have yielded excellent results. 
Coolant Gas Circulators with Active Magnetic Bearings as a Major Innovative Step in HTR Technology 
Radial and axial active magnetic bearings due to their specific 
features and operating characteristics can meet technical 
requirements beyond the scope of conventional bearings. With 
these tarings rotating machines can be arranged encapsulated in 
the process medium without any risk of interaction with 
lubrication oil or stationary component parts during normal 
operation. They are *-hus predestined for use in gas-cooled 
high-temperature reactors. 
tfo oil system has to be provided: NO penetration of oil into the 
primary gas need be feared, and there is no risk of fire, 
explosion and contamination involved in oil storage tanks and 
oil under pressure. In active magnetic bearings the oil system 
is replaced by an electronic control system which can be of 
redundant design, if required, so that in the event of a failure 
of one control system a switchover to the second control system 
takes place without any interruption of plant operation. In case 
of a power failure a battery-backed coastdown of circulators 
with active magnetic bearings will take place. 
And as no lubrication oi3 for bearings is required, the need to 
separate oil and gas circuits exists no longer, and therefore no 
complicated labyrinths supplied with sealing gas are necessary. 
The circulator motor compartment can now be completely 
encapsulated against its surrounding and designed as an 
appendix to the primary reactor loop. The desired freedom from 
maintenance is thus achieved in a way not reached before in 
mechanical engineering. 
Circu.'ators with Active Magnetic Bearings 
for the API Plant 
Pig. 6 shows the plant built by HRB for endurance tests of 
thermal insulations in the high-temperature range. For this 
plant helium of up to 950 °C must be circulated. A horizontally 
supported blower sucks the helium in through a heater to supply 
the test section /5/. 
The circulator impeller exposed to the hot gas has a diameter of 
approx. 500 nun. Two radially and one axially acting active 
magnetic bearing units support the circulator shaft with the 

FIG.6. AOI plant for endurance tests of thermal Insulations. 

impellers mounted in "overhung" mode. For extreme emergencies 
and when the circulator is at standstill additional mechanical 
retainer bearings (ball bearings) are also available, but during 
normal operation they remain inactive. 
The design data of the ADI circulator are: 

Operating speed 1800 < n < 3600 r.p.m. 
Coolant gas pressure 1 < p < 70 bar 
Coolant gas temperature 20 < T ̂  950 "C 
Mass flow K < 4.2 kg/s 

The ceramic insulation of the magnetic bearing coils and of the 
20 KW induction motor is designed for 450° C. The circulator has 
now achieved lb 000 operating hours without any difficulties. No 
disturbance-induced shaft drops into the mechanical retainer 
bearings have occurred to date. 

5.2 Retainer Bearing Test Facility with 
Active Magnetic Bearings 
When the active magnetic bearings are de-energized or have 
failed retainer bearings take over their duties to prevent any 
contact between rotor and stator and, thus, damage inside the 



machine. The ball bearings arranged in the retainer bearings are 
inoperational during normal circulator operation. The tolerance 
between retainer bearings and rotor amounts normally to half the 
magnetic bearing air gap which is between 0.3 and 1.0 mm. 
Fig 7 shows the retainer bearing -est facility with active 
ir stic bearings which was constructed by BBC and set up at HRB 

Julich. It is used at present within the scope of a R&D 
project sponsored by the Federal German Government to 
investigate the proper functioning of retainer bearings under 
simulated reactor conditions. 

FIG.7. Retainer waring test facility with active 
magnetic bearings. 

The objective is to qualify the retainer bearings for at least 5 
drops from full cirjtilatoc speed. The results available to date 
basically confirm the expectations regarding the safety 
requirements of a coolant gas circulator for decay heat removal. 
Prototype of a Circulator with Active Magnetic Bearings for 
Safety-Related Tasks 
For the operation of a gas-cooled reactor guaranteed decay heat 
removal is necessary in order to avoid in the event of an 
accident that the heat is removed via natural convection with 
high temperature gradients in the plant. Circulators with active 
magnetic bearings will serve for selective decay heat removal 
with positive convection in the reactor loop in future projects. 

Since the licensing procedure prescribes special safeguards a prototype of such a system is experimentally tested in a test loop. 
The main features of the circulator will be presented in a 
separate paper by Or. Engel; I can therefore confine myself to 
mention only its main features. 
The circulator includes the same proven modules as the other 
circulator types constructed to date. In an integrated design 
the circulator shaft combines the rotor of the induction motor 
with the overhung impeller. The running speed is 
frequency-controlled via solid-state converters, a technology 
which can be regarded as fully established not only due to the 
successful operational experience with the E120 three-phase 
locomotive developed by BBC. 
we continue to stick to a single-stage radial impeller with 
down-stream diffusor, because the serviceability of the machine 
for a reactor service life of 40 years can best be achieved with 
this design. 
New features are the vertical arrangement of the circulator axis 
for rotor weights of up to a few tons and, obviously, the 
non-contacting active magnetic bearings. The implementation of a 
safety-related circulator simultaneously meets circulator 
requirements with purely operational functions for the various 
reactor lines. 
On the basis of the present experience BBC Brown Boveri expects 
a high reliability potential for the new circulator types. 
We wish to express our thanks to the Federal Minister of 
Research and Technology for the opportunity to report on our 
activities, we are convinced that with active magnetic bearings 
and with the vertical circulator design a major step forward to 
reduce costs and, .' -multaneously, to facilitate the operational 
boundary conditions will be made. 
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OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH GAS-BEARING CIRCULATORS 
IN A HIGH-PRESSURE HELIUM LOOP* 

J.P. SANDERS, U. GAT, H.C. YOUNG 
Engineering Technology Division, 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 
United States of America 

Abstract 

A high-pressure engineering test loop has been designed and 
constructed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory £.r circulating helium 
through a test chaaber at temperatures to 1000*C. r*e purpose of this 
loop is to date -nine the thernal and structural performance of proposed 
components for the primary loops of gas-cooled nuclear reactors. Five 
MW of power is available to provide the required gas temperature at the 
test chaaber, and an air-cooled heat exchanger, rated at 4.4 MW, serves 
as a heat sink. 

Three gas-bearing circulators, mounted in series, provide a 
maximum volumetric flow of 0.47 a'/s and a maximum head of 78 kj/kg at 
operating pressures from 0.1 to 10.7 MPs. Control of gaseous 
impurities in the circulating gas was the significant operating 
requirement that dictated the choice of a circulator that is lubricated 
by the circulating gas. The motor for each circulator is contained 
x'tthin the pressure boundary, and it is cooled by circulating the gas 
in the motor cavity over water-cooled coils. Each aotor is rated at 
200 kW at a speed of 23,500 rpm. The three units were designed, 
fabricated and performance tested by Hechanical Technology, Inc. (HTI). 

The circulators have been operated in the loop for more than 
5000 h. The flow of the gas in the loop is controlled by varying the 
speed of the circulators through the use of individual 2S0-kVA, solid 
state power supplies that can be continuously varied in frequency from 
50 to 400 Hz; these units were aanufactured by Servo Optics. To 
prevent excessive wear on the gas bearings during startup, the 
circulator aotor accelerates the rotor to 3000 rpm in less than one 
second. Circuits within the power supply monitor both startup and 
direction of rotation and terminate operation when necessary "-o prevent 
bearing damage. 

During operation, no problems associated with the gas bearings, 
per se, were encountered; however, related problems pointed to design 
considerations that should be included in future applications of 

^Research sponsored by the Office of Advanced Reactor Prograas, 
U.S. Departaent of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin 
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. 



circulators of this type. The primary test that has been conducted In 
this loop required sustained operation for several weeks without 
interruption. After a number of unscheduled interruptions, the 
operating goals were attained. During part of this period, the loop 
was operated with only two circulators installed in the pressure 
vessels with a guard installed in the third vessel to protect the 
closure flange from the gas temperatures. unattended operation was 
achieved, and the design safety controls operated dependably to prevent 
damage to either the test item or the loop components. Continuous, on
line data collection provided a complete record of the operating 
history. 

BACKGROUND 
A high-pressure, high-temperature loop was designed and 

constructed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The original 
operating requirements were dictated by the goal of determining the 
flow and thermal performance characteristics of the fuel assemblies for 
the proposed Gas-Cooled -ast Reactor (CCFR). For this application, the 
loop was designated as the Core Flow Test Loop (CFTL). The operating 
pressure was 10.7 MPa, and the maximum gas temperature was 600*C. For 
the planned operation, the test structure was the source of heat, rapid 
transients were specified for both power and pressure, and circulating 
helium with very low levels of impurities was required. A relatively 
large pressure increase (78 kJ/kg) was needed to provide flow through 
the test section and loop piping. This loop has been described in a 
number of publications. (Refs. 1, 2, 3 X 

Based on these requirements, a program was initiated to develop, 
construct, and test a gas-bearing circulator larger than any existing 
machine of that type. The task was undertaken by Mechanical 
Technologies, Inc., (MT1) of Latham, NY, and a description of the 
procurement and construction has been given in detail in a paper 
presented to the ASHE (Ref. 4). The resulting system design consisted 
of three identical units in series to provide the needed head. This 
ASHE paper also describes the three /50-kVA solid-state, variable-
frequency power supplies that were acquired to provide an adjustable 
speed for the units. Over most of the operating range, the flow was 
essentially proportional to this speed. The maximum gas temperature at 
the circulators was originally specified as 340*C, but it was later 
upgraded to 4S0*C. 

Prior to the operation of the loop in the test of core elements 
for the GCFR, its mission was redirected to the test of primary loop 
components for High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors (HTGR). As the 
Component Flow Test Loop (CFTL), the required operating envelope was 
significantly modified. The maximum operating pressure was 7.2 MPa, 
and a maximum gas temperature in the loop of 1000'C was needed. Since 
the ten -;-:tion was no longer a source of heat, a helium heater had to 
be designed and Installed. Probably the most significant change in the 

operation was the need for long-term, steady-state operation. This 
imposed a significant new requirement on the circulators. Also, the 
need to maintain very low levels of impurities was eliminated; however, 
it was still necessary to control these levels precisely over long time 
Intervals. 

The pressure boundary of the loop was designed for a maximum 
temperature of 600*C. To provide gas temperature of 1000'C in the test 
chamber, attemperation flow was provided between the test chamber and 
the pressure boundary. The main and attemperation flows were mixed and 
cooled before returning to the circulators to limit the maximum inlet 
gas temperature to 4bO*C. Testing of the circulators proved this to be 
an acceptable operating condition. 

INTRODUCTION 

The initial test installed in the CFTL was one to determine the 
thermal and structural performance of the graphite post used to support 
the core of the HTGR. In this Core Support Performance Test (CSPT) 
[Ref. 2], significant experience was obtained in the operation of the 
three gas-bearing circulators over a period that totaled more than 
5000 h. This paper will summarize that experience. 

A significant number of interruptions during this test period can 
be attributed to problems associated with the helium heaters that were 
installed to bring the helium to the temperature required at the inlet 
of the test chamber. In addition, the test was limited due to a steady 
increase, under extreme test conditions, in the pressure drop across a 
full-flow filter that was Installed immediately upstream from the 
circulators. The details of the performance of these constituents of 
the loop will not be addressed, even though the pressure drop across 
the filter did limit the operation of the circulators. Only those 
problems associated with the operation of the circulators and their 
associated power supplies will be addressed. 

There was one significant problem associated with the materials 
used in the circulators. That problem and its subsequent resolution 
are discussed in another paper (Ref. 5), since it was not a problem 
associated with the circulator operation. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CFTL 

The CFTL is a closed, out-of-reactor loop circulating helium at 
temperatures and pressures anticipated ii. high-temperature gas-cooled 
reactors (HTGR). Figure 1 shows the major loop components. Three 
helium circulators are connected in series to provide flow around the 
loop. This flow is divided upstream of the test vessel into a primary 
helium stream and an attemperation stream. The total flow and the flow 
in both legs is measured by vortex shedding flowmeters (Ref. 6) that 
were specially developed and calibrated for use in this loop. The 
temperature of the primary helium stream is raised to the desired test 



Fig. 1 Component Flow Test Loop (CFTL) 

temperature by an electrical resistance heater This high-temperature 
helium is mixed with the atteoperatlon flow before it enters an air-
cooled heat exchanger in which the helium temperature is reduced to an 
acceptable Inlet temperature for the circulators. The gas flows 
through a full-flow filter before going to the inlet of the first 
circulator. 

Figure 2 shows the circulator pressure vessels and piping before 
the thermal insulation was installed The full-flow filter is shown in 
the foreground. The interconnecting 6-ln., sched. 80, piping must 
accommodate the differential thermal expansion during heatup. 

HISTORY OF THE CIRCULATORS 
There are a few historical consents about the development and 

testing of the circulators that are significant to the subsequent 
events in the operating experience. All three units are identical and, 
therefore, interchangeable. In discussing the operations, it is 
convenient to refer to three major segments. One is the pressure 
vessel with its closure flange, the second is all of the internol parts 
that are mounted on the closure flange, and the third Is the variable-
frequency power supply (VFPS). 

Fig. 2 Circulator pressure vessels and piping in CFTL 

In the development, manufacturing, and testing of the circulator*, 
MTI received one pressure vessel and Installed it in a test loop in 
Latham, NY. One VFPS was delivered by Servo Optics in 1978 and 
provided to MTI for use in conjunction with the test loop. NTI then 
manufactured the first prototype of internals and proceeded to 
determine its performance characteristics before manufacturing the 
other two units. This prototype unit was operated at all ranges of 
speeds and temperatures within the operating envelope. It was alto 
subjected to three rapid depressurlzations. 

After successful testing of the prototype, an order was placed for 
two additional units. The operational characteristics of these units 
were verified by installing them in the same pressure vessel that was 
used for the prototype unit. Each circulator was subject to a 100-h 
endurance run at the design operating temperature and pressure. A 
total of 13 dapressurlzation tests were performed during the testing of 
all three circulator segments. 

Finally, when the desired operating temperature of the circulators 
was Increased to 4S0*C, the prototype unit was tested at this 
temperature. Thermocouples installed In the electrical windings of the 
stator field, which was the component most sensitive to ele"ated 
temperatures, indicated a safe operating range at the elevated gas 
temperature. Testing at this elevated temperature did, however, 
produced a distinct discoloration of the 304 SS pressure vessel at the 
circulator end. 



The two remaining pressure vessels and the two remaining VFPS war* 
delivered directly to the Oak Ridge slta. These two power supplies 
ware delivered In 1981, and the Internal circuits were significantly 
different fro* the first unit. The operating specifications for all 
three units were the same. 

DESIGNATION OF MAJOR CIRCULATOR SEGMENTS 

For convenience In the following discussions, these major segments 
of the circulators are designated with specific numbers 1, 2, and 3. 
The initial pressure vessel delivered to MTI and the prototype 
circulator internals are designated Vessel #1 and Circulator #1, 
respectively. The VFFS delivered to MTI was transferred to ORNL afifii 
the other two VFPS were delivered and Installed. Therefore, It Is 
designated VFPS #3. The two units delivered In 1981 were identical and 
designated as VFPS #1 and VFPS #2. 

The two additional pressure vessels were delivered to ORNL and 
were installed so that the designations of 1, 2, and 3 corresponded to 
the upstream to downstream orientation of the three units. There are 
no significant differences between Vessels »2 and #3. except for their 
location. 

Except for a limited time interval during the initial testing 
period, VFPS #1 was always connected to the circulator in Vessel #1. 
The same was true for VFPS #2 and #3. Initially, Circulator #1 (the 
prototype) was Installed in Vessel #1; Circulator #2 was in Vessel #2; 
and Circulator #3 was in Vessel »3. This relationship was subsequently 
altered as discussed in the operating experience. 

OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

Initial Operation 

In the'initial testing of the circulators installed in the loop, a 
section of straight pipe was installed in place of the test vessel 
shown in Fig. 1, and no flow control valves were installed. A fixed 
orifice was Installed to simulate the pressure loss in the test 
chamber. This 'shakedown' operaclon was started In October 1981, and 
acceptance testing was completed in December 1981. This operation was 
delayed by .damage to the circulator bearing; however, this Incident 
should be attributed to electrical noise on the bearing capacitance 
probes. This was the first significant operating occurrence. 

Capacitance probes were place-* at 90* at the journal bearings. 
These two probes, connected to t x and y axes of an oscilloscope, 
provided a continuous Indication of the shaft displacement from the 
bearing surfaces. During this initial operation, the sensors in 
Circulator *1 Indicated an instability that had not been experienced 
during the earlier single-unit tests at MTI. 

Circulator #1 was removed and Inspected, and Che bearing clearance 
was readjusted. The bearing pads were sprayed with molybdanum 
disulfide; during bakeout to remove volatile material In the spray, the 
pads were overheated and warped. This deformation of the pad resulted 
in a failure of the bearing during subsequent bench test operation in 
air. The bearing was repaired, and subsequent operation intermittently 
produced the same apparent indication of Journal bearing instability. 

A capacitance sensor readout system was connected directly to tne 
scusors at the circulator. This connection eliminated about 15 m of 
coaxial instrument lead, and eliminated the eleccrical noise. The 
bearing performance was found to be completely satisfactory. 

During the investigation of the apparent bearing Instability, it 
was postulated that the pressure differences caused by connecting the 
three circulators in series might affecc Che bearing performance. To 
check this effect, Circulators #1 and #2 ware Interchanged between 
Vessels #1 and »2. This had no effect, since the units were 
essentially Identical. However, Circulator #1 (the prototype) remained 
in Vessel #2. 

Interruption in Operation 

The circulators were idle from December 1981 through December 1982 
to permit modification of the loop. This Included fabricating and 
installing the test vessel, two helium flow control valves, and the 
interconnecting piping. 

PjeJait Operation for Che CSfT 
An initial test of the loop was required prior to the Installation 

of graphite In the test chamber. This test would prove the ability to 
provide continuous, unattended operation of the loop and the ability to 
control the concentration of impurities in the helium gas In the 
absence of graphite. 

In December 1982, the loop was pressurized, and the circulators 
were operated briefly. During January 1983, protective circuits for 
the helium heaters and the cooling air system of the heat exchanger 
were installed. The protective alarm and scram systems for both 
attended and unattended operation were tested. 

In February the circulators were operated for 81 hours; however, 
problems with Che VFPS prevenced operation of the CFTL in Che 
unattended mode. Assistance from a factory representative from Servo 
Optics Systems of Dallas, was required on several occasions. 

The control circuits that provide emergency stopping of the VFPS 
were revised to avoid electrical overstresslng of Che large silicon-
controlled rectifiers. Overstressing appeared to be a problem with the 
previous method used Co stop Che circulators rapidly. In Che revised 



method, recoaaended by Servo Optics Systems, controlled deceleration of 
the circulators vas provided by using Internal logic circuits of the 
VFPS. Members of the ORNL electrical engineering staff Bade concerted 
efforts to attain reliable operation of the VFFS, and from aid-March 
to the end of May, the VFPS operated without failure. 

From February to mid-March, the circulators and VFFS sustained a 
number of unplanned scraas arising froa signals provided by the 
capacitance probes that determined the gap width between the plates of 
the thrust bearings. (It should be mentioned that the shaft of the 
circulator was installed with a 8* slant from the horizontal to insure 
that the thrust bearing would always be loaded.) The automatic action 
associated with the width of this gap was changed from scram to alarm 
only. 

If operation of one circulator was interrupted due to some fault 
such as a VFPS failure, the temperature of the impeller end journal 
bearing and motor stator In this Idle circulator quickly reached 
design limits. This resulted froa the loss of forced internal 
circulation within the motor cavity and the "soakback" of heat from the 
hot gas. To avoid damage to an idle circulator, it was necessary to 
stop all three circulators If any one became inoperable. An existing 
differential pressure sensor, which measured the total head for the 
three circulators, was connected to the protective circuits. A signal 
from this sensor scraas the other two circulators when any one is 
stopped. This signal provided a reliable method of protecting the 
circulators. 

All three circulators operated very satisfactorily during this 
pretest operation froa February 1983 through June 1983. A number of 
delays were attributable to the VFPS and to the initiation of 
unattended operation, but none were directly caused by the circulators 
during 1900 hours of operation. 

Tnterlm Testing 
Prior to initiation of the testing program with graphite installed 

in the test chamber, it was necessary to know how much air would be 
introduced by examination of the graphite piece in situ. To evaluate 
this operation, the loop was depressurlzed, inspection pores were 
opened, the loop was evacuated, and the loop was filled with helium. 

During evacuation of the system, a significant leak was discovered 
in Vessel *3. The vessel head was removed, and the circulator assembly 
was dismounted froa the head. Inspection of the Ceranaseal penetration 
through the head for the electrical leads for the motor revealed a 
saall hole In the weld that seals the fitting to the flange. A 
replaceaent bulkhead fitting was installed and seal welded to the 
closure flange. The hole appeared to have been aade by an electrical 
arc to ground. 

During the handling and replacement of the circulator assembly, a 
very fine magnetic black powder was found trapped In holes drilled in 
the inlet of the impeller front shroud. The powder contained iron and 
iron oxide, and there was considerable speculation about its source. 

Initial Operation with Graphite Test Blocks Installed 

By mid-August of 1983, the graphite structure was Installed, the 
pressure boundary was closed, and the preliminary steps were completed. 
On August 22, the circulators were started. After about S hourii of 
operation, the circulators scrammed. Inspection revealed that the 
stator In Circulator #1, which was Installed in Vessel #2, had a short 
circuit to ground. 

The circulator was removed, and the motor cooling Jacket (made of 
Inconel) was removed. Since the motor assembly was installed by a 
shrink fit into the jacket, it was necessary to heat the jacket with 
low-pressure steam Co remove the stator. The short circuit occurred 
where the stator electrical insulation had been worn by vibration and 
fretting between the stator and an adjacent corner of the stator Iron 
laminations. The local plant Electric Motor Shop rewound the stator, 
vacuum impregnated it with varnish three times, and baked it after each 
impregnation for 4 hours at 160*C. It passed high potential and ground 
resistance tests and was reinstalled in the motor cooling jacket. 

While repairs were being made to the stator, an examination of 
other rotary assembly components was aade by an engineering 
representative froa MTI. This inspection revealed daaage to the 
interior surface of the impeller end ring, which formed half of the 
impeller housing at the inlet side. This daaage consisted of distinct 
V-shaped grooves cut into the interior surface of the stationary shroud 
at the Impeller inlet. Investigation of the cause of these grooves and 
the remedy for the situation is the subject of onother paper (Ref. 5). 

Test Operation la Resumed 

The operating history for the reaalnder of this test for the 
circulators and the loop is presented graphically in Fig. 3. The 
figure presents the operating experience with the circulators, the 
helium heaters, and the full-flow filter; however, only the operation 
of the circulators and the VFFS are discussed in this paper. There is, 
of course, a vital link between the operation of the circulators and 
the other components in the loop. 

Test operation was resumed in aid-October, and three runs of 120, 
ISO, and 430 hours were achieved from then uiitll the first weak in 
December. Near the end of October, VFPS #1 failed, was repaired, and 
resumed operation within 4 days. After operating ISO hours, the 
circulators were shut down manually to provide for a 2-day inspection 
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of the VFPS by an engineer from Servo Optica Syatem. Six houra after 
operation was resumed, a fault occurred in VFPS #3; It was repaired, 
and operation was resumed 3 hours later. The circulators were then 
operated continuously for 430 hours. 

The operation was Interrupted for 45 hours by a failure of several 
capacitors in VFPS #3. Operation was resunad on November 30, only Co 
be halted on December 1 by a problem with the helium heater. Problems 
with the heater and increasing pressure drop across the full-flow 
helium filter prevented further operation until the middle of January 
1984. 

Operation was resumed on January 20, and then Interrupted In aid-
February by a fault in VFFS #3. Whan the fault was repaired, 
circulator #3 would not restart. Examination of the unit revealed 
damage to the surface of the gas lubricated Journal bearings. 
Circulator »3 was returned to HTI so that the bearing surfaces could be 
refurbished. It was concluded that this damage was caused by the 
particulate previously observed in the circulator: this particulate was 
associated with the V-shaped grooves observed In Che stationary shroud 
at the imp'Her inlet. Operation was continued using only circulators 
#1 and #2. 

To protect the Teflon seal of the closure flange of Vessel »3 from 
the operating gas temperature during this operating period, a heat 
shield was constructed and ins;alled. This shield consisted of a 
baffle and layers of insulation between the impeller end of the vessel 
and the closure flange. The temperature of the Teflon seal was limited 
to a maximum of 17S*C by reducing the temperature of the Inlet helium 
at the circulator cavity to 335*C rather than the normal value of 
425'C. This change in operating parameters required the use of more 
power to the helium heater and more heat removal in the air-cooled heat 
exchanger. 

The system operated satlsfactoilly in this mode through the 
remainder of the test, which was completed on Hay 17, 1984. 
Circulators #1 and #2 operated approximately 2900 hours in this test 
and 1900 hours in the preliminary test, plus approximately 200 hours 
during shakedown operation. The total operating time was 5000 h aach. 
Circulator •! (the prototype) has been started about 260 times. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The circulators met the CFTL operating requirements. The 
performance over the operating period can be considered very good. 

The one operating failure of the gas' bearing was due to the 
presence of solid particulate in the gas. This emphasizes the 
necessity of keeping particulate out of the gas when operating bearings 
with very small clearances. 



The one major problem encountered in the use of the circulators 
was due to a failure to properly heat treat the stationary shroud at 
the circulator inlet. This problem is discussed in detail in an 
associated paper. (Ref. 5) 

The three variable frequency power supplies (VFPS) did not perform 
in a comparable manner even though all three were acquired using the 
same purchase specifications. The dependability of the three VFPS was 
not the same. This difference was due to advances in the state-of-
the-art for solid-state devices of this type over a 3-year period. The 
first unit acquired did not provide service equal to that of the two 
units delivered later. 
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Abstract 

A modular helium cooled, high temperature reactor system with a 
thermal output of 200 MW per reactor has been developed by the KWU 
group for -ogeneration of electricity and process steam. 

The flow of the reactor coolant - Helium at 60 bars and 250/700 " C is 
maintained by one circulator per reactor. The cir.ulotor is driven by 
a variable speed Siemens asynchronous motor and is ojbmerged in 
the helium primary system. For operational reasons high reliability 
and availability of the circulator is required. The operational 
requirements for the circulator design are presented in this paper. 

The actual design has been carried out in close cooperation with 
the designer and manufacturer of all submerged circulators opera
ting in AGR plants in Great Britain, James Howden Co. Renfrew, 

- - - - Scotland. Design solutions received so far and mainly based on 
sufficiently proven components - such as oil bath lubricated 
bearing systems - will be described. Special attention will be 
paid oh the necessary test work; especially for the prototype 
to confirm the lay out. 

1. Introduction 

A modular helium-cooled high temperature reactor system especially 
for cogeneration of electricity and process heat has been developed 
by the Kwu Group (Kraftwerks Union-Interatom). For inherent 0 

safety reasons the thermal output of each reactor module is 
limited to 200 MW.. . The typical arrangement is shown in fig. 1. 
Helium of 60 bar, 250 "C flows downwards through the pebble bed 
and is heated up to 700 "C; then via a concentric hot gas 
duct the helium is fed to the steam generator flowing downwards 
through the tube bundle, in which steam of 190 bar, 530 *C is 
produced. From the steam generator the helium flows upwards in an 
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Steam Generator (Primary Circuit) 



annulat space, surrounding the tube bundle, to a single-stage 
circulator. From the circulator the helium is fed via the cold 
gas annulus to the graphite reflector structure surrounding the 
pebble bed core. Flowing upwards through the flow channels in the 
reflector the helium returns to the core inlet plenum. The helium 
mass flow is 85,5 kg/s. 

The side by side arrangement offers some significant advantages: 

1. Minimizing the effects of grahpite-steam interactions in 
case of steam generator leaks 

2. Supression of convective flow during hot standby 
conditions 

3. Improvement of accessability to the components for 
maintenance and repair. 

Based on KHU experience in LWR application the primary system is 
contained in ferritic steel vessels of 20 MnMoNi 55 which is 
in Germany the well proven material for LWR pressure vessels. 

An official procedure to achieve a site independent concept 
licence for this modular reactor system is actively in process 
in Germany since summer 1987. 

Circulator design requirements 

The circulator has to maintain the helium flow in the system 
under all operational conditions. 

pressure head temp. mass-flow speed-range 
bar bar *C kg/s X 

nominal load 60 1,50 250 85,5 100 
load variation 
and start-up 35-60 33-250 10-100 
reactor maintenance 1 > 33 100 
(hot standby 60 0 250-300 0 0 ) 

Due to the reactor design philosophy the circulator has no safety 
related tasks. It is not needed for decay heat removal from the 
safety point of view. But it will be used for operational decay 
heat removal via the steam generator. Also in the case at 
maintenance work in the reactor region when the system pressure 
is 1 bar. 

To achieve a reactor power availability of 80 % the circulator 
has to have a high reliability; a failure rate of < 1 per reactor 
year is required. Therefore only well proven components 
should be used in the design, and easy accessibility for 
maintenance is necessary. An isolation valve is incorporated 
to reduce the thermal loadings on components under hot 
standby conditions, due to natural circulation. Finally, in 
accordance with the current practice the motor is submerged 
in the primary coolant to remove the requirement for high speed 
mechanical seals. 

These considerations and requirements led to a circulator 
featuring the following points: 

- single stage radial impeller and speed controlled motor 
- vertical shaft, with the impeller overhung at the lower end 
- oil bath lubricated bearings 
- integrated into the top of the steam generator and as part of 
the primary system 

- motor cooling by helium 
- integrated isolation valve at the suction side 
- one piece withdrawable assembly. 

3. Circulator design and description 

As the design of an active component such as a gas circulator is 
strongly influenced by the manufacturers experience it was 
decided to search for suitable cooperation with an experienced 
manufacturer. James Howden Co., Renfrew, Scotland was selected 
as Howden is well known as the responsible designer and 
manufacturer of all the operating submerged circulators in the 
British CO, cooled AGR stations. In particular they supplied the 



circulators for the Hartlepool and Heysham I stations which 
are of the vertical shaft oil bath lubricated bearing design. To 
complete the cooperative team the drive motor design was carried 
out by the KWuVInteratom parent company Siemens. 

The design work was started in early 1984. 

Fig. 2 shows the present status of the design. First of all a 
more general description. 
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All active parts are mounted on an intermediate pressure vessel 
flange. This flange - normally under pressure equilibrium - is 
designed to withstand in both directions the full operational 
pressure of 60 bars. The only connection between the motor 
compartment and the main primary system is via the shafts 
labyrinth penetrations in the intermediate flange. The impeller 
of 950 mm o.O. is mounted at the 'ower motor shaft end. Radially 
outward from the impeller is the first diffuser which is 
connected to the Intermediate flange; the isolation valve is 
mounted on this diffuser. The second stage diffuser is bolted to 
the main pressure vessel head. 

The motor stator is fixed to the upper side of the flange. The 
motor rotor is supported in oil bath lubricated tilting pad 
bearings. At the upper end a combination of thrust- and Journal 
bearing is used while at the lower end a single Journal bearing. 
The two oil baths are cooled by water cooling coils fitted at the 
bottom of the baths. Cooling of the motor is achieved by helium 
circulation which is maintained by an auxiliary impeller connected 
to the upper motor shaft end. Cooling of this helium is carried 
out by the same water cooling system which is responsible for the 
oil bath cooling. These cooling systems operate with a water 
pressure of appr. 10 bars but are designed to withstand the full 
operational pressure from outside. Thereby water Ingress due to a 
water side leak is operationally not possible. 

The motor compartment will operate at 60 *C. In order to reduce 
heat ingress from the steam generator vessel thermal insulation 
is fitted above the intermediate flange and partly inside the 
circulator pressure vessel. 

Oil leaks from the oil baths are unlikely to occur. Nevertheless, 
should a leak occur the oil is caught in a catchment bath situated 
below the lower Journal bearing. 

For operation of the helium Isolation valve a normal electric 
drive is connected via a flexible shaft to a bevel gear. 



The suction side connection to the steam generator outlet header 
is sealed by a double spring loaded piston ring arrangement 
where carbon piston ring segments will be used. 

The closing time of the isolation valve is appr. 10 seconds, 
the coast down half value period of the rotating part is appr. 
4 seconds. 

Using this design arrangement all parts that may require 
maintenance can be easily withdrawn in one piece from the vessel 
into a transport flask. 

The electrical connections through the pressure vessel wall are 
m3de by conical glass insulated penetrations. 

Delivery characteristics 

Fig. 3 uives the main characteristics in the operational regime 
at full pressure. The normal maximum motor speed of 4.400 rpm wa 
chosen and 3 % overspeed was considered as a suitable design 
margin. An efficiency of 86 to 87 X is predicted, and the net 
po.'er consumption is calculated as 2950 kW, 

r'otor design 

A tnree-phase asynchronous squirrel cage motor was choosen. A 
forged solid rotor rather than a laminated one was selected to 
improve the rotor stiffness and to minimize Journal bearing 
problems. The stator winding consists of 4 three-phase systems 
anJ is fed by 4 constant current D.C. converters. 

Motor rating nominal 
nom. voltage 
nom. current per system 
nom. speed/frequency 
operat. overspeed 
centrifugal load test speed 
c o s . / 
nom. heat loss 
heat loss during 1 bar operation 

2950 kW 
1000 V 
525 A 

4400 rpm /74 HZ 

4532 rpm 
5436 rpm 
0,85 
123 kW 
4 kW 
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Helium Circulator Characteristics 

The motor cooling is accomplished in the axial direction through 
cylindrical cooling ducts provided in the stator yoke and in the 
rotor through the "air" gap. 

Fig. 4 shows the different heat sources at full power and the 
helium flows plus the design conditions for the helium-water heat 
exchanger. The conditions during reactor maintenance operations 
at 1 bar/4400 rpr, are given in fig. 5 and show the highest helium 
temperatures. This operating condition is furthermore the most 



critical for the electrical insulation because of the poor 
insulating properties of helium at atmospheric pressure. 
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3 . 3 Bear ing system 

Motor Compartment 
Gas Temp., Gas • low. Heat Flow 

Under the main basic design premise of "proven solutions" oil 
bath lubricated tilting pad journals were choosen. When starting 
the project active magnetic bearings were also considered. But due 
to the existing lack of experience in the behaviour of the necessa 
ry catcher bearings it was decided to select at present the 
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fully proven designs. In the long term there is no doubt that the 
oil bath bearings will be replaced by magnetic ones when the 
catcher bearings are fully qualified and any interaction problems 
between electric motor power supply and magnetic bearing supply/ 
control systems are resolved. 

More details of the bearing system are given in fig. 6. 
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Oil Bath lubricated Bearings 

As already mentioned the upper bearing consists of a combination 
of thrust- and journal bearing while the lower one is of the 
journal type. Lubricant from the oil bath is fed to the white 
metal lined tilting pads by centrifugal force through radially 
drilled holes in the bearing sleeves, which are part of the motor 
shaft. Having passed the bearing region the oil flows back to the 
oil bath and is cooled. Special attention was payed to avoid 
oil leakages into the motor compartment and thereby into the 

primary system. E.g. upper sealing of the bearing sleeve is 
achieved by windback floating seals and "Deva" metal labyrinths. 

On the shaft 3 annular spaces are provided the innermost of which 
is open to the helium atmosphere. Oil or oil-mist which may 
migrate upwards in the outermost gap will be collected in the 
second annular gap and either fed back to the lubrication circuit 
(upper-bearing) or collected in a catchment bath (lower bearing) 
which can contain the whole oil content. An additional gas 
labyrinth serves for further reduction of oil leakage. At the 
lower bearing a final oil thrower prevents any remaining leakage 
from entering into the main primary system. 

The formation of oil vapor is favourably influenced by a 
lubricant with extremely low vapor pressure (at 60 *C app. 
3.7.10"5 mbar). 
The two oil bath reservoirs and the catchment bath are level 
monitored. Change of the oil, appr. once per year, will be 
performed via pipe connections through the pressure vessel wall 
when the reactor is shut off. 

As a result of the combination of these measures the oil ingress 
into the main primary system is expected to be less than 5 grams 
per day averaged over a year. This figure is based on past 
experience of circulators with a similar configuration and 
bearing type, currently in service in AGR power stations in Great 
Britain. 

3.4 Thermal insulation 

A thermal insulation above the intermediate flange and inside the 
lower part of the motor compartment operating at 60 'C is 
necessary to reduce the heat migration from the primary system at 
250 *C. To validate the insulation design calculations were made 
for different conditions such as normal operation and hot stand 
by. This was done by using a simple multi node model as given in 
fig. 7. For some of the most interesting points see fig. 8. As a 
conservative approach it is assumed here that the primary helium 
temperature increases in one step from 250 "C to 350 "C, there is 



helium How during operation 

Rg. 7 
Heat Migration Model 

no further water cooling and no heat loss through the pressure 
vessel wall to the primary cell. In a time intervall of 2 hours 
only moderate temperature increases can be observed. Strong 
stress causing temperature gradients or differences do not exist 
One of the conclusions from these calculations is that the 
difficult insulation of the 34 flange bolts is not necessary. 

Maintenance and repaii 

The circulator is designed for the full life time of the reactor 
plant of 40 years. The only planned maintenance is oil changes 
at reactor shut down and bearing inspection every 8 years. 
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If maintenance becomes necessary the - see to fig. 2 - access is 
gained to the circulator by removing the top of the motor 
pressure vessel. 

This access includes the upper bearing and all electrica.-, 
coolant- and lubricant connections. As already mentioned should 
serious repair work become necessary the whole unit can be 
withdrawn from the pressure vessel' via a flask, decontaminated as 
far as needed, and repaired outside of the reactor. 



Present experience in CO- cooled reactors in Great Br i ta in and 
elsewhere would suggest tha t contaminat ion l eve l s w i l l be low. 
In the CO^ cooled reactors the exception is the impeller where 
the contamination is associated with the oxide layer and i t can 
be readi ly decontaminated. 

Prototype and acceptance tests 

I t is evident that for the ex ist ing conditions some basic test 
work on the bearing and lubr icat ion system is necessary. Besides 
th is two points remain being worthwhile to be discussed 
(see f i g . 9 ) . 

a) The worst case for the motor-urive as far as cooling problems 
and e l e c t r i c a l insulat ion are concerned is the 1 bar helium 
operation during reactor maintenance (see figure 5 ) . 
These conditions w i l l be simulated i n the proposed test r i g . 
The motor compartment and the lower pressure vessel w i l l be 
f i l l e d with 1 bar helium a.id the motor w i l l ^ave to run at 
the f u l l speed of 4400 rpm. 

b) The second point is related to the f u l l power simulation to 
check the guaranteed del ivery and pressure head values on one 
hand and to val idate the heat input calculat ion on the other 
(see 3 . 4 ) . The 60 bar helium operation w i l l be simulated by 
using nitrogen of adequate pressure and temperature 
( iden t ica l density of 60 bar hel ium). The heat l iberated into 
the nitrogen w i l l be removed by a water cooling system. Due 
to the d i f ferent physical propert ies of helium and nitrogen 
the measured delivery rates and heat inputs have to be 
corrected. 

5. Conclusion and recommendation 

The presented design of the main helium ci rculator for the KWU-
Interatom modular high temperature reactor is - because of a 
close cooperation with well experienced and established 
manufacturers - sound. Only proven components such as o i l bath 
lubricated bearings are primarily selected. Nevertheless the 
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comparably new technology of active magnetic bearings offers some 
strong advantages for the future provided that the problems of 
catcher bearings and electrical Interactions are satisfactorily 
solved. An intermediate step proposed by Howdens is to replace 
the lower journal bearing with a maenetic bearing. The 
consequences of any failure would appear to be more controllable 
and the removal of the oil bath from that end of the machine 
could be perceived as being beneficial. In any case a big step 
foreward could be achieved by replacing an oil lubricated 
circulator bearing system by an active magnetic bearing system 
plus catcher bearings in an operating reactor plant. 



MAIN CIRCULATOR DESIGN FEATURES FOR HTR 100, 
HTR 500 AND SPACE HEATING PLANTS 

- - - - J. ENGEL, D. GLASS 
Brown, Boveri und Cie AG, 
Mannheim, 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Abstract 

A H design alternatives for modern high-temperature reactors have 
a common circulator concept: It is based on a vertical shaft 
design with a flying impeller. The circulators are equipped with 
active magnetic bearings and are driven by induction motors 
connected to variable-speed static converters. 
Due to their multiple functions during normal reactor operation 
and under accident conditions, extremely high requirements are 
made to safety-relevant circulators, since with the reactor 
pressurized as well as under depressurized conditions specified 
delivery heads and flow rates have to be ensured. 
The use o£ active magnetic btacings permits to obtain maintenance-
free operation and functional safety to an extent which had not 
been achieved before. Magnetic bearings are therefore provided for 
the total range including primary gas circulators of a drive power 
of several MW as well as circulators for helium loops of reactor 
auxiliary systems. 
The essential feature for using active magnetic bearings is the 
retainer bearing technology, preventing contact between rotor and 

- _ static circulator parts upon unintended deenergisation of the 
magnets. Results of current axperiments are reported. 
Another aspect to be considered for reliable long-term operation 
for several decades is the effect of rotor dynamics. The various 
natural frequencies resulting from torsion and bending modes in 
view of a drive by a frequency-controlled induction motor have to 
be considered as well as the specific characteristics of the 
active magnetic bearings. 
Special attention has to be directed to the internal cooling loop 
so as to ensure that reactor temperature excursions in the event 
of deviation from normal operation can be overcome without damage. 
For circulator components exposed to temperature fields the design 

• ~ characteristic? are determined by combining experimental and 
analytical methods. 
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The coordination of all component parts is currently being 
optimized on a prototype circulator whose detailed design is 
underway. This circulator will be tested in a test stand designed 
for test runs of all different circulator sizes. 

Preview to Future HTP. Plsnts and Their Circulator* 
With the beginning of commercial power operation of the THTR-300 
the pebble-bed high-temperature reactor is now at the threshold 
of maturity (or the commercial market. 
Safe and r»l*able reactor operation is directly related with the 
reliability of the coolant gaa circulators. They are the only 
active components installed in the reactor. A failure of the 
circulators mostly necessitates a plant shutdown. In'consequence 
stringent requirements reagarding availability and safe 
operation are to be complied by the circulator design. 
The way how the coolant gas circulators are integrated in the 
reactor are of major importance for the overall arrangement of 
the nuclear section. As a consequence of the expenditure and the 
disadvantagea involved in arranging the circulators at the side 
of the primary loop a new circulator concept was developed, its 
features are as follows: 

A vertical arrangement of the circulators makes use of tl.e 
existing openings in the prestressed concrete reactor vessel 
required for installing the steam generators. 
Use of active magnetic bearings for the circulators: this 
definitely precludes any possible contamination of the 
primary loop by oil. 
Actuation of the circulator shutdown valve in accordance 
with the "oil-free circulator operation" concept. 

The circulators for the various reactor types have the following 
specific features: 
HTH 500: there are no safety engineering requirements for the 6 
main circulators since decay heat removal is taken care of by 
two additional HWA circulators. We are therefore developing at 
present design solutions for the safety-related NWA circulators 
which also cover the requirements for all other coolant gas 
circulators. 
HTB 100 (lndu«tri«l Kmmn.tarm »nd Modular Plants) •• here two 
systems, each consisting of steam generator and circulator, are 
used; thus a redundancy for decay heat removal exists which uses 
operational equipment. 



n <m» in Bpiea lifting R«ictor: Because of the low power density 
heat removal by natiual convection does not involve any problems 
when decay heat has to be removed. Ho safety-engineering 
requirements exist. 
Pig. 1 shows the main design parameters for the various coolant 
gas circulators in the different reactor types. An essential 
feature of our R & D activities is that the impeller of the NWA 
circulator for the HTR 500 has some of the largest dimensions 
used to date because of the different conditions "reactor under 
pressure" and " reactor de-pressurised". 
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FIG.1 Table of main data for the various cooling gas circulators. 

2 Baaic BnquirBMnta for Circulators 
As rotating turbo-machines they are virtually not subject to 
wear. The shape of the impeller as the only active part has been 
a topic of theoretical consideration ever since Euler's 
equations were formulated two centuries ago. Despite this the 
devil is in the nuts and bolts, naturally, even today, and in 
the short time available for this paper it is not possible to 
refer to all the details which have to be considered in blower 
design. 

2.1 fluidlc Boundary Conditions 
Due to the different operating conditions of the reactor the 
coolant gas circulators operate over a wide speed range within 
the entire family of characteristics. Furthermore several 
circulators are arranged in parallel - except in the space 

heating reactor. The basic requirement to be derived from this 
is a characteristic as stable as possible without distinctive 
reversal points and without a pronounced peak. 
Impellers with a higher degree of react<-n are best for meeting 
this requirement. Although this means relatively large impeller 
dimensions, the diffusor does not require excessive attention. 
In addition impellers can be designed for high circumferential 
speeds, and because of their simple design a very long service 
life can be guaranteed. 

2.2 structural Boundary condition! 
All modern HTR concepts in Germany are now based on the use of 
coolant gas circulators with active magnetic bearings. Fig. 2 
shows their principle mode of functioning. The figure also 
indicates by which physical parameters the bearing capability of 
an active magnetic bearing is determined. The order of magnitude 
of the specific bearing capability at the bearing faces 
controlled by the magnetic flux is around 50 N/cm2. 

FIG.2. Active magnetic bearing principle. 

To make the circulators repairable their design shall allow easy 
decontamination with simple assembly tools. In Germsny one must 
assume that a contaminated coolant gas circulator can never be 
returned to the manufacturer's workshop. Any replacement of 
parts must be possible at the site of installation in the 
controlled area of the power plant. 



3 Design Features of the Prototype Circulator 
The new circulator technology is to be tested with the NWA 
circulator for the HTR 500. The impeller dimensions are 
determined by the decay heat removal operation with 
depressurised reactor. Since considerable quantities of helium 
at low pressure must be circulated in the reactor for this 
operating mode, only a big impeller running at high speed can 
cope with the task. During normal decay heat removal operation 
with pressurised reactor the circulator speed is smaller by one 
order of magnitude. 
Fig. 3 is a cross section through the circulator. Its shape is 
determined by the circulator shutdown valve. This valve has only 
opening and closing function and prevents reactor core by-passes 
during normal operation. The actuator moves the valve mechanism 
from one end position to the other within 1*) seconds. 

FIG.3. Cross-section of the NWA-circulator for the HTR 500. 
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The flow restrictor fitted with thermal shielding on the hot 
side, is additionally water-cooled on the motor side. Its design 
strength is sufficient to withstand the pressure differential 
which may arise when the reactor is de-pressurised. This 
differential will be built up because the helium enclosed in the 
circulator motor compartment can only flow into the primary loop 
through the shaft penetration. 

The internal motor cooling circuit for removing the dissipation 
heat from the electrical components and the heat entering from 
the reactor is kept going by an auxiliary impeller and a water 
cooler. 

3.1 necessity and Functioning Mode of the Batainer Bearings 
An essential prerequisite for the use of active magnetic 
bearings are retainer bearings preventing undesired contact 
between the rotor and stationary parts of the machine when the 
magnets are de-energised. 
Fig. 4 depicts the functioning mode of our retainer bearing test 
facility, the overall view of which was already shown by Dr. 
Stolsl in his general paper. The locations shown in red and dark 
blue indicate the principle: if the active magnetic bearings 
fail the shaft will drop onto conical parts which themselves run 
in friction bearings. 

FIQ.4. Arrangement for the retainer bearing tsst facility, 
schematic. 

The retainer bearing will be accelerated to the shaft speed 
within a few hundred ms if the shaft is dropped. The shaft may 
then safely coast to a halt as a result of the power consumed by 
the impeller of the circulator or by the additional electric 
braking with the motor which happens in our test fscility. 



The advantage of the active magnetic bearing in the retainer 
bearing test facility is not only that shaft drops take place 
under realistic boundary conditions. It is possible in addition 
to Make rotor loads associated with larger rotor dimensions act 
upon the retainer bearings via magnetic forces. And finally it 
is possible to re-energise the magnetic bearing during an 
experiment in the event of an impending failure of a retainer 
bearing. The rotor will then return -O the levitation position 
and further damage of conical parts and retainer bearing 
components is avoided. 
nearly 100 rotor drops have been carried out to date. At the 
moment retainer bearings with dry lubrication are being 
optimised. Fig. 5 depicts the typical plot of a number of test 
parameters for a shaft drop from an initial speed of 6100 r.p.m. 

FIG.5. Test parameters at the beginning of a shaft drop. 

Plot 4. shows that the running-up of the upper axial-radial 
retainer bearing (ARF) takes approx. 1.1 s. For the lower radial 
retainer bearing (RF) an analogous run-up takes place according 
to plot 5. however with a time delay of ca. 0.5 seconds. 
The axial force taken up by the ARF is most interesting, with a 
rotor weight of 1320 kg in the test facility an additional 
magnetic load was applied. According to plot 2 an axial load of 
ca. 25 kR was measured after the dynamic processes accompanying 
the drop had died down. The shock load which occurs at the first 
moment of the drop, amounting to 104 kH, represents four tiroes 
the quasi-static load appearing later on. 

One of the focal points of the development activities is the 
design of the friction bearings and their lubrication. Since the 
coolant gas circulators are designed for operation in pure 
helium the unfavourable friction properties of ferrous materials 
involved in comparison with operation in air must be taken into 
consideration. 
We provide special coatings e.g. molybdenum disulfide, and also 
supplementary structural measures for the configuration of the 
friction bearing guideways. In addition one must naturally 
prevent that the friction cones are welded together in the pure 
helium atmosphere when the retainer bearing is accelerating. 
From the tests to date one can clearly see that a specific 
clearance in the friction bearings is a prerequisite for a 
reproducible functioning of the retainer bearings. This 
tolerance is partly disappearing during a drop due to 
friction-induced thermal expansion. In this context it is to be 
considered, too, that the heat flow from the impeller to the 
motor compartment which will occur during subsequent operation 
will also influence the bearing clearance. 

3.2 Magnetic Bearing Technology 
Fig. 6 is a view of a stator part for an active magnetic 
bearing, manufactured by BBC Brown Boveri and ready for 
installation. The winding and insulation techniques are very 
similar to thst of electric motors. As far as possible the 

FIG,6. AMB components being assembled. 



magnetic circuits of the magnetic flux are constructed with 
laminated cores to keep losses as low as possible. 
The air gap between rotor and stator Cor the coils is in the 
order of 1 on. The control system must be able to compensate the 
dynamic effects of imbalances, and in particular those caused by 
external impacts such as e.g. earthquakes. 
As can be seen from the right-hand corner of Fig. 7, the dynamic 
fraction of the rotor loads is decisive for the dimensioning of 
the magnetic bearings' electronic control system, because the 
radial displacements involved require high coil currents very 
fast and these currents should be in phase with the shaft motion. 
Fig. 7 furthermore shows that the positive bearing stiffness 
which exists automatically in conventional bearings can in the 
case of active magnetic bearings only be realised by means of 
current changes. For a current which is kept constant the 
position of the shaft in the active magnetic bearing is unstable. 

FIG.7. Interaction of current in AMB coil, bearing force 
and air gap, schematic. 

The dynamic performance of the rotor with consideration of 
gyrostatic effects must also be taken into account for the 
design of the active magnetic bearings. Fig. a shows the major 
shaft vibration modes for a prototype rotor as s function of the 
bearing stiffness. Simultaneously the typical curve of the 

speed-dependent magnetic bearing stiffness has been entered 
which may be shifted within certain limits by the electronic 
control system. This also points out the principle how a coolant 
gas circulator can be operated over a wide speed range without 
being influenced by resonances. 
In Fig. 8 the usual bearing stiffness of an oil-lubricated 
friction bearing has also been plotted. Active magnetic bearings 
are far removed in the less stiff range, where the concentration 
of the critical speed is no longer restricted to such narrow 
speed ranges, far removed from the actual processes, as in the 
case of the oil-lubricated bearing. 

FIG.8. Shaft vibration modes of prototype circulator. 

This and also the fact that with active magnetic bearings, 
contrary to oil-lubricated be;rings, a but slightly damped 
retrograde mode may occur, underlines that the consideration of 
the dynamic natural modes of the rotor is a very important 
detail for the design of active magnetic bearings with decisive 
consequences for the electronics requirements, e.g. electric 
damping characteristics in certain speed ranges. 

3.3 Integrated Induction Motor 
In case of large machine capacities in particular a solid-state 
converter is much more easy to build for a synchronous mschine 
than for an induction motor. Our decision in favour of an 
induction motor was mainly based on the following three 
arguments: 



Because of the poor accessibility of the encapsulated rotor 
parts during reactor operation in the course of an estimated 
service life of 40 years any type of motor with a minimum of 
insulated windings and components in the rotating part is 
preferable. 
To achieve a rotor rigidity as high as possible a compact 
design is to be aimed at. In case of synchronous machines 
excitation and damping devices which also have to rotate, 
would lead to an extension of the rotor. 
Trouble-free asynchronous startup when connected to the 50 
Hx supply system and re-startup after system interruptions 
and switchovers must be possible. 

For the insulation of live parts one must Keep in mind that the 
equipment is exposed to a gamma dose rate of approx. 5 rad/h -
apart from the considerably reduced insulation capability of 
helium gaps used as a dielectric. In addition any diffusion of 
gas into the winding insulation must be precluded, since the 
motor shall be designed for accidents involving depressurization 
rates of 3 - 5 bars/min. Furthermore electrically conductive 
deposits containing graphite will occur on the motor parts in 
the course of the long reactor operation period. 

3.4 circulator Coo Una 
Since the impeller is located Jn the primary circuit a 
non-negligible heat flow via the ahaft into the motor 
compartment has to be considered. A possibility for 
compensation, especially when the circulator is at standstill 
and in case of accident-induced higher gas temperatures, has to 
be provided. One solution basically available is to feed in 
helium from the gas purification system. The helium will then 
search for a path to the primary loop through the non-contacting 
sh&ft seal in the flow restrictor wall. The annular clearance 
around the shaft subdivided by contactaless sealing strips acts 
as a heat exchanger and retains a major fraction of the heat 

- - ^ flowing into the motor compartment, with the gas quantities 
available a cooling capacity of several XW for each circulator 
can be realized. 
If this cooling concept is superimposed on the internal motor 
cooling circuit which is effective when the circulator is 
running, a slight overpressure against the primary loop will 
always prevail in the circulator blower compartment. The 
considerably reduced contamination of the circulator motor 
compartment which is then to be expected will very much enhance 
the ease of repairs. 

4 OuUfioJl 
The development of retainer bearings and of the prototype of • 
vertically arranged coolant gas circulator with active magnetic 
bearings is sponsored by the Federal German Minister of Research 
and Technology. He wish to express our sincere gratitude for 
this support. 
He hope to be able to complete the testing of the prototype by 
mid-1991. This date would still fit in with the existing time 
schedules for the planning of advanced high-temperature reactors 



SYSTEMS ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS IMPACTING 
MHTGR CIRCULATOR DESIGN 
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R.C. POTTER, A S . SHENOY 
GA Technologies, Inc., 
San Diego, California, 
United States of America 

Abstract 

At the Initiation of the MHTGR program, an important task involved 
translating the plant users' requirements into design conditions. This was 
particularly true in the case of the heat transport and shutdown cooling systems 
since these nobody many components. This paper addresses the two helium 
circulators in these systems. An Integrated approach is being used in the 
development or design and design documentation for the MHTGR plant. It is an 
organized and systematic development of plant functions and requirements, 
determined by top-down design, performance, and cost trade-off studies and 
analyses, to define the overall plant systems, subsystems, components, and human 
actions. These studies, that led to the identification of the major design 
parameters for the two circulators, are discussed in this paper. This includes 
the performance information, steady state and transient data, and the various 
interface requirements. The design of the circulators used in the MHTGR is 
presented in Reference .. 

1. MHTGR Overview 

The MHTGR plant design consists of four reactor modules (Fig. 1), each 
rated at 350 MW(t), coupled to two steam turbines yielding at net output of 
about SSO MW(e) (Figs. 2, 3). The four module plant la divided into two major 
areas, the Nuclear Island comprising the reactor enclosures, reactor modules, 
and power generating systems. Each reactor module Is housed in a vertical silo 
(Fig. 4),These silos also serve as an independent confinement structure having a 
vented and filtered exhaust system. The Nuclear Island also includes auxiliary 
structures that house a common system for fuel handling, radioactive waste 
storage, helium processing and other essential services. 

SWITCNYAM 
MACTM MODUU IIOMI 

FIG. 1 MHTGR SITE PLOT PLAN 
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FIG. 2 HEAT BALANCE DIAGRAM FOR 3 5 0 MW(t) MODULE 

NUCLEAR SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

THERMAL PCVvER, MrV(t) 
HELIUM PRESSURE, MPa (PSIA) 
HELIUM TEMPERATURE, INLET 6C (°F) 
HELIUM TEMPERATURE, OUTLET °C (°F) 

POVCR SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
FEEQrVATER PRESSURE, MPa (PSIA) 
FEEDWftJER TEMPERATURE. *C (°F) 
STEAM PRESSURE. MPa (PSIA) 
STEAM TEMPERATURE. °C (°F) 

PLANT PERFORMANCE 
NET ELECTRICAL OUTPUT. M/V(e) 
NET THERMAL EFFICIENCY, % 

1400 
6.4 (925) 
255 (491) 
687 (1268) 

20.7 (3000) 
193 (380) 
16.6 (2415) 
538 (1000) 

540 
~39 

F I G . 3 MHTGR KEY PLANT PARAMETERS 
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FIC. A 350 MW(t) MODULAR HTGR ISOMETRIC 

Th« cuctoc module components are contained within thraa staal vaaaala, a 
raaccor veaaal, a steam generator vaaaal and a connecting concentric croaa-duct 
vaaaal. The reactor veaaal contain* the core reflector and aaaoclatad aupport*. 
A shutdown heat exchanger and a shutdown circulator are located at the bottom of 
the vaaaal. The top mounted atandplpaa contain the control rod drive mechanism* 
and reserve shutdown hoppers. The steam generator, a helically wound 
once-through, uphill boiling unit and the main circulator <r< Installed In the 
steam generator. 

During normal operation (i.e., power production), the heat generated in the 
core i» transferred to the power conversion system usinb the Heat Transport 



System (KTS) conalating of the main circulator and the steam generator. The 
MHTCR la capable of maintaining conventional steam condltlona of 16.6 MPa and 
538 C throughout the load range between 100Z and 25X. 

Tha decay heat removal during shutdown or following an upaet can be 
accomplished following tha daalgn phlloaophy of dafanaa In depth by three 
different means. The decay heat removal using the HTS (Fig. 5) where the steam 
generated In the aecondary circuit bypasses the turbine and condenses In the 
condenser. The decay heat can also be removed by the Shutdown Cooling System 
(SCS) (Fig. 6) located at the bottom of the reactor vessel. The heat 

F1C. 5 PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW PATH DURING 
SYSTEM OPERATION 

SCS 
CIHCUIATOR 

FIG. 6 PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW PATH DURING SYSTEM OPERATION 

tranafarred to tha shutdown heat exchanger Is rejected to the ultimate heat sink 
via aeparata cooling water circuit. Decay heat may alao be rejected to the 
environment by means of tha totally paaalva Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS) 
(Fig. 7). Thla ayatam utiliiea passive phenomena auch as conduction natural 
convetion, conduction and radiation heat tranafer to rejecte the decay heat. 
All these systems are capable of providing sufficient heat removal with tha 
reactor primary coolant either preiiuriisd or depreasurlied. 
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FIG. 7 RCCS (PASSIVE) DECAY HEAT REMOVAL 

Requirements Development 

Tha design approach for ch« Standard MHTCR has been appliad In a "top-down" 
faanion aa llluatratad In rigure 8. Tha procaaa beglna with tha quantification 
of top-level crltarla pertaining to how wall each Coal Is to be achlavad. Naxt, 
an Integrated ays-cos engineering approach Is systematically appliad to davalop 
tha functions, requirements, and apaclfic daalgn aalactlona nacaaaary to 
achlava. In a balancad fashion, all oi the Top-Laval Regulatory Crltarla and 
usar requirements. 
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FIG. 8 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND MET»ODOLOCY 

Tha analysis tools lncluda tha us* of functional analysia, reliability 
evaluations, probabilistic risk assessments, trsda studies, and englnaaring 
analyaaa. Tha product of the Integrated Approach ) * tha plant daalgn. 

Tha top-level criteria and requirements are defined primarily from two 
sources; the regulator, whose eoncmrn is primarily public health and safety, and 
tha usar, whose concern la all encompassing (e.g., safety, performance, 
availability and economics). Tha Top-Lavel Regulatory Criteria are e necessary 
•nd aufflciant set of direct quantitative atatamenta of accaptablt health and 
safsty consequences (i.e., doses) or risks to the public that are indpendenr. of 
reactor type and site. 

Figure 9 shows the top level Coeli namely ssfe, economical power by 
providing defense-in-depth through tha pursuit of four goalsi 
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FIG. 9 PLANT GOALS AND STATES 

Goal 1 encompasses normal plant operations, including the planned operating 
states of .nergy production, shutdown, refueling, and startup/shutdown. Goal 1 
user requirements include that the plant be designed for an average equivalent 
unavailability due to planned outages not to exceed 10 percent and minimizing 
worker doses to less than an average of 10 percent of 10CFR20 allowables. The 
design lifetime is to be 40 years from start of plant operation. 

Goal 2 is protection of the plant investment to ensure that economic losses 
associated with unscheduled events are limited. Top-level user requirements for 
Goal 2 include limiting average annual equivalent unscheduled unavailability to 
less than 10 percent and limiting the frequency for events resulting in reactor 
loss to less than 10 per plant year. 

Goal 3 is to ensure that releases of radioactive materials remain within 
acceptable limits for transients or accidents having the potential for release 
of radionuclides. In addition to the Top-Level Regulatory Criteria which 

quantify this goal, it is a top-level user requirement that radionuclides be 
controlled to the extent that the emergency planning does not require provisions 
for the offsite sheltering or evacuation of the public. 

Goal A assures emergency preparedness in the event an accident occurs in 
which radionuclide release is not controlled. As described above, the user has 
required that the design control radionuclide releases so reliably that measures 
should not be required for the offsite evacuation or sheltering of the public. 

The latter two goals impose no requirements on the miin or shutdown 
circulator designs. 

Figure 9 shows the starting point for the functional analysis, namely the 
four Goals identified to achieve safe, economic power. Figure 10 shows 
expansion of Goal 1. J is illustrated in this figure, each subsequent level of 
function is developed by examining the next upper level function and answering 
the question, "How is the function to be achieved?" In such a manner, a "tree" 
of increasing levels of detail is defined until a specific design selection 
results. 

FIG. 10 CIRCULATOR FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT 



Following this logic the general circulator requirements are obtained from 
plant level requirements and trade studies. The specific requirement for each 
circulator, i.e.. main and shutdown circulator, is derived from the 4 states, 
namely: 

1. Energy production, 
2. Shutdown, 
3. Refueling, and 
4. Startup/Shutdown. 

These are r e f l e c t e d in Figure 11 under performance requirements. The 
conf igurat ion*! and fea'.ure requirements shown in Figure 11 are not a t t r ibutab le 
to the various s t a t e s . 
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FIG. 11 SPECIFIC CIRCULATOR REQUIREMENTS 

Helium Circulator Requirements 

The heat transport system (HTS) shall consist of a single cooling loop per 
module. The HTS shall contain the steam generator in series with the helium 

main circulator and Its associated ahutoff valve assembly. The circulator 
assembly shall be located in the cold leg of the helium flow path In the top 
plane of the steam generator vessel (Fig. 12). The main circulator shall 
consist of a vertically oriented, single-stage axial compressor driven by an 
electric motor. The motor shall be submerged and shall be en Integral part of 
the compressor rotor. The rotating assembly shall be fully floating on a set of 
active magnetic bearings. Backflow through the non-operating main loop shall be 
prevented by a helium shutoff valve attached to the main circulator assembly. 
Three service modules shall be provided for the necessary support to the main 
circulator. 

CONCENTRIC 
CRCU OUCTS 

STEAM 
GENERATOR 
VESSEL 

FIG. 12 MHTGR MAIN CIRCULATOR ARRANGEMENT 



Helium shall be pumped by tha main circulator to the top of the core 
through the outer annulua of the cone sntric crossduct, then downward through the 
core and back to the circulator through the steam generator. Heat shall be 
removed from the cor* and transferred to tha secondary coolant through the steam 
generator. Tha main circulator is used to control the helium flow to match the 
heat generation with the heat removal. 

The HTS shall have several operating modes depending on the operating 
conditions of the module. During steam production the module will be 
pressurized, the reactor will be critical and the operation of the main loop 
will range between 1001 and 2SZ of rated feedwater flow. The main circulator 
will run at speeds corresponding to loop feedwater flow in order to produce the 
desired steam conditions. The loop shutoff valve will be wide open. 

When the module is shutdown the HTS shall be used to remove the 
residual/decay heat from the core. Wher the KTS is not available, it shall be 
Isolated and the SCS used. The HTS shall be able to remove the residual/decay 
heat under pressurized or depressurized helium conditions. Under these 
conditions -.he steam generator will be flooded and the main circulator will be 
run at speeds dictated by the heat generated by the core, the feedwater flow and 
the helium density. When the main loop is not available, the SCS is used to 
cool the core, the main loop will be isolated with the steam generator flooded 
and the main circulator shutdown. The main loop shutoff valve shall then be 
closed. 

The design point for the main circulator shall be based on main loop 
operating conditions expected to occur et the middle of life. Under these 
design reference conditions, the best estimates of heat transfer and flow 
resistance were used, one percent of the steam generator tubes was assumed to be 
plugged, and 5Z of the steam generator heat transferring surface was assumed to 
be unavailable because of under steam generator performance. The main 
circulator design point under these conditions is 91.0 KPa pressure rise for a 
helium flow of 158.0 Kg/s at an inlet temperature of 255 C and outlet pressure 
of 6.38 MPa. 
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The HTS design accounts for statistical uncertainties In predicting the 
performance of the components within each module and for 
measurement/instrumentation errors. These uncertainty ranges (+2 algma) have 
been combined by statistical means considering the uncertainties associated with 
core, steam generator, lower plena, and outer and Inner duct flow resistances, 
steam generator heat transfer coefficients, primary coolant flow distribution, 
and primary coolant heat losses. Operational envelopes including these 
uncertainties have been established for the HTS at 100Z (Fig. 13) and 25X (Fig. 
14) fcedwatar flow, and for refueling conditions (Fig. 15). Three operational 
envelopes (at 100Z and 2SZ feedwater flow, and refueling conditions) have been 
developed specifically for the main circulator. In these envelopes the pressure 
drop is plotted against the circulator flow rate. The main circulator shall be 
designed to operate at any points within these envelopes. 

The main circulator shall be designed for a 40 years service life in which 
it ahall not contribute to the unplanned reactor module outage rate by more than 
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FIG. 14 MAIN CIRCULATOR OPERATING ENVELOPE AT 252 FW FLOW 

10.5 equivalent forcad outage hours par module and par yaar» on tha avaraga. 
Stabla primary coolant flow shall ba provldad ovar tha main circulator apaad 
control ranga from SX to HOt of manual shaft apaad with tha HTS praaaurlzad or 
deprasaurlaed, 

Tha main loop shutoff valva shall ba designed such that tha bypass flow 
through tha lsolatad main loop doas not «xc««d 102 of tha total SCS flow during 
cora cooling oparatlon with tha SCS. This bypass flow has to ba carefully 
controllad bacausa an excessive flow will dagrada tha SCS performance and a too 
small flow will not provide adequate cooldown to the Isolated main loop for 
Inspection or maintenance. 

Acoustically Induced vibrationa may originate from several noise sources 
Inside a module. Among these, tha main circulator la potantially tha dominant 
source. A limit has, therefore, been Imposed to tha acoustic energy of the 
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FIG. 15 MAIN CIRCULATOR OPERATING ENVELOPE DURING REFUELING 

primary coolant entering/leaving the main circulator during normal steady state, 
rated reactor operations. This limit is 160 dB at tha blade passing frequency. 

The main circulator shall ba designed to operate through the expected 
design transient evenly for the number of cycles specified by tha design duty 
cycles. Also, tha main circulator is expected to operate through the level A 
events of the dealgn duty cycles without initiating any major protective action. 
During level D events in which forced cooling of tha cora is lost for s 
protracted period of time, the main circulator shall ba designed to withstand, 
and be capable of reatart after, a thermal soak of up to 371 C. 

Interface requirement* imposed by the main circulator include the 
requirement to be supported at its interfacaa with tha ateam generator vessel 
and tha hot duet assembly. Space also shall ba provldad for surveillance, 
on-line and in-situ maintenance. The main circulator interface requirements 



also Include the measurement of the shaft rotation speed for the plant control 
system. For the plant protection system the main circulator shall provide 
redundant measures of the shaft rotation speed and the main loop ahutoff vale 
plates position. The main circulator also shall provide for the plant 
proteccion system redundant contactors In the circulator motor control and power 
module to trip the circulator In less than 10 seconds upon demand. 

The main circulator design shall Include several additional features 
related to availability and maintenance. The main circulator shall be designed 
for remote removal and replacement ani It shall be able to be disassembled with 
remote handling equipment and special tools. Portions of the main circulator 
within Che primary coolant pressure boundaries shall be designed to function, 
through the life of the component, without maintenance requiring man access. 

4. Shutdown Cooling Circulator Requirements 

The skudown cooling system (SCS) shall consist of a single alternate 
cooling loop for each module. The SCS will include the shutdown cooling heat 
exchanger (SCHE), the shutdown cooling circulator (SCC), the shutdown cooling 
water system (SCWS), anda the shutdown cooling heat removal control system 
(SCHRCS). The SCS shall be located in the cold leg of the helium flow path at 
the bottom of the reactor vessel with the SCHE positioned above the shutdown 
circulator (Fig. 16). The circulator shall be a vertically oriented, radial 
flow type compressor which is driven by an electric motor that Is contained 
within (submerged) the helium pressure boundary. The shutdown circulator shall 
Include a shutdown loop ahutoff valve (SLSV) assembly which will limit the 
helium backflov through the SCS. The SLSV shall be located in the SCC inlet 
duct between the SCHE and the SCC. 

Helium flow shall be pumped by the shutdown circuletor to the top of the 
core, the helium passes downward through the core and through the SCHE. Heat 
shall be transferred from the helium to the shutdown cooling water in the SCHE. 
This heat shall be rejected to the service water system via water-to-water heat 
exchangers in the SCWS. The SCWS shall Include pumps to maintain water flow 
through the SCHE and a surge tank to maintain water pressure. 
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FIG. 16 SCS CIRCULATOR ARRANGEMENT 

The SCS shall have two different operating modes depending on the operating 
condition of the module. During normal main loop (HTS) cooling the SLSV will be 
closed and the shutdown circulator will be operating. A small amount of cold 
leg helium will leak through (backflows) the closed shutoff valve and flow 
oppoalta normal flow direction over the SCHE tubes and throisU the shutdown 
circulator. To prevent heat up of the SCS components water will be pumped 
through the SCHE to remove core heat. This method of operation is called 
"standby mode." 

When the HTS becomes unavailable and the reactor is shutdown, th* shutdown 
circulator will be started up, water flow to the SCHE increased and reactor 
cooling obtained with the SCS. This method of operation is called the "cooldown 
mode." This mode of cooling can be performed with the primary system 
pressurised or depreasurized. The SCS will also be used for cooling the resctor 
during refueling when the primary system Is depressurized. 

The design point for the shutdown circulator shall be based on the expected 
depressurized operating conditions of the SCS. The design point is 4.9 KPa 



92 pressure rise at a flow of 2.86 Kg/s. Tha design pressure rise Includes margins 
for design evolution and hardware variations. 

A pressure rise versus circulator flow operating envelope for the shutdown 
circulator is shown in Figure 17. The envelope encompasses the expected 
operating points for pressurized and depressurized operation in the cooldown 
mode. The envelope also includes margins on tha flow and pressure rise to 
account for hardware variations and design evolution. 
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The shutdown circulator shall be designed to provide a atable helium flow 
over a apaad range between 5X and 100Z for a period of 40 years service life. 
"The 5Z speed represent the initial startup of the circulator in tha pressurized 
cooldown mode. nt this speed the circulator will provide more than the required 
helium flow (8.8 Kg/s) necessary to avoid core flow reversals. 

The SLSV shall ba designed to provide leas than 0.41 leakage (backflow) 
when the valve is closed. This limit is necessary to minimize the primary 
coolant heat loss whan the HTS is operating. 

The shutdown circulator shall ba designed to provide the necessary 
depresaurized helium operating conditions required for refueling the core within 
24 hours after module shutdown, For refueling the cold helium temperature 
should be cooled down to less than 116 C. 

Tha shutdown circulator shall be designed to operate through the expected 
deaign transient events for the number of cycles specified in the design duty 
cycle tsble. Also, the circulstor is expected to operate through the level A 
events in the duty cycle table without initiating any major protective function. 

Interface requirements imposed by the shutdown circulator Include the 
requirements for a SCS support interface with the reactor vessel and space in 
the building for surveillance and maintenance. The shutdown circulator 
requirement also Include the measurement of helium flow rate, circulator speed 
and helium outlet temperature which are necessary for assessing the compressor 
performance. Also, the SLSV valve position shall be measured to provide an 
indication when the ahutoff valve is closed. 

The main control for the SCS involves the measurement and adjustment of 
circulator speed (helium flow), to maintain a subcooled water temperature 
setpoint at the SCHE exit. The SCS controls also include a flow rate controller 
to maintain the required water flow to the SCHE. 

For investment protection the shutdown circulator shall include trip logic 
which will shutdown the circulator upon loss of shutdown cooling water flow. 

The shutdown circulator design shall include several additional features 
relating to availability and maintenance. The circulator shall be designed so 
that preventive maintenance activities including inspections, surveillance, and 
planned maintenance services should be minimized to limit the amount of reactor 
plant outage. Also, the circulator and the SLSV ahall be deaigned for remote 
removal and replacement, and to facilitate on line maintenance as touch as 
possible. 



5. Conclusions 

The utilization of the integrated approach resulted in the development of 
" I I optimised requirements for the two circulators employed In the MHTCR. The most 

significant requirements are: 

1. The non-safety related classification of the circulators, and 

2. The performance envelope is well within today's technical knowhow. 

It is therefore believed that the HHTGR can be designed with minimum technology 
development. 
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Abstract 

Two helium circulators are featured in the Modular High-Temperature 
Gas-Cooled Reactor (MHTGR) power plant - (1) the main circulator, which 
facilitates the transfer of reactor thermal energy to the steam genera
tor, and (2) a small shutdown cooling circulator that enables rapid 
cooling of the reactor system to be realised. The 3170 VW(e) main cir
culator has an axial flow compressor, the impeller being very similar to 
the unit in the Fort St. Vrain (FSV) plant. The 164 kU(e) shutdown 
cooling circulator, the design of which is controlled by depressurited 
conditions, has a radial flow compressor. 

Both machines are vertically oriented, have submerged electric 
motor drives, and embody rotors that are supported on active magnetic 
bearings. As outlined in this paper, both machines have been conser
vatively designed based on established practice. The circulators have 
features and characteristics that have evolved from actual plant oper
ating experience. With a major goal of high reliability, emphasis has 
bean placed on design simplicity, and both machines sre resdily acces
sible for inspection, repair, and replacement, if necessary. In this 
paper, conceptual design aspects of both machines are discussed, 
together with the significant technology bases. As appropriate for 
a plant that will see service well into the 21st csntury, new and merg
ing technologies have been factored into the design. Examples of this 
ar« the inclusion of active magnetic bearings, and an automated circula
tor condition monitoring system. 



94 1. INTRODUCTION 

Details of the main circulator conceptual design have been dis
cussed previously (Ref. 1), and this paper gives a design update of this 
machine together with a description of the shutdown cooling circulator. 
Likewise, details of the clrculator(s) system requirements (Ref. 2), 
and the aerodynamic design and selection of the compressor Imp*Her 
types (Ref. 3) have been addressed as separate topics. This paper pro
vides focus on the mechanical design considerations and the evolution of 
the reference configurations. Recognizing, that perhaps the most crit
ical machine element is the bearing system, this topic is covered com
prehensively. The operation and maintenance philosophy is discussed, 
and in particulars the strong requirement for machine-vessel Interfaces 
to facilitate ease of circulator removal and replacement. 

Advantage has bean taken of the experience gained from the design, 
development, end operation of the circulators in the FSV plant. With 
over 200 circulators operational in gas-cooled reactor plants, a wall 
established technology base exists, and this is highlighted in the 
paper. The two machines described In this paper represent a status as 
of completion of the conceptual design phase. Initiation of preliminary 
design was undertaken at the end of 1987. 

2. MAJOR FEATURES OF MHTGR PLANT 

While details of the plant have been presented previously (Ref. 6), 
a brief description la Included to put the circulator design effort 
Into perspective. The reference MHTGR plant consists of four Identical 
350 MW(t) reactor modules and two turbogenerator sets to achieve a plant 
output of S40 MW(e). An overall view of the plant is given In Fig. 1, 
and the major features sre summarized in Table 1. The following dis
cussion briefly describes an Individual module. The primary system com
ponents are contained In two steel vessels as shown In Fig. 2. These 
Juxtaposltloned vessels (Fig. 3) are connected by a coaxial cross duct 

snd the entire nuclear steam supply system it installed in a below-grade 
silo. The core, reflector, and associated supporta and restraints are 
located in the reactor vessel. The reactor is an assemblage of pris
matic graphite blocks, stacked on a support structure. The sctlv* reac
tor core has an annular geometry. Control rods, which operate in the 
side reflector inner and outer regions, are driven by mechanisms located 
in penetrations above the reactor vessel. The fuel elements in the 
annular cor* are similar to chose used in the FSV High-Temperature 
Gas-Cooled Resctor (HTGR) power plant. 

The steam generator, which haa aa its major component a helical 
tube bundle, is contained and supported in a separate steel vessel. The 
main helium circulator is a variable-speed, electric motor driven axial 
flow compressor, and is mounted above and in line with the steam genera
tor. A reactor shutdown cooling system, which consists of a small heat 
exchanger and circulator, is located in the bottom of the reactor 
vessel. The following sections cover design considerations for the two 
circulstors. 

3. MAIN HELIUM CIRCULATOR 

3.1. DESIGN/TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS SINCE FSV 

The FSV circulator (Fig. 4) is characterized by a single stage 
axial compressor, steam turbine drive, and water lubricated bearings, 
and is based on technology from th* early 1960s. On the positive 
side, the circulstors have operated for over 250,000 hr and exhibited: 
(1) excellent compressor performance, (2) good mechanical Integrity, and 
(3) reliable rotor support/bearing function without major failures. On 
the negative side, water ingress to the reactor circuit from the bearing 
cartridge has bean a major factor In the plant unavailability. 
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Fig. 4. Helium Circulator Assenfcly for Fort St. Vrain Plant 

Experience from FSV together with technology advancements led to 
the following selections for the MHTGR circulators: 

1. Selection of active magnetic bearings. 

(a) Elimination of lubricant ingress. 
(b) Reduced maintenance. 
(c) Simplicity of operation and control. 
(d) Potential for high reliability. 

2. Adoption of submerged electric motor drive. 

(a) System simplicity by decoupling reactor and balance of 
- plant steam systems. 

(b) Improved circulator operational feasibility. 

(c) Integration of circulator within reactor system elimi
nate* shaft penetration of primary pressure boundary. 

3. Improved circulator accaaa for aurvalllance and installation/ 
removal. 

4. Circulator la not a aafaty-relatad component. 

3.2. MAIN CIRCULATOR REQUIREMENTS 

Details of the requirements have been discussed previously 
(Ref, 2), and the boundary conditions necessary for the design of tha 
main circulator are given in Table 2. The major parameters associated 
with the circulator ;an be seen from the primary system heat balance 
diagram (Fig. 5). 

TABLE 2. KEY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR MAIN CIRCULATOR 

• AEROTHERMAL 

— PROVIDE HELIUM FLOW OF 348 LB/SEC (158 Kg/SEC) 
— PROVIDE HELIUM PRESSURE RISE OF 13.2 PSI (91 KPa) 
— CONTROL FLOW BETWEEN 5% AND 110% SPEED 
— PROVIDE PRESSURE RISE GROWTH CAPABILITY 
— INSTALL CIRCULATOR IN LOW TEMPERATURE PART OF CIRCUIT 

• MECHANICAL 
— DESIGN FOR 40 YEAR SERVICE LIFE 
— DESIGN BEARINGS TO PRECLUDE LUBRICANT INGRESS 
— DESIGN TO FACILITATE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT 
— PROVIDE ACCESS FOR MAINTENANCE 
— DESIGN FOR OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE 0.15 G 
— DESIGN FOR SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE 0.30 G 
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Fig. 5. Heat Balance Diagram for 350mt HfTGR Module 

3.3. MAIN CIRCULATOR DESIGN CONCEPT 

As shown In Fig. 6, tha main circulator Is lnstallad In tha top 
haad of tha ataam ganarator vassal. Tha oachina aaaambly intarfacas 
with tha vassal, and tha shrouding at tha top of tha ataam ganarator 
structura. Tha circulator assaably, Including tha ahutoff valva is 
Installad, and can ba ramovad aa a conpl-ta unit (Fig. 7). Tha vartlcal 
aasaably aaaantially consist* of an alactrlc motor drivan axial flow 

conpraasor. Tha alactrlc actor la aubaargad In tha aystaa and form* an 
intagral part of tha coapraasor rotor. Tha rotating aaaaably is fully 
floating on a sat of activa aagnatic baarlnga, haekad up with a aat of 
antifriction catchar baarlnga. Tha circulator is inatallad with tha 
coapraaaor lmpallar sactlon astandlng Into tha staaa ganarator vatsal. 
Machanlcal daaign faaturaa of tha circulator ara glvan In Tabla i. Tha 
following •actions covar major alaaaanta of tha circulator aaaaably. 
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100 TABLE 3. MECHANICAL DESIGN FEATURES OF MAIN CIRCULATOR 

AREA PARAMETER 

MACHINE LIFE. YEARS 40 
ASSEMBLY CONFIGURATION SUBMERGED IN REACTOR SYSTEM 
MOTOR DRIVE VARIABLE SPEED SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 
ROTOR WEIGHT. KG (LBS) 2955 (6500) 
SHAFT DIAMETER. M M (IN.) 222 (6.75) 
ROTATIONAL SPEED (RPM) 6200 
RADIAL BEARIN6 TYPE ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS 
THRUST BEARIN6 TYPE ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS 
MAX. THRUST LOAD. KG (LB) 

AT 0 RPM 2955 (6500) DOWN 
AT 1200 RPM 2042 (4500) UP 

NET LOAD ON CATCHER BEARING Ka (la) 90S (2000) DOWN 
MAX. RADIAL LOAD. K6 (LB) 3182 (7.000) 
MAGNETIC BEARING SPAN. MM (IN.) 2.337 (92) 
CATCHER BEARING GEOMETRY DUPLEX BALL BEARING 
CATCHER BEARING LUBRICATION DRY-FILM 
ROTOR FIRST CRITICAL SPEED (RPM) 7.600 (STIFF ROTOR ASSEMBLY) 
ROTOR CONTAINMENT MISSILE PROTECTION PROVISIONED 

AROUNO IMPELLER 
OVERALL MACHINE ASSEMBLY DIAMETER. M 2.4 (0.0) 
(FT) 
OVERALL ASSEMBLY LENGTH, M (FT) 6.1 (20.0) 
ASSEMBLY WEIGHT. K6 (TONS) 27,220 (30) 
DESIGN STATUS CONCEPTUAL 
TECHNOl'IGY STATUS STATE-OF-THE-ART 

3.3-1. Compressor Impeller 

As discussed In Ref. 3, studies led to the selection of a single 
stage axial flow compressor on the basis that It met the requirements, 
was compatible with the primary system gas flow paths, and the geometry 
•-is similar to the FSV compressor which performs well. Compared to the 
conceptual design described In Ref. 1, a change was made to the flow 
direction through the impeller. In Fig. 7, the helium flow la shown 
downwards through the compressor blading. With this configuration, the 
upward aerodynamic thrust (4500 lb) partiolly offsets the downward rotor 
weight (6S00 lb) to ease the requirements on the catcher thrust bearing. 

A comparison of the major parameters with the FSV machine is shown In 
Table 4. A missile protection system is Incorporated in the machine 
structure in the plane of the Impeller. This blade/disc containment 
system would be similar to the FSV missile catcher system which was 
experimentally verified for overapead conditions. 

3.3.2. Electric Motor Drive/Power Supply 

For the rated power of 4Z50 hp (at 6200 rpm), a variable speed, 
nonsalient pole, vertical synchronous motor was selected. It has a 
brushless exciter that embodies a solid state rectifier design for var
iable speed operation. These selections were based primarily on con
siderations of system performance and reliability. Efficiency, power 
factor, and rotor dynamics were the most significant system performance 
parameters, and design and field operating experience with similar drive 
systems were the reliability considerations. 

The motor speed controller (located outside the reactor system) is 
a solid state adjustable frequency power supply with output ratings com
patible with motor operating and stability requirements over the entire 
speed range. The synchronous motor and control system are regarded as 
state-of-the-art and similar tc equipment in operation (e.g., large 
boiler water feed pump drives). The rotating diodes, hermetically 
sealed in the shaft bore, are not perceived as a problem (although the 
dielectric constant in helium is a factor), but some design verification 
may be required. 

3.3.3. Ber.rlng(h) System 

A more detailed section later addresses bearing technology, but it 
is germane to mention here that active magnetic bearings were selected 
for the main circulator. The locations of the journal and thrust bear
ings are shown in Fig. 7. The active magnetic bearings consist of two 
fully redundant circuits, which include sensors, electromagnets, and 
electronic controls. Provision is made for accommodating both radial 



TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF MHTGR AND FSV CIRCULATOR PARAMETERS 

FEATURE/PARAMETER FORT ST. VRAIN MHTOR 

HELIUM FLOW. K|/SEC (LR/SECI 
INLET TEMPERATURE. *C («F» 
INLET PRESSURE. MP* (PSIA) 
PRESSURE RISE. KPa (PSIO) 
ANABATIC HEAD, M (FT) 

U( (170 
3(4 (741) 
4.73 (((() 
(( .( (14.0) 
100( 1(4(0 

US (140 
1S( |4f,1) 
(.20 (1121 
(1 (13.21 

t(1( ((30(1 

CIRCULATOR ORIENTATION 
COMPRESSOR TYPE 
COMPRESSOR DRIVE 
FLOW CONTROL 
SPEEO. RPM 
POWER. KWI*) IHPI 
TOROUE. M-K| (FT-LR) 
COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY. % 
IMPELLER TIP DIAMETER. MM (INS) 
BLADE HEIGHT. MM (IN*) 
NUMBER OF ROTOR RLAOtS 
TIP SPEEb. M/SEC (FT/SEC) 

VERTICAL 
AXIAL 

STEAM TURBINE 
VARIABLE SPEEO 

(SM 
3(12 ((300) 
40( (2(3(1 

(0.0 
711 (2t| 

111 (4.7(1 
31 

3S( (11(7) 

VERTICAL 
AXIAL 

ELECTRIC MOTOR 
VARUIIE SPEED 

(200 
31(1 (42(0) 
4 ( ( 13(00) 

7 ( 2 
((((3(1 
I K (3.0 

3( 
2(0 (047) 

SHAFT DIAMETER. MM (IN) 
ROTOR WEIGHT. K| (LRI 
•EARING TYPE 
BEARING SPAN. MM (IN) 
BEARIN3 CAPACITY 

RAOML/BEARING. K| (LB) 
THRUST. K| (LB) 

FIRST CRITICAL SPEEO. RPM IX) 
MISSILE PROTECTION CAPABILITY 

1(S ((.0 
173 ((00) 

WATER-LUBRICATED 
(11 111) 

1t(l (3(00) 
(4(( (11.(00) 
11.(00 (140 

YES 

222 ((.70 
2ISt (S(OO) 

ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS 
2337 ((2) 

304( (4(00) 
M S I (11.0001 

7(00 (113) 
YES 

SAFETY CUSS 
BACKUP ORIVE 
MACHINE INSTALLATION 
MACHINE STATUS 

SAFETY CUSS 
PELTON WHEEL 

IN PCRV (BELOW CORE) 
OPERATIONAL t>2S0,0M HOURS) 

NON-SAFETY 
NA 

TOP OF STEAM GENERATOR VESSEL 
CONCEPTUAL OESION 

stator contact occurs In the unlikely event that both primary and sec
ondary electrical powsr sources are lost. Antifriction ball bearings 
are used aa the catcher system, the clearances being set such that the 
Ituiftr ruces o£ the bearings are not In contact with the rotor during 
normal operation (I.e., when the rotor is levitated by the magnetic 
field). With the use of a dry film lubricant on the balls, damage 
should be avoided after rotor drop events. The magnetic bearing system 
is regarded as state-of-the-art, but design verification, by testing 
of the catcher bearing system, is necessary. 

and axial loading in the magnetic bearing system. The thrust bearing 
(located in the upper part of the machine assembly) has adequate margin 
of overload capacity to react to all gravitational (including seismic) 
and aerodynamic axial loads. One of the magnetic bearing systems is 
supplied via an uninterruptible power supply, backed up by batteries, 
while the other system Is supplied from the plant electrical system. 

Since the active magnetic bearing is a noncontact system, some 
means must be provided as a backup to ensure that no harmful rotor-ro-



3.3.4. Shutoff Valva Assemhlv 

As can ba aaan in Pig. 7, a flow-activated chack valva is incor
porated in tha cylindrical duct downstream of tha comprassor impeller. 
This valve (similar to the units in FSV that perform well) isolates tha 
heat transport system from the reactor vessel when the circulator is not 
operational. Tha valva a* ibly consists of two semlelliptical plates 
which are held open in the vertical position by pressure forces when the 
circulator is operational. Valve closure is affected by gravity (i.e., 
counterweights) and pressure forces when the shutdown circulator is 
operational. A fiber optics system is planned for valve plate position 
Indication. While tha valva is a passive system (i.e., no mechanical 
actuator), a helium jet mechanism, to assist in doting the valva, as 
a backup in case of sticking, is included In the design. A small leak
age (101) is incorporated in the valve assembly to facilitate a timely 
cooldown of the steam generator when the shutdown circulator is in 
operation. 

3.3.5. Main Circulator Cavity Environment 

A simplified sketch of the motor cavity is shown in Fig. 8. Clean 
helium purge flow from the purification system enters the cavity at a 
pressure slightly higher than tha reactor system. The small flow intro
duced in the middle of the labyrinth prevents the primary coolant from 
entering Che cavity and contaminating the motor. Cooling of the motor 
and magnetic bearings is assured by the hellum-to-water heat exchangers 
which surround the motor atator. When the machine is rotational, two 
cooling fans which are Integrally mounted on the shaft, generate helium 
flow through the motor, around the magnetic bearing windings, and 
through the heat exchangers, where heat from electrical and rotor 
windage losses is dissipated. 

During normal operation, helium pressure is greater rhan the water 
pressure, and if a leak occurs in one of the heat exchangers, an 
increase in water pressure, together with helium detection in the water, 
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Fig. 8. Main Circulator Cavity Envirorment 

would lead t o the fau l ted c i r c u i t being i s o l a t e d . The heat would 
continue to ba removed from the other heat exchanger, and the plant 
would be kept operat ional with no water ingress t o the cav i ty . When the 
reactor system i s depressurized, the water pressure would be higher than 
the helium pressure in the motor cav i ty . If a leak develops in one of 
the heat exchangers, i t would ba detected by reduced water pressure in 
the closed c i r c u i t , and by a moisture monitor in the helium e x i t purge 
l i n e . Water Ingress t o the motor cavi ty would be minimal because of the 
l imited water inventory in the cooling system. Again the system would 
continue t o operate on the redundant cooling system, and tha i so la ted 
faulted c i r c u i t would b» repaired during normal plant shutdown for 
refue l ing or maintenance. The high proven i n t e g r i t y of the heat 
exchangers in tha European c i rcu la tors i s i n d i c a t i v e that water ingress 
from the motor c o o l e r s i s not of concern. 



4. SHUTDOWN COOLING CIRCULATOR 

4.1. SHUTDOWN COOLING CIRCULATOR REQUIREMENTS 

Tha shutdown cooling system (Fig. 9) does not pat form any ssfety-
ralatad function in tha MHTGR plant. It is includad to facilitate rapid 
cooldown of tha raactor system, for rafualing or maintenance, in tha 
event that tha main cooling loop is unavailable. An example of this is 

RELIEF 
VALVE "*-*& 

SURGE 
VESSEL 

HEAT 
EXCHANGES 

Fig. 9. Shutdown Cooling System Schematic 

if the plant was being shutdown to . .air a faulted (and initially iso
lated) ateam generator. Detaila of the requirements have been discussed 
previously (Ref. 2) and the boundary conditiona necessary for tha deaign 

1M of tha shutdown circulator are given in Table 5. 

TABLE 5. KEY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR SCS CIRCULATOR 

• AEROTHERMAL 

— PROVIDE HELIUM FLOW OF 6.36 LB/SEC (2.89 Kg/SEC) 
— PROVIDE HELIUM PRESSURE RISE OF 0.71 PSI (4 4 KPa) 
— PROVIDE CAPABILITY TO CIRCULATE HELIUM FOR DEPRESSURIZED 

AND PRESSURIZED SYSTEM CONDITIONS 
— PROVIDE PRESSURE RISE GROWTH CAPABILITY 

— INSTALL CIRCULATOR IN LOW TEMPERATURE PART OF CIRCUIT 

• MECHANICAL 

— DESIGN FOR 40 YEAR SERVICE LIFE 

— DESIGN BEARINGS TO PRECLUDE PRIMARY COOLANT CONTAMINATE 
— DESIGN TO FACILITATE REMOVAL ANO REPLACEMENT 
— PROVIDE ACCESS FOR MAINTENANCE 
— DESIGN FOR OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE, 0.15 G 
— DESIGN FOR SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE, 0.30 G 

4.2. SHUTDOWN COOLING CIRCULATOR DESIGN CONCEPT 

Aa shown in Fig. 10, tha shutdown cooling circulator is installed 
in tha bottom head of tha raactor vessel. The machine aasembly 
Interfaces with the vassal and tha shrouding at tha bottom of tha haat 
exchanger structure. The circulator assembly, including the shutoff 
valve is installed, and can be removed as • complete unit (Fig. 11). 

Tha shutdown cooling circulator is a small machine (220 hp) and is 
regarded as a straightforward endeavor from tha engineering daaign and 
fabrication standpoints, and a minimum development effort is foreseen. 
The vertical assembly essentially consists of an electric motor driven 
rsdial flow compressor. Aa diacussed previously (Ref. 3), a conserva
tively loaded radial impeller was sslected to accommodste tha design 
point heed rise, which is at ita maximum for the depreasurized mode 
of operation. A conventional squirrel-cage induction motor drive was 
selected, based on simplicity and technology, consistent with satisfying 
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Fig. 10. SCS Circulator Installation in Bottom of Reactor Vessel 

the requirements. Again, as In the case of the main circulator, the 
motor Is submerged In the reactor system to obviate a shaft penetrating 
the vessel. 

For the same reasons as outlined above, magnetic bearings, with a 
mechanical catcher bearing system, were selected. The clrcu.'ator is 
installed vertically with the compressor Impeller section extending into 
the reactor vessel lover region. Mechanical design features of the 
circulator are given in Table 6. 

For this small unit, efforts are being expended to avoid the neces
sity of utilising an active heat removal system. Initial heat transfer 
calculations Indicate that the motor and bearing heat can be dissipated 
by passive means; nrmely, a combination of conduction through the cylin
drical walls of the assembly, and by heat removal in the helium purge 
flow through the motor cavity. 
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Fig. 11. Shutdown Cooling Circulator Configuration 

As can be seen In Fig. 11, a flow-actuated check valve is incorpor
ated in the cylindrical duct upstream of the compressor impeller. The 
twin semielllptical plate construction la aiailar to the main circulator 
shutoff valve. The valve isolates the system when the main circulator 
is operational. The valve is opened by pressure differential forces 
when the shutdown cooling circulator is operational. Valve closure is 
effected by counterweights and pressure forces generated by reverse flow 
from the operating main circulator. 



TABLE 6. MECHANICAL DESIGN FEATURES OF SCS CIRCULATOR 

DATA PARAMETER 

MACHINE UFE YEARS 40 
MACHINE ORIENTATION VERTICAL 
ASSEMBLY CONFIGURATION SUBMERGED IN REACTOR SYSTEM 
MOTOR DRIVE SQUIRREL-CAGE INDUCTION MOTOR 
SHAFT POWER KW(a) (HP) 164 (220) 
ROTATIONAL SPEED, RPM 5400 
RADIAL BEARING TYPE ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS 
THRUST BEARING TYPE ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS 
MAGNETIC BEARING SPAN. MM (IN) 673 (26.5} 
CATCHER BEARING GEOMETRY DUPLEX BALL BEARING 
CATCHER BEARING LUBRICATION DRY-FILM 
ROTOR OYNAMICS CHARACTERISTIC STIFF ROTOR ASSEMBLY 
ROTOR CONTAINMENT MISSILE PROTECTION PROVISIONED 

AROUND IMPELLER 
OVERALL MACHINE DIAMETER. M (FT) 1.23 (4.0) 
OVERALL MACHINE LENGTH, M (FT) 2.93 (9.6) 
DESIGN STATUS CONCEPTUAL 
TECHNOLOGY STATUS STATE-OF-THE-ART 

5. CIRCULATOR BEARING TECHNOLOGT 

The moat crittcel alanant In a circulator aasambly la tha bear
ing systam, and this muat ba engineered to avoid lubricant Ingraaa Into 
tha reactor circuit during all aodes of operation. In tha laat three 
decades, che designers of circulators have had the option of gas, oil, 
or water-lubricated bearings aa highlighted In Table 7. Two considera
tions are germane In the tribology field for circulators: (1) baaed 
on FSV experience, no confidence la expressed In water bearings; and 
(2) the emergence of active magnetic bearings ia a major breakthrough 
as regards utilisation of a lubricant-free system. Details of bearings 
options have been addressed previously (Raf. 5), and are summarized in 
the following sections. 
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TABLE 7. CIRCULATOR BEARING OPTIONS 

• GAS BEARINGS 

— ONLY APPLICABLE TO SMALL MACHINES 
— USEO IN DRAGON HTGR CIRCULATOR (U.K.) 
— CIRCULATORS OPERATIONAL IN ORNL AND HENOEL TEST LOOPS 
— OVER 60 MILLION HOURS OF OPERATION IN AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS 

• OIL-LUBRICATED BEARINGS 

— PROVEN TECHNOLOGY 
— USEO IN C 0 2 REACTORS (U.K.) 
— USEO IN PEACH BOTTOM I, AVR, AND THTR CIRCULATORS 

• WATER-LUBRICATED BEARINGS 

— TRIBOLOGY DEMONSTRATED 
— AOVERSE FSV EXPERIENCE 
— NO CONFIDENCE EXPRESSED FOR FUTURE CIRCULATORS 

• ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS 

— NEW TECHNOLOGY 
— MEETS DESIGNER'S GOAL OF LUBRICANT-FREE SYSTEM 
— RAPIDLY EXPANOING INDUSTRIAL TECHN010CY BASE 
— SELECTED BEARING OPTION FOR FUTURE CIRCULATORS 

5 . 1 . GAS BEARING' 

The major stimulus for gas bearing technology has coma from aaro~ 
apace programs to meet the needa of compact, lightweight, high-apeud 
rotating machinery. Over 5000 gas bearing machines have been built for 
aircraft air-cycle refrigeration equipment, and over 60 million opnrat-
lng houra have been accumulated. As illustrated in Fig. 12, these 
machinaa have been small, involving rotor weighta of leas than 100 lb. 

Gas bearings have bean used for several circulators, including the 
Dragon machine (Ref. 6), which waa the only unit to aee actual reactor 
servicea. Small gas circulators uaad in helium test loopa have par-
formed well both in the U.S. (Ref. 7) and Japan (Raf. 8). All of the 
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gaa bearing machines have performed well, but with relatively light 
rotor weights, and power levels measured in tha tana of kilowatts, they 
were not viewed aa extrapoletable to the machine alzea required in 
modern gas-cooled reactor planta. Aa will ba mentioned in a later sec
tion, active magnetic bearinga may well render gaa bearings obsolete. 

5.2. OIL-LUBRICATED BEARINGS 

The mainstay of tribology for rotating machinery la oil lubrication 
for many types of bearings. Close to 200 circulators in gas-cooled 
reactors are operating well ualng oil bearings. In the United Kingdom, 

many millions of hours have been accumulated with oil bearings In the 
Magnox and AGR carbon dioxide reactora (Ref. 9). Over the many years 
of operation, improvements made to tha bearings, seals, and labyrinths 
have resulted In notable reduction in oil ingress, to tha point whare 
machines are operating today with oil ingress valuaa of between 2 and 
5 grams per day, this representing less than 2 ppm in the COj. Simply 
stated, oil ingress is not regarded as a problem with modern circula
tors. Oil-lubricated bearinga have performed well in circulatora oper 
ated in helium cooled reactors, namely Peach Bottom 1, AVR, and THTR. 
In the case of the AVR plant, each circulator has operated for over 



130.000 hr, and one (of the two) machines has been maintenance free 
since 1966. 

Within the circulator technical community, there are essentially 
two viewpoints: (1) since magnetic bearings are still developmental 
in nature, circulators for the next generation should continue to use 
tried and proven oil-bearing technology; and (2) magnetic bearings offer 
lubricant free operation and sufficient technology exists to utilise 
them for the MHTGR. The latter viewpoint is by far dominant, and as 
will be discussed In a later section, other Industries are aggressively 
introducing magnetic bearing machines into service. 

5.3. ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS 

The emergence in the early 1980s of a new and demonstrated tech
nology In the bearing field, namely a system In which the shaft is 
levitated by a magnetic field and positlonally sensed and controlled by 
an electronic system, offers today's designer an additional option for 
new plant designs. The major advantage of a magnetic bearing system is 
that it eliminates the possibility of system contamination by lubricant 
ingress. Additional benefits are highlighted in Table 8. 

Active magnetic bearings are well understood, and have been dis
cussed for a variety of applications (Refs. 10 and 11), and in parti
cular, for gas-cooled reactor circulators (Ref. 12). An active magnetic 
bearing system consists of two fully redundant circuits, which include 
sensors, electromagnets, and electronic controls. Key elements In the 
system are electronic sensing and control of the levitated shaft. 
Inductive sensors, used to detect the exact radial and axial location 
of the rotor, provide position feedback to the control electronics. 
As with the bearings, the sensors require a ferrous rotor and a wound 
field stator. The sensors utilize the gas gap between the rotor and the 
stator for their response signal generation. As the gas gap increases 
or decreases, the Inductance of the sensor Inversely changes. 
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TABLE 8. MAJOR ADVANTAGES OF ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARINGS 

• ELIMINATION OF SYSTEM CONTAMINATION BY LUBRICANT INGRESS 

• ELIMINATION OF FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS 

• ELIMINATION 0'.- COSTLY LUBRICATION EQUIPMENT AND COMPLEX SEALING AND GAS 
BUFFERING SYSTEMS 

• REDUCE!" BEARING FRICTI0NAI PARASITIC LOSSES 

• UNLIMITED BEARING SERVICE LIFE (NO CONTACT OR WEAR SURFACES) 

• HIGH ROTATIONAL SPEED CAPABILITY 

• VIBRATION FREE OPERATION (ABILITY TO PASS CRITICAL SPEEDS) 

• ALIGNMENT AND BALANCING SIMPLIFICATION 

• CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF ROTOR STATUS 

• RESPONSIVE TO RAPID SYSTEM TRANSIENTS 

• REDUCED MAINTENANCE 

• SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION AND CONTROL (COMPUTER SYSTEM) 

• POTENTIAL FOR VERY HIGH RELIABILITY 

The main c i r c u l a t o r assembly embodying magnetic bearings i s shown 
in Fig . 7. The synchronous e l e c t r i c motor la submerged in the helium 
system and forms an Integral part of the compressor rotor . The rotat ing 
assembly (F ig . 13) i s f u l l y f loat ing on a s e t of a c t i v e magnetic bear
ings , backed up with a s e t of a n t i f r i c t i o n ba l l bearings . The c i rcu la 
tor i s required t o operate over the range of 310 rpm (SZ) to 6820 rpm 
(110X). Rotor dynamic analyses have shown the assembly to exhibit s t i f f 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , namely, the maximum rotat ional speed Is below the f i r s t 
c r i t i c a l speed by a conaiderable margin. 

In the un l ike ly event that both the primary and secondary power 
suppl ies energiz ing the magnetic bearings are l o s e , the shaft must be 
protected from damage by a catcher bearing system, and the principle of 
t h i s for a v e r t i c a l rotor i s shown in Fig. 14. During the rotor drop 
event , both radia l and ax ia l loads must be accommodated by the catcher 
ba l l bearing system. A design goal of e s t a b l i s h i n g a catcher bearing 
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OVERAU 
LENGTH 
3.SM 
1138 IN.) 

MAGNETIC 
BEARING 
SPAN 
2.34M 
192 IN.) 

EXCITED 

UPPER CATCHER 
BEARING 
(RADIAL & THRUST) 

RAOIAl MAGNETIC 
BEARING 

AXIAl MAGNETIC 
THRUST BEARING 

. MOTOR ROTOR 

RADIAL MAGNETIC 
BEARING 

LOWER CATCHER 
BEARING (HAWAII 

AXIAl ftOW HELIUM 
COMPRESSOR 

Fig. 13. Main Circulator Rotating Machinery Assentoly 

system capable of accommodating 20 rotor drops In the plant lifetime! 
will require experimental verification. A metallic ball bearing system 
using a dry film lubricant (e.g., molybdenum dlaulphlde) has been Ini
tially selected. Development work on catcher bearing systems Is In 
progress In the United Kingdom and Federal Republic of Germany. Exam
ples of heavy Induatrlal rotating machinery applications with magnetic 
bearings are shown In Table 9. All of the machines have a horizontal 
orientation, and It can be seen that the major parameters (not In a 
single machine however), bound the MHTGR circulator conditions. 

ACTIVE 
MAGNETIC 
THRUST 
BEARING 

JGAP (0.0341 
f 
L 

T 
HALF 
GAP 
(0.017) 

"UPPER 
RADIAL 
AKD AXIAL 
THRUST 
BEARING 

STAT0R 

• IF IEVITATION IS LOST THE ROTOR DROPS (WITHOUT OAMAGE) ONTO 
THE MECHANICAL ANTI-FRICTION, DRY-LUBRICATED, CATCHER BEARINGS 
(DIMENSIONS IN INCHES) 

Fig. 14. Catcher Bearing Principle for Vertical Rotor Assembly 

Examples of operating magnetic bearing machines are included in a later 
section covering technology bases. 

6. CIRCULATOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

An Important consideration in the MHTGR plant program, has been the 
attention given to meeting the high availability goals. Important fac
tors related to the circulators include condition monitoring, mainte
nance, and machine replacement. 



TABLE 9. HEAVY INDUSTRIAL ROTATING MACHINERY APPLICATIONS WITH MAGNETIC 

APPLICATION 
IYEARI 

ROTATIONAL 
SPEED 
(RPM) 

ROTOR 
MASS 
till 

3UAFT BEARING CAPACITY U1CMIUF 
APPLICATION 

IYEARI 

ROTATIONAL 
SPEED 
(RPM) 

ROTOR 
MASS 
till 

DIAMETER 
(INI 

AXIAL 
( I I I 

RADIAL 
l l l l 

HORSEPOWER 
IHPI 

(MHTGR 1.200 6.500 1.71 1.500 3.SO0 4.2(0 

COMPRESSOR (1910) 12.000 •00 & 31 2.700 1,125 5.350 

HIGH PRESSURE PUMP ( I 9 H I 10.000 400 I M 2.120 SO 135 

HOT HELIUM BLOWER 11910) 3. tOO S70 741 175 110 27 

CRUSHER 11991) 20.000 110 433 450 20 

COMPRESSOR H M D 

BEARING 11311) 

CRVO-EXP4NOER ( I N ] ) 

HOI HEUUM BLOWER I 1 9 M ) 

TURBO-910WER 11114) 

TURBO-GENERATOR I1J IS) 

TEST STAND ( I S I S ) 

20.000 

3.300 

| 40,000 | 

6,000 

5.100 

3.000 

1-.01I 

600 

5,070 

SO 

2.421 

591 

SSI 1.S7* MO 410 COMPRESSOR H M D 

BEARING 11311) 

CRVO-EXP4NOER ( I N ] ) 

HOI HEUUM BLOWER I 1 9 M ) 

TURBO-910WER 11114) 

TURBO-GENERATOR I1J IS) 

TEST STAND ( I S I S ) 

20.000 

3.300 

| 40,000 | 

6,000 

5.100 

3.000 

1-.01I 

600 

5,070 

SO 

2.421 

591 

2310 

1.S7* 

111.000 | 

ICS 

193 

2IS 

1.130 

S40 

70 

COMPRESSOR H M D 

BEARING 11311) 

CRVO-EXP4NOER ( I N ] ) 

HOI HEUUM BLOWER I 1 9 M ) 

TURBO-910WER 11114) 

TURBO-GENERATOR I1J IS) 

TEST STAND ( I S I S ) 

20.000 

3.300 

| 40,000 | 

6,000 

5.100 

3.000 

1-.01I 

600 

5,070 

SO 

2.421 

591 

3.74 I.SS0 

111.000 | 

ICS 

193 

2IS 

1.130 

S40 

200 

COMPRESSOR H M D 

BEARING 11311) 

CRVO-EXP4NOER ( I N ] ) 

HOI HEUUM BLOWER I 1 9 M ) 

TURBO-910WER 11114) 

TURBO-GENERATOR I1J IS) 

TEST STAND ( I S I S ) 

20.000 

3.300 

| 40,000 | 

6,000 

5.100 

3.000 

1-.01I 

600 

5,070 

SO 

2.421 

591 

14.10 

7.41 

2 1 2 5 

7 4 0 

13.245 ) 

111.000 | 

ICS 

193 

2IS 

1.130 

S40 

7 

COMPRESSOR H M D 

BEARING 11311) 

CRVO-EXP4NOER ( I N ] ) 

HOI HEUUM BLOWER I 1 9 M ) 

TURBO-910WER 11114) 

TURBO-GENERATOR I1J IS) 

TEST STAND ( I S I S ) 

20.000 

3.300 

| 40,000 | 

6,000 

5.100 

3.000 

1-.01I 

600 

5,070 

SO 

2.421 

591 

14.10 

7.41 

2 1 2 5 

7 4 0 

--

111.000 | 

ICS 

193 

2IS 

1.130 

S40 
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COMPRESSOR H M D 

BEARING 11311) 

CRVO-EXP4NOER ( I N ] ) 

HOI HEUUM BLOWER I 1 9 M ) 

TURBO-910WER 11114) 

TURBO-GENERATOR I1J IS) 

TEST STAND ( I S I S ) 

20.000 

3.300 

| 40,000 | 

6,000 

5.100 

3.000 

1-.01I 

H . H I | 

14.10 

7.41 

2 1 2 5 

7 4 0 

1.130 

111.000 | 

ICS 

193 

2IS 

1.130 

S40 

1.796 

COMPRESSOR H M D 

BEARING 11311) 

CRVO-EXP4NOER ( I N ] ) 

HOI HEUUM BLOWER I 1 9 M ) 

TURBO-910WER 11114) 

TURBO-GENERATOR I1J IS) 

TEST STAND ( I S I S ) 

20.000 

3.300 

| 40,000 | 

6,000 

5.100 

3.000 

1-.01I 3S3 

14.10 

7.41 

2 1 2 5 

7 4 0 

1.130 

111.000 | 

ICS 

193 

2IS 

1.130 

S40 42 

BEARING ( I M S ) 3.000 4,415 12.20 — 3.300 54 

COMPRESSOR ( I M S ) 5,500 2.207 1(10 12 375 1.125 N/A 

| BOUNDING PARAMETERS DEMONSTRATED 

Advantage will be taken of sophisticated diagnostic systems being 
developed for advanced Industrial and aircraft gas turbines where con
tinuous monitoring will Indicate the condition of the rotating machin
ery. Some aspects of the proposed on-line diagnostics are given In 
Table 10. 

109 

Both circulators are conservatively designed with stress levels 
commensurate with the 40 year life requirement. High reliability for 
the main ciiculator will be paramount as the design advances. At var
iance with German approaches (where transport of a used circulator 
from the reactor to an offalte repair facility la not allowed), minimum 
onaite repair of the circulator is planned. Baaed on FSV experience, 
no problems with the Impeller are expected, and the motor cavity will be 
kept contaminant free by purified helium purge. If the diagnostic 

TABLE 10. ON-LINE DIAGNOSTICS FOR MONITORING CIRCULATOR CONDITIONS 

• TECHN010GV TRANSFER FROM ADVANCED AIRCRAFT ANO INDUSTRIAL GAS TURBINES 

• CONTINUOUS MONITORING SYSTEMS IUSED TO A CERTIAN EXTENT IN EXISTING CIRCULAT0RSI 

— TEMPERATURE 
— PRESSURE RISE 
— SPEE0 (RPMI 
— VIBRATION IACCEIER0METERS) 
— TIP CLEARANCE (LASER ANEMOMETRY) 
— BLADE INSPECTION (FIBER OPTICS) 
— STRUCTURAL STRESSES (STRAIN GAUGES. ACOUSTIC EMISSION) 
— TORQUE 
— HORSEPOWER 

— ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SIGNALS 

• NORMAL HEALTH SIGNATURE' ESTABLISHED FROM EXTENOED TESTING 

• DEPARTURES FROM NORMAL WILL INDICATE POTENTIAL PROBLEMS 

• ELECTRONIC TREND MONITORING BY INTEGRATED COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM 

• ADVANCED MILITARY ENGINES ARE APPROACHING A CHIP ON EVERY BLADE' STAGE 

HIGH CIRCULATOR RELIABILITY MAJOR GOAL 

system indicates a severe problem, a circulator will be removed and 
replaced with a spare unit. 

Both circulators are mora accessible than in the FSV plant, and are 
more readily removable since cutting of steam lines is no longer neces
sary. In the caae of the main circulator, direct access from the upper 
region of the silo is possible, and as shown in Fig. IS, the unit can be 
simply removed, the major apparatus consisting of a shielded cask and 
remote equipment. It is estimated that the circulator atitembly (weigh
ing about 30 tons) could be removed and replaced in 3 days (including 
system cooling, depreaeurixatlon, and repreaaurising). The shutdown 
cooling circulator, while located deep in the silo beneath the reactor 
vessel, can also be readily removed and replaced as illustrated in 
Fig. 16. 
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ISOLATION 
VALVE 

MAIN 
CIRCULATOR -

BRIDGE 
CRANE 

Fig. 15. Main Circulator Removal/Replacement Equipment 

A circulator assembly was recently removed from the FSV plant after 
60»000 hr of operation. After steam and water washing to decontami
nate the compressor impeller, the low level of activity enabled direct 
hands-on maintenance to be performed. For the MHTGR circulators, the 
current plans are to get the module back on-line as quickly as possible 
by replacing a faulted unit with a spare machine. After decontamination 
at the site, the faulted circulator would be transported to the fabrica
tors facility for refurbishment. 

SMJT00WN 
CIRCULATOR 
HANDLING CASK 

AIR BEARING 
TRANSPORTER 

Fig. 16. Shutdown Circulator Handling Operations 

CIRCULATOR TECHNOLOGY BASES 

A summary of data bases is given in Table 11. Details of the rele 
vant experience form the U.S. program* (Peach Bottom 1, FSV plants, and 
Delmarva development) have been discussed previously (Ref. 1), and 
European data bases are summarized as follows. 



TABLE 11. CIRCULATOR TECHNOLOGY BASES 

• AXIAl F10W COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY FROM FSV AND OELMARVA PLANT MACHINES 

• EXPERIENCE FROM OPERATING CIRCULATORS 

— FORT ST. VRAIN — AGR 

— AVR — THTB 

• MAGNETIC BEARING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FROM INDUSTRIAL ROTATING MACHINERY 

• CATCHER BEARING TECHNOLOGY FROM TESTS IN PROGRAM '.EPRI/HOWDEN IN U.K.) 

• ELECTRIC MOTOR ORIVE. POWER SUPPLY. AND CONTROL TECHNOLGIES FROM 
INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY 

• ELECTRIC MOTOR OPERATION SUBMERGED IN HELIUM DEMONSTRATED IN DRAGON. 
AVR. AND THTR GAS-COOLED REACTOR PLANTS 

• AUTOMATED DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS FROM ADVANCED GAS TURBINES 

• FSV CARRY-OVER EXPERIENCE BENEFICIAL (MANY CIRCULATOR LESSONS LEARNED) 

• CIRCULATOR TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT WOUI" BENEFIT FROM INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATIVE PROGRAM 

Tha most axtanalva technology data baaa for gas-coolad raactor 
plant c i rcu la tor* la in tha United Kingdom. While the c i r c u l a t o r a i n 
tha B r i t i s h reactora are designed for operating In a carbon dioxide 
environment, most aspects of the technology can be regarded as 
appl icable to the MHTGR. Experience gained towarda improving machine 
r e l i a b i l i t y i s very b e n e f i c i a l t o tha MHTGR c i r c u l a t o r . D e t a i l * of the 
v e r t i c a l C0 2 c i r c u l a t o r s , used in tha Hartlepool AGR plant ara glvan in 
Fig . 17. 

Circulator experience from the two German HTGR p l a n t s i s - l a o 
regarded as valuable . The two small c i rcu la tors in the AVR plant have 
performed extremely we l l (Ref. 13) . These machlnas with submerged e l e c 
t r i e motor drives have each operated for over 130,000 hr . Experience 
gained from t h i s plant was applied t o the follow-on THTR p lant . 

• 116 CIRCULATORS FABRICATED FOR AGR 
PLANTS BY JAMES HOWDEN AND 
COMPANY (U.K.) 

• VERTICAL ANO HORIZONTAL 
MACH'NES BUILT 

• RADIAI FLOW COMPRESSOR 

• OIL-LUBRICATED BEARINGS 

• SUBMERGED ELECTRIC MOTOR ORIVE 

• OVER ONE MILLION OPERATING HOURS 

• LEAD MACHINE OVER 70,000 HOURS 
(MAINTENANCE FREE) 

• CIRCULATOR AVAILABILITY 99.4% 

Fig . 17. V e r t i c a l CO- Circulator Assemblies for Hartlepool AGR 
(by Courtesy James Howden & Contiany) 

Tha c i rcu la tor aaaaably for the THTR plant la ahown in Fig . 18, and 
d e t a i l s of machine operation have haan documented (Ref. 14) . The radial 
compressor in the horisonta l machine la mounted on tha motor shs f t in 
an overhung p o s i t i o n . The bearings are o i l - l u b r i c a t e d as in the AVlt 
machines. The e l e c t r i c motor drive i s submerged in a helium environ
ment. To date, over 100,000 hr of trouble-free operation have bean 
accumulated on the s i x c i r c u l a t o r s . 



• RADIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR • SIX CIRCULATORS PER PLANT 

• OIL-LUBRICATED BEARINGS • OVER 10P.000 HOURS 
OF TROUBLE-FREE 

• SUBMERGED ELECTRIC CIRCULATOR OPERATION 
MOTOR DRIVE 

Fig. 18. Heliur Circulator for 1HTR-300 Plant (By Courtesy BBC/HRB) 

Turbomachines are operating today with active magnetic bearings, 
Including equipment with gaseous working fluids (Table 12). A par
ticularly relevant data source is the small helium circulator operating 
in a high temperature insulation test facility in Germany (Ref. IS). 
This circulator, with a single stage axial compressor, embodies active 
magnetic bearings, and a view of the machine is given in Fig. 19. The 
machine has been in operation for over 15,000 hr. No failures in the 

magnetic bearing system have occurred, and the ball bearing catcher sys
tem has not been deployed (i.e., no rotor drop has been experienced). 

TABLE 12. INDUSTRIAL COMPRESSOR OPERATING WITH MAGNETIC BEARINGS 

MACHINE HELIUM CIRCULATOR 1 :TA6E TURB0COMPRESS0R GAS COMPRESSOR 

APPLICATION USED IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE 
INSULATION TEST FACILITY 

DEMONSTRATION IN-HOUSE TEST 
RIG 

NATURAL GAS PIPE'INE 
COMPRESSOR 

MANUFACTURER BROWN BOVERI INuERSOU RAN0 INGERS01I RAN0 

MACHINE LOCATION GERMANY U.S. CANAOA 

WORKING FLUID HELIUM AIR/NITROGEN NATURAL GAS 

COMPRESSOR OR, SE SUBMERGEO ELECTRIC MOTOR * TEAM TURBINE GAS TURBINE 

MACHINE ORIENTATION HORIZONTAL HORIZONTAL HORIZONTAL 

POWER tW(«) HP 20 (17) 4000 (53101 12,000 (19,91)1 

ROTATIONAL SPEED. RPM 3100 13.000 9250 

SHAFT DIAMETER, M I (IN) to a is> 1S2 11.01 1)9 IB.SI 

ROTOR WEIGHT, k| (LB) 2 6 ) IS73) 37S (1271 1520 (33901 

THRUST LOAO, k| (LB) 300 ( H I ) 1400 13011) 9500 (12.1221 

CATCHER BEARINGS BALL BEARINGS BALL BEARINGS BALI BEARINGS 

MACHINE OPERATIONAL 1S92 1910 1199 

OPERATING HOURS APPROXIMATELY IS.OOO 
TO DECEMBER 1)17 

1300 TO 
MARCH 1917 

9200 TO 
JUNE 19B7 

ROTOR OROP HISTORY NO 0R0PS ONTO CATCHER 
•EARIfGS EXPERIENCE!) 

NOT KNOWN 9 R0V0R 0R0PS IN 
TEST WITH NO 
ADVERSE EFFECTS 

An industry that has fast taken the lead in magnetic bearing utili
zation is natural gas pipeline pumping (Refa. 16 through 18). The 
motivating factor is the elimination of all contaminant ingress to the 
pipeline. Multimegawatt gas compressors, with large rotors have been 
retrofitted with active magnetic bearings and have performed well. A 
view of the largest gas compressor tested to date [12 HW(e)] with 
magnetic bearir.gs is shown in Fig. 20. Several new machines are 
scheduled for operation within the next year. By the time the MHTCR 
becomes a reality, the gas pipeline pumping industry will likely have 
accumulated millions of hours of operation, and from the magnetic 
bearing standpoint, we should monitor this valuable technology base. 



APPLICATION 
INSTALLATION 
COMPRESSOR 
DRIVE TYPE 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 
POWER 
SYSTEM PRESSURE 
SHAFT DIAMETER 
ROTOR WEIGHT 
THRUST LOAD 
MACHINE OPERATIONAL 
OPERATING HOURS 
CATCHER BEARINGS 
ROTOR DROP HISTORY 

OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

GAS PIPELINE COMPRESSOR 
HUSSAR, CANAOA 
INGERSOLL-RAND COP 230 
GAS TURBINE GE LM 1500 
5,260 RPM 
12,000 kW|i) (16,100 HP) 
800-1200 ptii (6 5-8.3 MPi) 
165 mm 16 6 IN.) 
1,520 Kg (3,350 LBS) 
5,600 Kg (12,122 LBS) 
1985 
5,200 (TO JUNE 1987) 
BALL BEARINGS (DRY LUBRICATED) 
5 ROTOR DROPS EXPERIENCED 

WITH NO ADVERSE EFFECTS 
TROUBLE FREE 

MAJOR PARAMETERS 

• BBC/HRB HELIUM CIRCULATOR 
• OPERATING IN THERMAL INSULATION TEST LOOP 

AT HRB, JUIICH 
• SHAFT DIAMATER 3.15 IN. 
• ROTOR WEIGHT 570 LB 
• SPEED 3600 RPM (MAX SPEED) 
• POWER 20 kWle) 
• SINGLE STAGE AXIAL COMPRESSOR 
• HORIZONTAL INSTALLATION 
• BEARING SPAN 20 IN. 
• BALL BEARING CATCHER SYSTEM 
• OPERATION INITIATED IN SEPTEMBER 1982 
• SERVICE OPERATION - INTERMITTENT 
• NORMAL STARTS AND SHUTDOWNS - 20/YR 
• APPROXIMATELY 15.000 HOURS OF OPERATION 
• NO FAILURES OF BEARING COILS OR SENSORS 
• CATCHER BEARINGS HAVE NOT BEEN REQUIRED TO DATE 

19. ( ^ r a t i o n a l Circulator with Magnetic Bearings (By Courtesy BBC/HRB) 

Fig. 20. Large Natural Gas Pipeline Compressor with Magnetic Bearings (By Courtesy Novacorp International) 

8. SUMMARY 

The circulator conceptual designs presented have a sound technology 
base and have been conservatively designed based on established prac
tice. The designs, which are fully responsive to the requirements, 
embody features and characteristics that have evolved from actual cir
culator operating experience. A major step-forward in technology has 
beer the incorporation of active magnetic bearings, which will once and 
for all, obviate the lubricant ingress issue. A minimum development 
effort is foreseen, and the various steps in the design verification 
process are highlighted in Table 13. The two circulators for the MHTGR 
i :e simple, straightforward machines, which will operate with high reli
ability. Both machines have been designed to facilitate dse of access 
for removal/replacement compared to previous gas-cooled reactor plants. 
The requirements have been eased in that the circulators for the MHTGR 
plant are not safety-related components. A well established vendor 
infrastructure exists for the procurement of both circulators. An 
industry estimate is that a main circulator (verified by testing) 
could be supplied 3-1/2 years after placement of an order. 



114 TABLE 13. MHTGR CIHCULATOR(S) DESIGN VERIFICATION 

• SMALL SCALE TESTS 

— THRUST BEARING (IN PROGRESS, EPRI/HOWDEN) 

-MAGNETIC JOURNAL BEARING (IN PLANNING STAGE) 

— OIOOES tN HELIUM ENVIRONMENT 

— ELECTRIC INSULATION 

• PROTOTYPE TESTS 

- F U L L POWER, PRESSURE. SPEED IN HELIUM FACILITY 

— SIMULATE PLANT OPERATING SPECTRUM 

— SIMULATE PLANT START-UP AND SHUTDOWN 

— VERIFY DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM 

— ESTABLISH "NORMAL" HEALTH SIGNATURE 

— VERIFY CASK INTERFACES/INSTALLATION 

— VERIFY SPECIAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

— VERIFY MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES 

• PRODUCTION UNI1 PROOF TEST 

— AIL PRODUCTION CIRCULATORS WILL BE TESTED TO FULL POWER. 
PRESSURE. AND SPEED BEFORE INSTALLATION IN REACTOR 
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HELIUM COMPRESSOR AERODYNAMIC DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR MHTGR CIRCULATORS 

C.F. MCDONALD 
GA Technologies, Inc., 
San Diego, California, 
United States of America 

Abstract 

Compressor aerodynamic design considerations for both the main and 
shutdown cooling circulators in the Modular High-Temperature Gas-Coc Ted 
Reactor (MHTGR) plant are addressed in this paper. A major select' 
topic relates to the impeller type (i.e., axial or radial flow), a:.J the 
aerothermal studies leading to the selection of optimum parameters are 
discussed. For the conceptual designs of the main and shutdown cooling 
circulators, -oppressor blading geometries were established and helium 
gas flow paths defined. Both circulators are conservative by industrial 
standards in terms of aerodynamic and structural loading, and the blade 
tip speeds are particularly modest. Performance characteristics are 
presented, and the designs embody margin to ensure that pressure-rise 
growth potential can be accommodated should the circuit resistance 
possibly Increase as the plant design advances. The axial flow impeller 
for the main circulator is very similar to the Fort St. Vrain (FSV) 
helium compressor which performs well. A significant technology base 
exists for the MHTGR plant circulators, and this is highlighted in the 
paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Details of the circulator configurations (Ref. 1) that are respon
sive to the system requirements (Ref. 2) have been addressed as separate 
topics, and this paper focuses on aerodynamic design considerations for 
the compressor impellers in the two circulators. Both axial and radial 
flow impeller compressors have been utilized in gas-coole-l reactors 
(Refs. 3 to 6), and there are no firm ground rules that mandate the best 



type. The compressor cannot be designed in an isolated manner, but must 
be integrated in the reactor system to satisfy requirements in the areas 
of thermal-hydraulics, gas-flow path compatibility, drive type, and 
possible future pressure-rise growth potential. Two circulators are 
addressed in this paper, and the considerably different requirements and 
criteria led to the selection of different impeller types; namely, an 
axial flow compressor for the main circulator and a radial flow con
figuration for the small shutdown cooling machine. The studies leading 
to the selection of the two compressor types are the focal point of this 
paper. 

2. CIRCULATOR BACKGROUND 

la the ^irst generation of carbon dioxide-cooled plants (Magnox 
Reactors) built in the United Kingdom (Ref. 5) and France (Ref. 7), the 
modest levels of circuit pressure loss were compatible with the selec
tion of a single-stage axial flow compressor. Various electric motor 
and steam turbine drives were used for these machines. With the intro
duction of the AGR commercial power plants, the higher resistance in the 
carbon dioxide circuits were beyond the capability of a single-stage 
axial flow compressor, and the choice lay between multistage axial or 
radial flow compressors. The simplicity and ruggedness of the radial 
impeller was a deciding factor in the selection of this type of machine 
(Ref. 8 ) . 

The selection of reactor coolant also has an effect on the circula
tor design, and in the case of the aforementioned units the very dense 
carbon dioxide yielded low values of adlabatic head (i.e., pressure 
rise/density). In the early helium-cooled reactors (Dragon, AVR, Peach 
Bottom 1), the circulator head rise favored the selection of radial flow 
compressors. In the case of the circulators for commercial pebble bed 
reactors, the very high circuit resistance associated with this type of 
reactor core essentially dictated the use of radial flow compressors 
(Ref. 9 ) . 

In the case of the FSV plant and the units developed for Delmarva, 
the following factors led to the selection of an axial flow impeller: 
(1) low pressure rise characteristic of the prismatic core, (2) compati
bility with high speed steam turbine drive, and (3) requirement to mini-
raize the machine diameter for vertical installation within the pre-
stressed concrete reactor vessel. 

In reviewing Che technology bases, it is clear that the radial flow 
compressor is dominant in the gas-cooled reactor field, and its simplic
ity is perhaps its greatest attribute. In the conceptual design of the 
MHTGR plant, there was no attempt to "force-fit" a given circulator con
figuration into the reactor circuit. The following sections highlight 
the results of studies to identify the most optimum type for the two 
circulators in the MHTGR plant based on an annular prismatic reactor 
core. 

3. MAIN CIRCULATOR 

3.1. INSTALLATION 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the main circulator is installed in the 
top head ot the steam generator vessel. The main circulator facilitates 
transfer of reactor thermal energy to the steam generator. The system 
is capable of decay heat removal in pressurized and depressurized modes 
of operation. 

3.2. REQUIREMENTS 

Comprehensive requirements for the circulator have been discussed 
previously (Ref. 2), and boundary conditions necessary for the design of 
the circulator are given in Table 1. 
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Fig. 1 Main Heliun Circulator Installed in Heat Transport Loop 

3.3. AXIAL VERSUS RADIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR AERODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

A summary of *he major factors In the selection of the impeller 
type is given in Table 2. Early in the comparative study, it Mas con
cluded that both types could meet the system requirements, the designs 
being based on demonstrated and proven technology. 

3.3.1. Radial Flow Impeller 

Initial studies of a pebble bed variant of the MHTGR confirmed the 
111 findings of similar work done in Germany that a radial flow compressor 

TABLE 1. MAIN CIRCULATOR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

• PROVIDE HELIUM FLOW OF 348 LB/SFC (158 Kg/SEC! 
• PROVIDE HELIUM PRESSURF RISE OF 13.2 PSI (91 kPa) 
• PROVIDE CAPABILITY TU CIRCULATE HELIUM FOR PRESSURIZED AND 

DEPRESSURIZED SYSTEM CONDITIONS 
• FLOW CONTROL BY VARIABLE SPEEO MACHINE 
• ENSURE STABLE OPERATION OVER WIDE SPEED RANGE (5V110K) 
• INCORPORATE PRtSSURE RiSE GROWTH CAPABILITY 
• INSTALL CIRCULATOR IN LOW TEMPERATURE PART OF CIRCUIT 
• BASE DESIGN ON ESTABLISHED AND PROVEN TECHNOLOGY 
• ESTABLISH MACHINE ENVELOPE TO FACILITATE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT 

IN SPACE ABOVE STEAM GENERATOR VESSEL 
• STRESS LEVELS TO 3C COMMENSURATE WITH 40 YEAR LIFE REQUIREMENT 

was necessary to accommodate the high system pressure loss. Details of 
the radial flow machine are given in Fig. 2. 

In performing scoping studies on compressors, a particularly useful 
relationship involves the portrayal of data on a specific speed-diameter 
array, the approach having been developed by Balje (Ref. 10). An exam
ple OL" this relationship for radial compressors is given on Fig. 3, ar.d 
the obvious goal is to establish aerodynamic parameters to give a design 
solution in the regime of high efficiency. Data points for operational 
machines are superimposed on the island array. In many cases, there are 
physical limitations (e.g., dr? sr speed, envelope constraints, etc.) 
that do not permit operation in the island of maximum efficiency; never
theless, the compressor performs well. The array should be regarded as 
A first step towards indicating whether a r dial, mixed, or axial flow 
machine should be selected. 

As an initial point (in the center of the efficiency island), a 
specific speed and diameter of 100 and l.S (in the units stated), res
pectively, would yield an impeller diameter of 1676 mm (66 in.) and A 
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TABLE 2. AXIAL OR RADIAL COMPRESSOR FOR HELIUM CIRCULATOR 

CONSIDERATION AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR RADIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR 

DESIGN STATUS 
MEETING DESIGN PRESSURE RISE 
REQUIREMENT 1112 PSD 

PRESSURE RISE MARGIN CAPABILITY 
1 1 5 * ABOVE DESIGN) 

EXPERIENCE/TECHNOLOGY 

PERFORMANCE 

PRIMARY SYSTEM GAS FLOW PATH 
COMPATIBILITY 

MACHINE ENVELOPE WEIGHT 

SIMPUCITY/RUGGEONESS 

DESIGN CONSERVATISM 

MEETS SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

CAS-COOIED REACTOR EXPERIENCE 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

SINGLE STAGE ADEQUATE 

CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH SINGLE STAGE 

COMPRESSOR VERY SIMILAR TO FSV IMPELLER 
THAT PERFORMS WELL 

SELECTEO AXIAL COMPRESSOR NEAR OPTIMUM 
PARAMETERS 

SELECTED FLOW DIRECTION THROUGH IMPELLER 
GREATLY REDUCES THRUST BEARING LOAD 

COMPACT SMALL OIAMETER MACHINE ASSEMBLY 

DEMONSTRATED IN FSV 

MACHINE WElt WITHIN STRESS LIMITS 

YES 

FSV 

EARLY MAGNOX PLANTS ICO;) 

CONCEPT EVALUATED 

SINGLE STAGE 

SINGLE STAGE HAS CAPABILITY FOR MUCH 
HIGHER PRESSURE RISE ( W E l l SUITED TO 
PBR PLANT) 

INDUSTRIAL COMPRESSORS 

LARGE OIAMETER IMPELLER, ANO LOW 
SPEED FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION 

GAS FLOW PATH RESULTS IN THRUST ANO 
ROTOR WEIGHT BEING ADDITIVt 

INCREASED DIAMETER (WEIGHT 
ASSEMBLY) 

SIMPLE ROTOR. VERY RUGGEO 

CONSERVATIVE HOW SPEED) 

YES 

PEACH BOTTOM. AVR. THTR 

116 MACHINES BUILT FOR AGR (CO;) 

OVERALL SUMMARY COMPATIBLE WITH REACTOR SYSTEM 

COMPRESSOR SIMILAR TO FSV UNIT THAT 
PERFORMS WELL 

NEAR OPTIMUM 

RADIAL COMPRESSOR W E l l SUITED TO 
PLANTS (SUCH AS THE PEBBLE BEO 
REACTOR) W i l l HIGH CIRCUIT PRESSURE 
LOSS 

rotational speed of 2000 rpm. Bearing in mind the requirement for a 
compact machine asseubly to facilitate ease of removal and replacement 
(Ref. 1), such a compressor would not be practical from the installation 
standpoint. A parametric array showing the Impact of impeller diameter 
and speed is given on Fig. A. Considering envelope constraints, an 
impeller diameter of 1118 mm (44 in.) with a rotational speed of 
3600 rpm was tentatively selected. With a specific speed and diameter 
of 180 and 1.0, respectively (see Tab)* 3 and Fig. 3), such a radial 
flow machine is considered viable, but as will be discussed below, it is 
physically larger than a comparable axial flow machine. 

• MAIN C.nrjLATOR FOR 250 MWIl] 
MOOULAR PBR PLANT CONCEPT 
— W - 252 LB/SEC 1114 Kg/SEC) 
— T i n " * 9 , 0 F I2S5*>CJ 
— P o u t - 1050 psi 17.24 MPn) 
— Ap - 33 psi 1228 KPa) 

• RADIAl IMPELLER 

— DIAMETER, 33.2 IN. (843 mm) 
— SPEED, 5240 RPM 
— POWER, 6800 HP [5073 kWle|] 

Fig. 2 I n i t i a l Radial Flew Circulator for 250Wt Pebble Bed Reactor 

3.3.2. Axial Flow Impeller 

From the onset of the study, it was quite clear that the compressor 
requirements were similar to those for Fort St. Vrain (Table 3). While 
the FSV circulator has experienced operating problems (Ref. 11), the 
impeller performs well, and there was an obvious incentive to take 
advantage of this. Since helium flow control is accomplished by vari
able speed (as opposed to variable inlet guide vane geometry), there is 
no obvious incentive to have a stator ahead of the rotor; in fact, it is 
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Fig. 3 Specific Speed-Diameter Array for Radial Flow Compressor 

desirable to minimize the number of stages. As in the case of the FSV 
compressor, a rotor-before-stator configuration was selected, and the 
velocity diagram is shown on Fig. S. In this zero inlet and exit swirl 
arrangement, the rotors impart the energy into the gas in the form of a 
velocity, and the trailing stators recover this energy by returning the 
gas velocity to the axial direction. 

119 

A preliminary aerodynamic design of the compressor was performed 
using a computer code developed by GA Technologies based on well-
established design methods, such as those presented in NASA SP-36 
(Ref. 12). The aerothermodynamic parameters for the axial flow machine 
are given on Table 4. A study was performed to address an obvious ques
tion, "If the system pressure loss was to Increase (as a result of added 
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• DESIGN POINT 

— 3600 flPM 
— TIP DIAMETER, 44 IN. 
— OUTLET ANGLE, 40 DEGREE 

• PHESSURIZED OPERATION 
— W - 348 LB/SEC 
— T,, - 491"F 
— Pout - 926 ptii 
— Ap - 13.2 pii 

Fig. 4 Parametric Array for Main Circulator Radial Compressor 

complexity as the plant design advances), could a tingle-stage axial 
compressor accommodate this?" 

From the compressor map shown on Fig. 6, It was concluded that the 
proposed design had adequate surge margin, as was demonstrated in the 



TABLE 3. COMPRESSOR COMPARISON FOR HELIUM CIRCULATOR 

COMPRESSOR TYPE AXIAL FLOW RADIAL FLOW 

COMPRESSOR DESIGN MHTGR MAIN 
CIRCULATOR 

FSV 
CIRCULATOR 

MHTGR MAIN 
CIRCULATOR 

THTR 
CIRCULATOR 

HELIUM FLOW. LB/SEC 
INLET TEMP. »f 
INIET PRESSURE. PSIA 
PRESSURE RISE. PSI 
INIET DENSITY. LB/FT^ 
VOLUMETRIC FLOW. FTl/SEC 
AJNABATIC HEAD. FT 

IMPELLER O/O. IN 
SPEED. RPM 
TIP SPEED, FT/SIC 
SPECIFIC SPEED. N, 
SPECIFIC OIAMETER. 0 , 
NUMBER OF STAGES 
POWER, HP 

346 
491 

9118 
13.2 

0 366 
972 

6.310 

360 
6.200 
947 
311 
010 

1 
4.250 

276 
742 
6*6 
14.0 

0.213 
1.304 
9,466 

210 
9.550 
1.167 
360 
0.64 

1 
5,300 

DATA 
AS 

FOR AXIAL 
FLOW 

COMPRESSOR 

44 Oil) 

3.600 
191 
180 
1.0 
1 

APPROX. 4.600 

112 
482 
651 
180 

0.216 
514 

11,890 

354 
5.600 
865 
111 
1.35 

1 
3,083 

PRESSURE — RISE GROWTH 
CAPABILITY 

• 25% Ap INCREASE CAN BE 
ACCOMMOOATEO WITH SINGLE 
AXIAL STAGE 

• GOOD GROWTH CAPABILITY RADIAL 
STAGE CAN ACHIEVE MUCH 
INCREASED AOIABATIC HEAD 

(•IVAIUE SEIECTEO FOR CONCEPTUAl DESIGN. RECOGNI2ING ENVELOPE CONSTRAINT. FOR OPTIMAL RADIAL 
COMPRESSOR PRAMETERS l« • . N, = 100, D, - 1.5) THE COMPRESSOR DIAMETER AND SPEED WOULD BE 66 
IN AND 2000 RPM. RESPECTIVELY, AND NOT PRACTICAL FROM INSTALLATION STANDPOINT. 

ROTOR 

STACGER ANGLE 

RELATIONSHIPS FROM VELOCITY DIAGRAM 

Vi I 1 
FLOW COEFFICIENT 

TM dl TM ill + TH ..I 

AXIAL VELOCITY 

Vi 

STAGE TEMPERATURE RISE T - 7 * ( T M tfl - T M rill - 7 — 
U' U I J Cf 

ROTOR DIFFUSION FACTOR 0' - I I - £ ~ + ' C " > " ( T M i l l - T M (121 
C M ill C 1 

DEGREE OF REACTION R - — ( T M 01 + T M M\ 

'PARAMETER MUTING TO AERODYNAMIC LOADING IN AN AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR. 
THE DlfHJSO* FACTOR IS AN INDICATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER GROWTH ON THE 
SUCTION SIOE OF THE BLAOC. WHEN 3 > 0 10 THERE IS EVIDENCE OF 
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION. 

' I TOR BEFORE STATOR TYPE 
I HO INIET AND EXIT SWIRLI 

Fig. 5 Velocity Diagram for Axial Flow Conpressor 



TABLE 4. AEROTHERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR HELIUM COMPRESSOR 

DESIGN DATA PARAMETER 

HELIUM F10« RATE. KGJSEC IIBISEC) 
IMET TEMPERATURE. *Ct*F) 
miET PRESSURE. MP* IPSIAI 
CIRCULATOR PRESSURE RISE. KPa (PSIDI 

ISO 1341) 
255 (4911 

0.29 1912) 

91 113.2) 

FlOW CONTROl 

ADIAMTIC HF.AO M IFT) 
OIFFUSER EFFICIENCY. % 

OlfFUSER AREA RATIO 
OVERALL EFFICIENCY. % (TOTALTO STATIC) 

MOTOR SHAFT POWER. KWWHP) 
COMPRESSOR TIP DIAMETER. MM UN.) 
BIAOE HEIGHT. MM UN 1 

HUBITIP RATIO 
TIP SPEED. M1SEC IFT/SEC) 

AXIAL VELOCITY. MSEC If TISECI 

ROTATIONAL SPEED Ai»M 

FLOW COEFFICIENT. ValUa 

MEAN ROTOR SOLIDITY 

ROTOR ASPECT RATIO 

MEAN ROTOR MACK NUMBER 

ROTOR DIFFUSION FACTOR (MAX) 

DEGREE OF REACTION 

TEMPERATURE RISE COEFFICIENT. A H I U K 1 

SPECIFIC SPEED N. 

SPECIFIC DIAMETER. Dt 

HEAD COEFFICIENT. HafU' l t 

DESI6N TECHNOLOGY 

VARIABLE SPEEO DRIVE 

1111153091 

10 

0.24 

79.2 

3170 (4250) 

019 I3S.0) 

01.9 13.5) 

010 

219 1947) 

125 14111 

8200 

0.40 

1.02 

1.22 

0.21 

0.42 

0.15 

0.29 

311 

0.10 

0.19 

BASED ON PROVEN TECHNOIOGV 

FSV machine. The results of the pressure rise growth potential are 
shown on fig. 7. A parameter that is Indicative of aerodynamic loading 
in an axial flow compressor Is the diffusion factor, which is indicative 
of the extent of boundary layer growth on the suction side of the blade. 
In comparing the NASA design method with that of Howell (Ref. 13), it 
can be seen from Fig. 8 that the diffusion factor is a strong function 
of gas deflection (for a given solidity). There is evidence of boundary 
layer separation on the suction surface of the airfoil if the diffusion 

V 

Helium Flow W>/fl/^ (lb/sec) 

Fig 6. Main Circulator Conpressor Map (Normal Pressurized Operating Condition) 

factor exceeds 0.60 (Ref. 14). From Fig. 7 it can be seen that with a 
maximum rotor diffusion factor of 0.42 the design has conservative Load
ing. Without exceeding the D value of the FSV compressor (which hat> 
good characteristics), the compressor could be rebladed within the »ame 
annulus and rotational speed to give about 17 psi rise (28Z increase). 
The attendant power increase would, of course, necessitate a larger 
electric motor envelope. It is likely that by blade geometry/speed 
optimization a single-stage compressor could be designed for a presHure 
rise of over 20 psi, and indeed this waa demonstrated for the Delmarva 
plant. 
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Fig. 7 Pressure Rise Growth Potential for Axial Compressor 

In closing. It has been shown that a single-stage axial flow com
pressor has the capability to give a pressure rise of around SOX higher 
than the currently estimated circuit pressure loss of 13.?. psi. 

3.4. REFERENCE COMPRESSOR DESIGN 

Based on the aforementioned studies, the single-stage axial flow 
variant was selected, it being concluded that it best satisfied the 
requirements. A. strong factor in this selection was the near commonal
ity with the FSV compressor Impeller, a view of which is shown on 

Fig. 9. Aerodynamic data for the MHTGR axial compressui. blading is 
given on Table S, and the major parameters and features are compared 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of Howell's (U.K.) and NASA Diffusion Factor Methods of Defining 
Axial Compressor Aerodynamic Loading 

with the FSV machine on Table 6. An overall view of the circulator 
(discussed in Ref. 1) is shown on Fig. 10. Again, using a scoping 
criteria discussed earlier, it can be seen from Fig. 11 that the pro
posed design is in the regime of high efficiency for an axial flow com
pressor. Major parameters for the selected machine are given on 
Table 7. 

A major change from an earlier design variant (Ref. 15) involved a 
change in the gas flow direction through the Impeller. In the reference 
design (Fig. 10), the helium flow is downwards through tl.a compressor 
blading, and the upward aerodynamic thrust (4500 lb) partially offsets 
the downward rotor weight (6500 lb) to ease the requirements on the 
catcher thrust bearing. In the previous design, as would be the case 
for a radial flow impeller concept (as in Fig. 2), the thrust and weight 
would be additive, this resulting in more demanding requirements on the 
catcher bearing. 

http://STAt.ll


Fig. 9 Fort St. Vrain Circulator Rotating Assarctoly 

SHUTDOWN COOLING CIRCULATOR 

4.1. INSTALLATION 

As shown on Fig. 12, the shutdown cooling circulator Is Installed 
ln_ the bottom head of the reactor vessel. This small circulator (not 
safety-related) Is used to provlds rapid cooling of the reactor system 
(for refueling, maintenance, repair, etc.) If the main loop la unavail
able. The system Is capable of decay heat removal In pressurized and 
depressurlsad modes of operation. 
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TABLE 5. AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR AXIAL COMPRESSOR BLADING 

RADIAL POSITION ROOT TIP 

IMPELLER DIAMETER, M (INI 711 (21.01 I I S (35.0) 
HUB/TIP RATIO 010 
AXIAL VELOCITY. m/SEC (FT/SEC) 12t (4111 125(411) 
BLADE SPIED. m/SEC (FT/SEC) 231 (7HI 211 (147) 
FIQW COEFFICIENT. Vi/U 0.M 043 
ROTOR BUOE CHORO, mm (INI 12 0 11.23) 65 1 (2.59) 
STATOR BUOE CHORO, mm (IN.) M l 12.53) 64.3 (2.53) 
ROTOR SOUOW, C/S M l 012 
BUOE HEIGHT, mm (INI I I I (3 SI 
ROTOR ASPECT RATIO 1 20 
ROTOR MACH NUMBER 0.11 023 
ROTOR DIFFUSION FACTOR 0.40 0 33 
STATOR OIFFUSION FACTOR 0.45 0.41 
OECREE OF REACTION O i l 0.11 
MEAN ROTOR INIET ANGIE •4 3 14.3 
MEAN ROTOR OUTLET ANGLE SSI 55.1 
MEAN STATOR INIET ANGLE 311 31.1 
MEAN STATOR OUTLET ANGLE 0 0 
MEAN ROTOR STAGGER ANGLE 514 51.4 
MEAN STATOR STAGGER ANGLE 12.4 12 4 
NUMBER OF ROTOR BUDES 35 
NUMBER OF STATOR BUOES 37 
BENDING STRESS. MPi <•») 1 ROTOR BUOE 34 7 (S.000I 

STATOR BUDE 34 7 (5,0001 
ROTOR CENTRIFICAl STRESS, MPi <>»l 70.2 (10,110) MAX. 
COMPRESSOR IMPELLER EFFICIENCY, X 1175 
DIFf USER EFFICIENCY. % 10 0 (0.24 AREA RATIO) 
OVERALL EFFICIENCY (INCLUOING MFFI, % 712 

1 
NOTES: 1) ROTOR BEFORE STATOR (2ERO INLET ANO EXIT SWIRL). 

2) NASA ( 5 SERIES PROFILE 
3) DESIGN METHODOLOGY AS FOR FSV COMPRESSOR. 

A.2. REQUIREMENTS 

Comprehensive requirements for the circulator have been discussed 
previously (Ref. 2), and boundary conditions necessary for the design of 
the circulator are given in Table 8. 



124 TABLE 6. HELIUM CIRCUuATOR FEATURES COMPARISON 

HAIMI/PARAMETER FORT I f VRAM MHTGR 
_ KfUUM HOW. ««/UC IU/SIC) 

• 1 1 TEMPI RATIMK. *C l«f)l 
M U I PRESSURE. Mfa IPSA) 
PRESSURE MM. I N into) 
AOMOAtK MAO. M IFTt 

I H urn 
1*4 l?4M 
4.T) I444I 
H i (14II 

HIS IMUI 

1 M O O I 
251 (4*1) 
• I I (111) 
•1 11)11 

1*11 IIMSI 

CIRCULATOR OMUTATIOK 
COMPRESSOR T»PE 
COMPRESSOR DRIVE 
HOW CONTROL 
SKI 0. HTM 
POWER, KWM) iitrt 
TOROJK. M-«| i n I I I 
COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY. % 
W K U n TIP DIAMETER. MM HMD 
MAM KKI I ! . MM (l«S) 
NUMOEA W ROTOR I4S.0E1 
TIP SKEO. MV3EC IFT/SECi 

VERTICAL 
AXIAl 

STEAM TUAMNE 
VARIAIlt SPEIO 

M M 
JIM (MOD 
M l 121341 

I I I 
Ml I I I ) 

I I I HJU 
11 

» i mm 

VERTICAL 
AXIAL 

ELECTRIC MOTOR 
VAAIAItE SKEO 

•100 
3141 (4IH) 
4 I I I M M I 

l i t 
M t (» ) 

1*1 O i l 
l i 

111 (Mi l 
W A F T DIAMETER, M M I IW 
ROTOR WEKMT. M ( I D 
OEARMOTYK 
MAMHS SPAH, MM (Ml 
•EARMM CAPACITY 

RAOMl/lEARtNS. M Uil 
THRUST. K| lit) 

FIRST CRITICAL SKf 0. MM 1%) 
MOSU PROTECTION CAPARRJTY 

<U ( H I 
111 M M 

WATER-LURRKATEO 
H I 122) 

t i l l (15*01 
H U IU.OM) 
I3.M0 1141) 

« 1 

111 ( ITU 
2111 I H N ) 

ACTIVE MAGNETIC REARMSS 
HIT IMI 

2041 (4MW 
M M Itl.tMt 

T IM (111) 
YES 

SAKTV CLASS 
IACKUPORW 
MACMtM IMIAIUTION 
MACMMK STATUS 

SAIETV CUSS 
PfHON WHEEL 

m KM I I I LOW COMI 
OMRATtMAI l>IM.MM HOURS) 

HON-SAFETY 
•A 

TOP Of STEAM GENERATOR VESSEL 
OMCEPTU.H OtSWN 

f o r MHTGR 
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SPECIFIC SPEE0. Nl 

Fig . 11 Spec i f i c Speed - Diameter Array for Axial Flow Compressor 

TABLE 7. MAJOR PARAMETERS FOR SELECTED HELIUM CIRCULATOR 

• SINGLE STAGE AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR 

• IMPELLER DIAMETER 35 IN. {889 mm) 1 B l A 0 E GEOMETRIES VERY SIMILAR 
• ROTATIONAL SPEED 6200 RPM J TO FSV COMPRESSOR 

• TIP SPEED 947 FT/SEC 1289 m/SEC) 

• CONSERVATIVE STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

• POWER 4250 HP (3169 kW(tl) 
• CONSERVATIVE AERODYNAMIC LOADING COULD ACCOMMODATE UP TO 25% INCREASE 

IN CIRCUIT RESISTANCE 
• GOOO SURGE MARGIN OVER WIOE FLOW RANGE 

• CONCEPTUAL DESIGN CLOSE TO OPTIMUM FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY 

• OVERALL MACHINE DIAMETER 8.0 FT 12 4 ml 

• OVERALL MACHINE LENGTH 20.0 FT (6.1 ml 

• ASSEMBLY WEIGHT 30 TONS 127,220 Kg) 
• MACHINE ASSEMBLY CAN BE REAOTLY REMOVED ANO REPLACED IN SPACE 

ABOVE STEAM GENERATOR VESSEL 

• DESIGN BASED ON EXISTING AND PROVEN TECHNOLOGY 

• EXTENSIVE INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE FOR COMPRESSOR 0ESIGN ANO FABRICATION 



SERVICE WAIfcft 

OUT J^£ 

HEAT / SCS 
EXCHANGER CIRCULATOR 

Fig . 12 Small Circulator Ins ta l l ed in Shutdown Cooling Loop 

TABLE 8. SHUTDOWN COOLING CIRCULATOR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

• PROVIDE HELIUM FLOW OF 6 36 LB SEC U 89 Kg/SEC) 

• PROVIDE HELIUM PRESSURE RISE IDEPRESSURIZED) OF 0.71 PSI I4.9 kPa) 

• PROVIDE CAPABILITY TO CIRCULATE HELIUM FOR DEPRESSURIZED AND 
PRESSURIZED SYSTEM CONDITIONS 

• FLOW CONTROL BY VARIABLE SPEED MACHINE 

• ENSURE STABLE OPERATION OVER WIOE SPEED RANGE (bS-100%) 

• INCORPORATE PRESSURE RISE GROWTH CAPABILITY 

• INSTALL CIRCULATOR IN LOW TEMPERATURE PART OF CIRCUIT 

• BASE DESIGN ON ESTABLISHED AND PRCVEN TECHNOLOGY 

• MINIMIZE MACHINE ENVELOPE TO FACILITATE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT IN SPACE 
BELOW REACTOR VESSEL 

• STRESS LEVELS TO BE COMMENSURATE WITH 40 YEAR LIFE REQUIREMENT 

4 . 3 . AXIAL VERSUS RADIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR AERODYNAMIC CONSIDERATION:? 

A summary of the major factors in the s e l e c t i o n of the impeller 
type are given on Table 9. Since the c ircu la tor i s located near thit 
bottom of the below-grade s i l o (Ref. 1 ) , a dominant considerat ion in 
the early phase of the design was t o minimize the machine s i z e (paruicu-
lar ly the diameter, s ince th i s impacts the s i z e of the removal c a s k ) . 
I n i t i a l focus was on a high-speed ax ia l flow machine, and a design was 
e s t a b l i s h e d . This design was not viewed as being conservative and would 
involve considerable extrapolation from the FSV data base; accordingly , 
s tud ies of a lower-speed radial compressor were undertaken, and various 
aspects of the result ing comparison are given in the following s e c t i o n s . 

4 . 3 . 1 . Axial Flow Impeller 

In reviewing the machine operating envelope, i t was quickly de ter 
mined that the depressurized mode (with very low gas density) gave the 

TABLE 9. AXIAL OR RADIAL COMPRESSOR FOR SHUTDOWN COOLING CIRCULATOR 

CONSIDERATION AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR RADIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR 

DESIGN STATUS 

MEETING DESIGN PRESSURE RISE 
REQUIREMENT 10.71 piil 

PRESSURE-RISE MARGIN 
CAPABILITY 125% ABOVE DESIGN) 
EXPERIENCE/TECHNO'30V 

PERFORMANCE 

SIMPUCITV/RUGGEDNESS 

DESIGN CONSERVATISM 

MEETS SVSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

MACHINE ENVELOPE 

INITIAL DESIGN CONCEPT 

2 AXIAL STAGES NEEOEO 

YES. WITH 2 STAGE 

EXTRAPOLATION FROM SINGLE-
STAGE FSV MACHINE 

ALTHOUGH NOT OPTIMIZFP POWER 
ABOUT 200 HP (ISO >W(«I| 

HAVING 2 STAGES A00J 
COMPLEXITY 

HIGH SPEED MACHINE WITHIN 
STRESS LIMITS 

VES 

ASSEMBLY DIAMETER MINIMI2E0 
FOR EASE OF REMOVAL 

CONCEPTUAL OESIGN 

SINGLE STAGE 

YES 

INDUSTRIAL MACHINE 

CONCEPT W i l l NEED SUGHT 
INCREASE IN POWER 

SIMPLE ROTOR 

LOWER SPEED. MORE 
CONSERVATIVE CONCEPT 

YES 

1 FOOT {0 3 ml INCREASE ON 
ASSEMBLY DIAMETER ACCEPTABLE 

OVERALL SUMMARV DESIGN MEETS REQUIREMENTS 
EXTRAPOLATION FROM EXISTING 
DATA BASE 
NOT CONSERVATIVE DESIGN 

SIMPLER OVERALL MACHINE 

CONSERVATIVE PARAMETERS 

SLIGHTLY INCREASEO ENVELOPE 



most severe compressor requirement In terms of adiabatlc head as shown 
on Table 10. With a head rise on the order of 50% greater than for the 
FSV machine, it became clear that the design pressure rise requirement 
of 0.71 psi could not be realized with a single-stage axial flow com
pressor. The impact of number of stages on the blade loading factor (D) 
is shown on Fig. 13. A two-stage design was selected based on an impel
ler diameter of 737 mm (29 *n.) and a rotational speed of 10,000 rpm. 
With a diffusion factor of around 0.4, the blade loading is very conser
vative. The resultant specific speed and diameter of 381 and 0.75, res
pectively, gives a machine In the island of maximum efficiency as shown 
on Fig. 11. A layout of the circulator assembly embodying a two-stage 
axial flow compressor is given on Fig. 14. 

4.3.2. Radial Flow Impeller 

As a starting point In the study, an observation of Fig. 3 would 
indicate that to be in the center of the maximum efficiency island, the 

TABLE 10. COMPRESSOR COMPARISON FOR SHUTDOWN COOLING CIRCULATOR 

COMPRESSOR TYPE AXIAL FLOW RADIAL FLOW 

COMPRESSOR DESIGN 

MMTGR 
2 STAGE 
DESIGN 

MHTGR 
1 STAGE 

CONCEPT 
fSV MACHINE 

(FOR COMPARISONI 
MHTCR 

CONCEPT 

THTR 
CIRCULATOR 

(FOR COMPARISONI 

MACHINE STATUS CONCEPTUAL 
DESIGN 

0ATA POINT OPERATIONAL CONCEPTUAL 
OESIGN 

OPERATIONAL 

NUMSER OF STAGES 
PRESSURE RISE, pai 
HELIUM FLOW. LI/SEC 
INLET TEMP. «F 
0UTIET PRESSURE. M » 
INLET DENSITY. IR/FT^ 
VOLUMETRIC FLOW. FT^/SEC 
ADIARATIC HEA0. FT 

IMPELLER 0/0. IN 
SPEE0. NPM 
TIP SPEED. FT/SEC 

SPECIFIC SPEE0. N , 
SPECIFIC MAMETER. 0 , 
POWER. MP 

2 
0 71 
111 
240 
140 

000701 
I I I 

14.500 

210 
10.000 
1215 

311 
0 75 
207 

1 
I M 
O S 
240 
14.0 

0 00701 
111 

10170 

290 
10.000 
1215 

235 
011 
ISO 

1 
14.0 
271 
742 
700 

0213 
1304 
94IS 

210 
9550 
1147 

310 
0S4 
5300 

1 
071 
os 
210 
140 

000701 
191 

14.500 

310 
5400 
l is 

123 
1 22 
220 

1 
I I 0 
112 
412 
519 

0211 
514 

11.190 

354 
5100 
I I S 

111 
1.35 
3013 

PRESSURE RISE CAPAIUITY SINGLE STAGE AXIAL IIMITE0 TO AI0UT OS i l l 
PRESSURE RISE 
TWO STAGE AXIAL HAS CAPARILITY TO 0 JO pu 
(APPRO < 2SX MARGIN A80VE OESIGN VALUE! 

LOW SPEED RADIAL HAS CAPABILITY 
TO 6IVE HIGH PRESSURE RISE 
I > 0.9 Mi) 

0 7* 

• M 

• to 

0.4* 

0 20 

• 10 

LIMIT REPRESENTING 
tOUNOARV LAYER 
SEPARATION 

[_ ^yyvyj-yyvi 

•PIIO. RPM 

M,Mi 
• I SINGLE STAGE DATA 

. 0 „ , FOR FSV 
SPEED, «PI 

M M 

DESIGN 
VALUE 

APPR0X 21% 
OESIGN MARGIN 

• M 0 70 

PRESSURE RISE. Mi 

A OESIGN POINT 0ATA FOR 
TWO STAGE AXIAL FLOW 
SHUTDOWN COOLING 
CIRCULATOR 

— SYSTEM DEPRESSURIZED 
— Ap — 0.71 psi 
— N = 10,000 RPM 

"Up 29 IN. 
Fig. 13 Axial Flow Ccnipressor Aerodynamic Loading 

specific speed and diameter should be on the order of 100 and 1.5, res
pectively. An example of a machine in this regime is the radial flow 
compressor for the THTR plant circulator. 

For the design valve of pressure rise (i.e., 0.71 psi), an effort 
was expended to investigate the impact of major parameters on a radial 
flow compressor, and data are portrayed on Fig. IS. Without regard to 
envelope constraint, the first iteration in the design process would be 
to select specific speed and diameter values consistent with operation 
in a high-efficiency regime. This would yield a low-speed machine 
[e.g., 4400 rpm with a 1194-mm (47-ln.) diameter impeller], with a 
machine envelope much greater than the aforementioned axial flow 
variant. 



INSTRUMENTATION WlfMACE COOUNG WATER INTERFACE 

Fig. 14 Initial 2 Stage Axial Flow Shutdown Cooling Circulator Concept 

For concept layouc pucpoaes a machine was selected with an impeller 
diameter of 965 om (38 in.) and a rotational speed of 5400 rpm. From 
Fig. 15 it can be seen that this selection is still within the accept
able envelope, although slightly outside of the maximum efficiency 
island (Fig. 3). Such a radial compressor has the potential for at 
least a 251 in pressure rise. 

4.4. REFERENCE COMPRESSOR DESIGN 

There were essentially two factors that led to the selection of the 
radial flow machine: (1) the desire to avoid using a high tip speed, 

I I M I Df CONSTANT 
_ TIP tPEEO. FT/SIC ^ MM A / SPECIFIC iPfio 

/ Nl - IM 
I M 

_ ACCEPTAOlf \ 
OPERATING tag 1 
ENVELOPE » . 

.iiNit or 
/CONSTANT 

/ SPECIFIC 
1 MAMCTER,D> 

•to \ \ X If. Ni - lit 

REGIME FOR • " • ^ « _ J L t * — • A it}* - HION EFFICIENCY VI S \ \ \ / 
OPERATION ^ ^ ^ \ S \ N | 

A it}* 

—»"It-— Y V Jih. I ••* 

« M ^ ^ * A , / \ yWn 

Jih. I ••* 

~ «M 4̂ T~ \^Jk y\ X / / / M 

uoo - 5 ^ 3 r ^ / 

i V / A n 

uoo - 5 ^ 3 r ^ / 

i V / A n 

\ *'** "\^*>f^t^ 
\ una ~^T \S\jt 
SPEED , 2 1 8 "Z^^^C1 

\ OUTIET 
M ANGll (Jj 

- M a t — ^ ^ \ 
ION - « * C 

S« CCOMITRV I IUCTU 
FOR UVOUT 
IOISERVINS MACHINE 
ENVELOPE RESTRAINT) 

• DESICN DATA 
— DEPflESSURIZEO OPERATION 
— W - 1.36 LB/SEC 
— T t a - 240«F 
— P 0 m - 14 »si 
— A» - 0.71 psi 

Fig, 15 Parametric Array for Radial Compressor 

two-stage axial compressor (since it involves considerable extrapolation 
from the proven FSV impeller), and (2) it takes full advantage of -he 
good European experience with radial flow compressors in gas-cooled 
reactors. 

Detailed aerod} lamic design of the radial flow compressor remains 
to be done, but sufficient analyses and design work have been performed 
to identify the major parameters and features. A representative layout 
of the circulator is shown on Fig. 16. Striving for maximum efficiency 

file:///S/jt
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SHUTOFF VALVE (OKN) 
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Fig. 16 Radial Flow Shutdown Cooling Ci -culator Concept 

i s not a strong requirement for t h i s machine, s ince i t s s e r v i c e w i l l be 

intermit tent , and w i l l be ca l l ed upon to operate in the rare event that 

the main loop i s unavai lable . Major parameters for the s e l e c t e d machine 

are given on Table 11. 

TABLE 11. MAJOR PARAMETERS FOR SHUTDOWN COOLING CIRCULATOR 

• RADIAl FLOW COMPRESSOR 

• IMPELLER DIAMETER 38.0 IN. (965 mml j VERY SIMILAR TO THTR 

• ROTATIONAL SPEED 5400 RPM J WANT CIRCULATOR 

• TIP SPEED 895 FT/SEC (273 m/SEC) 

• CONSERVATIVE STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

• PCWER 220 HP (164 kW(»l] 

• CONSERVATIVE AERODYNAMIC LOADING COULD ACCOMMODATE UP TO 25% INCREASE 
IN CIRCUIT RESISTANCE 

• DESIGN NOT OPTIMIZED FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY (MACHINE USE WILL BE INTERMITTENT 
DURING PLANT LIFE) BUT RATHER FOR MINIMUM ENVELOPE 

• OVERALL MACHINE OIAMETER 4 FT (1.23 m) 

• OVERALL MACHINE LENGTH 9.6 FT (2.93 ml 

• MACHINE ASSEMBLY CAN BE READILY REMOVED AND REPLACED IN SPACE AVAILABLE 
8EL0W REACTOR VESSEL 

• DESIGN BASED ON EXISTING AND PROVEN TECHNOLOGY 

• EXTENSIVE INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE FOR COMPRESSOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

5 . SUMMARY 

In surveying the over 200 circulators that are operational (or have 
operated) in gas-cooled reactors, a variety of impeller types (radial, 
mixed, and axial flow) and drives (electric motor, steam turbine) can be 
observed. In the case of applications involving the p'unoing of dense 
carbon dioxide (i.e., ACR plants), or helium in HTRs with a high circuit 
resistance (i.e., pebble bed reactor), the choice of a radial flow com
pressor is quite clear. This paper has addressed the choice of compres
sor type for the MHTGR with a low circuit resistance characteristic of 
the prismatic core. The following results were obtained from the 
circulator design studies; 

• Axial Flow Compressor Well Suited :ror Main Circulator 

Impeller similar to FSV compressor which performs well. 

Near or optimum for maximum efficiency. 



Has pressure rise growth potential. 
Well suited to pressure loss in prismatic reactor. 
Conservative aerodynamic and structural loading. 

Sifeple machine with no variable geometry tenures. 
Good surge margin over wide flow range. 
Selected flow direction through impeller results in thrust 
loading partially offsetting rotor weight (eases thrust 
bearing requirements). 

* Radial Flow Compressor Ideal for Shutdown Cooling Circulator 

Established machine envelope facilitates ease of removal/ 
replacement. 

Not optimised for nnnHmiim efficiency (machine has 
intermittent service). 

- Has pressure rise growth potential. 

- Simple straightforward small machine. 

- Conventional by industry standards. 

The compressor aerodynamic designs were performed using established 
and validated computer codes. A high level of confidence exists that 
the compressors will perform as predicted. With the well-established 
technology base* the need for a compressor development program is not 
foreseen. A well-established vendor infrastructure exists for the 
design and fabrication of both machine types. The nomenclature is 
included on Table 12. 

T A B L E 12 . C O M P R E S S O R A E R O D Y N A M I C P A R A M E T E R S / N O M E N C L A T U R E 

c BLADE CHORD V 
D IMPELLER DIAMETER. FT • V» 

". SPECIFIC DIAMETER, D. H A D ° " / V » v» /u m 

°m« MAXIMUM DIFFUSION FACTOR P 
Had ADIABATIC HEAO, AP/p FT-LB/LB • Ap 
N ROTATIONAL SPEEO, RPM qad 

«• SPECIFIC SPEED, N • v ' v / H a d 0 ' * P| 
S BLADE SPACING W 
c/s SOLIDITY T1 
u BLADE TIP SPEED, FT/SEC AH 

"m MEAN BLADE SPEEO, FT/SEC AH/Un, 

9 ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY, FT/SEC2 J 

'VARIABLE PARAMETERS IN AERODYNAMIC STUDIES 

Cp 

INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW, FT3/SEC 

AXIAL GAS VELOCITY, FT/SEC 
FLOW COEFFICIENT 
INLET GAS DENSITY, LB/FT3 

PRESSURE RISE, LB/IN. 2 , LB/FT2 

HEAO COEFFICIENT 
INLET PRESSURE, LB/IN. 2 

MASS FLOW, IB/SEC 
INLET TEMPERATURE, °F 

ENTHALPY RISE, Btu/IB 

TEMPERATURE RISE COEFFICIENT 

MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT OF HEAT, 
FT-IB/Btu 
SPECIFIC HEAT, Blu/IB°F 
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MAIN GAS CIRCULATOR FOR VG-400 REACTOR PLANT 

F.M. MITENKOV, V.I. KOSTIN, E.G. NOVINSKU, 
A.I. KUROPATOV, A.N. PROTSENKO, V.P. SMIRNOV, 
A. Ya. STOLYAREVSKIJ 
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, 
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

Abstract 

Principle parameters and operating conditions 
of the main gas circulator (MGC) in 3r~400 reactor plan: 
are presented. 

Brief MG0 design deacription and experimental 
work scope are given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Important design features of 3r~400 reactor 
plant are integral lay-out of the main primary circuit 
components in a preatre3sed concrete reactor vessel and 
helium coolant use /!/. Main gas circulator is one of 
the key plant components, effecting the reactor lay-out 
and its long availability. 

Pour MGCa are allowed in the reactor plant. 
Circulators are high energy consumption components - up 
to 5% of the plant rating, due to high circulator capa
city. 

That is why the choice of the optimum circu
lator gas path configuration substantially effects both 



on MGC and the whole reactor economy. The sound variant 
of such MGO may be chosen only through careful feasibi
lity study and evaluation of the available experience. 

2. MGC OPERATION CONDITIONS AND REGIMES 

_ _ _ _ High reliability of MGO units working in He 
at relatively high circuit parametrs requires solving 
the following engineering problems: 

- coolant protection against contamination 
with lubricant-coolant fluid; 

- MGO operability provision at power from 5 to 
1005t as well as residual heat removal and in emergency 
conditions, including steam generator depressurization 
(as a result of circuit pressure increase up to 6 M?a) 
and plant circuit depresaurization to atmospheric pres
sure; 

- possibility of MGC and loop connection (dis
connection) during plant operation. 

Besides, MGC must be operable during following 
plant regimes: 

- start-up in hot and cold conditions; 
- prolonged shutdown conditions In disconnected 

loop; 
-- MGC rotational speed deviation from specified 

one when speed control system fails; 
- primary circuit vacuum testing; 
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- primary circuit overpressuriztng. 
MGC must accomodate forced operation condit ions 

with maximum rotational speed of 6000 rpm and primary 
c i r c u i t pressure down to 0,1 MPa. 

The sa id operat ing condi t ions , high helium tem
pera tu re , large motor power, helium permeabil i ty and, 
a l s o , maintenance i n a c c e s s i b i l i t y impose spec ia l r equ i 
rements on MGC design and, e spec ia l ly , on r e l i a b l e heat 
removal both while operat ing and being inopera t ive . 

3. MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Turbine- and e l e c t r i c - d r i v e n MGC vers ions having 
d i f fe ren t r o t a t i o n a l speed were compared in d e t a i l design 
s t age . As a r e s u l t a ga s - t i gh t v e r t i c a l shaf t e l e c t r i c -
driven gas c i r cu l a to r with r o t a t i o n a l speed control sys 
tem was chosen for cont rac tor design (P ig .1 ) . 

E lec t r i c -d r iven gas c i r c u l a t o r with l e a k - t i g h t 
motor provides ce r t a in advantage over turbtn-dr iven gas 
c i rcu la to rs 

- high t igh t less of reac tor c i r c u i t ; 

- a s impl ier bearing uni t service system; 

- absence of aux i l i a ry dr ive; 

- lower costs ( including servic ing systems ) . 

O i l - lub r i ca ted bearings predetermined the MGC 

location in the low par t of steam generator p i t . This 

provides some advantges and s impl i f ies MGC design, but 
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FIG 1. Main gas circulator for VG-400 reactor plant. 
1) end closure; 2) axial bearing; 3) lead-in; 4) and 
9) radial bearing; 5) stator cooler; 6) rotor; 7) stator; 
8) casing; 10) cooler; 11) thermal shield; 12) isolation 
valve; 13) guide device; 14) impeller; 15) inlet passage. 

complicates mounting-dismounting works. 
The main MGC parameters are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Parameters Value 

1. Working medium Helium 

2 . Nominal c a p a c i t y , n r / s 2 4 , 6 
3 . Nominal head, MPa 0,1225 
4 . Gas parameters a t the 

c i r c u l a t o r i n l e t : 

- s t a t i c ( a b s o l u t e ) 

pressure , MPa 4,777 
- temperature, K (°C) 615 (342) 

5 . Gas parameters a t the 

c i r c u l a t o r o u t l e t : 

- s t a t i c ( a b s o l u t e ) 

pressure , MPa 4,S 
6 . Rotor r o t a t i o n a l speed 

(nominal ) , rpm 5600 
7. Rotor r o t a t i o n a l speed 

contro l range 300-6000 
8 . Nominal power consumption 

( exc lud ing converter e f f i 

c i e n c y ) , kW 5090 



4. MGC DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

MGO loca t ion in the bottom of steam generator 
p i t predetermined a x i a l i n l e t and r a d i a l - a x i a l out -»t of 
helium (P ig .2) . 

FIG.2. VG-400 reactor lay-out. 
1) gas circulator, 2) steam generator, 3) heat exchanger, 
4) core; 5) reactor vessel. 

MGC includes circulator flow path, drive motor 
and isolation valve. 
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Circula tor Plow Path 

To provide the песеззагу st i ffneo of high-speed 
MGC ro to r /bea r ing system, the c i r cu la to r flow path ia 
chosen one-staged. Design ca lcula t ions showed that a t 
shaft r o t a t i o n a l speed of 6000 rpm the centr i fugal MGC 
version i s preferable , which allowad to reach accept
able eff iciency a t low speed / 2 / . But i t in character ised 
by large mass and overa l l dimensions compared with. ax ia l 
s tage and increased complexity In impeller fabr ica t ion . 

MGC flow path cons is t s cf i n l e t рлззазо, imt-eller 
and discharge passage. 

The i n l e t passage is intended for gaa flow a r ran
gement a t the impeller i n l e t and involves a r ing con'usor 
with s t a t ionery double-row vaned prewhirling ca3t-'.velded 
guide device. 

The impeller i s of cen t r i fuga l , half-open type 
with r ad i a l vanes and ro ta ry profiled guide device fas
tened to the dr iv ing disk hub. 

The vaned double-row discharge pascag? i s inten
ded to transform flow k ine t ic energy to po ten t i a l one. 

Drive Motor 

MGC and motor working member are arranged on the 

same shaft in a strong and t ight housing. A bu i l t - in mo
tor does not require rotating shaft seal ing and provides 
re l iable MGC seal ing in fixed j o i n t s . 



The drive motor includes casing, atator with a 
cooler, rotor, end closure, bearings and thermal shield 
with a eooler. 

The casing is the main load-bearing member and 
involves a welded shell with joining flanges at the ends. 

The stator with a coil cooler and upper radial 
bearing are fitted into the casing. Lubricant is feeded 
to and drained from the bearing through vertical channels 
made in cylindrical casing wall and spaced uniformly in 
circumferential. 

The stator is double-winded. 
The rotor is solid-forged and includes closed 

active portion of a squirrel cage type. 
There are necks for bearings and a toothed disk 

for rotational speed measuring which is mounted at lower 
rotor face. 

To maintain normal motor temperature two axial 
fans mounted at the shaft force helium into motor cavity 
through stator cooler. To increase cooling efficiency he
lium i3 circulated by two symmetrical flows through guide 
device and profiled channels into casing and closure. 

Motor is powered by means of 6 sealed leads-in 
through the ilGC. 

Outer lead-in ends are Joined in two groups (in 
three leada-in) and enclo3ed in terminal box arranged at 
MGC end closure. 

The MGC closure is a load-bearing, sealed member 
on which th-3 casing rests by its lower flange. 

The MGC is fastened in the reactor vessel by 
means of studs, passing through the closure flange portion. 

To seal the MGC in the reactor vessel, there is 
annular lateral ridge for welding on the end closure. 

The lower radial and axial bearings are placed 
in the MGC end closure. Three tachometers of a rotor ro
tational speed measuring system and pneumatic drive of 
isolation valve are mounted on the end closure. 

All fluids (oil, water, gas) attending the MOO 
are supplied through the end closure. 

The motor rotor rotates in two radial bearings 
which are oil-lubricated and cooled. The oil is supplied 
from special servicing system, schematic diagram of 
which is shown in Fig.3. 

When deenergazing oil pump3 the auxiliary emer
gency oil-supply syaten with an accumulator is provided 
for the MGC coaatdown. 

MGC employe hydrodynfi.-nic and hydrostatic radial 
bearings, commonly exploited in rotor machines /3/. 

The axial bearing i3 of hydrodyr.y.mc type with 
Oil lubricating, with stcel/ba'o'oit hard-facing friction 
couple. 

The axial bearing is ir.ad5 double-acting, to 
take up aerodynamic force appearing at the irtpeller 
which lifts the rotor at no.-ninal rotational speed. How
ever, hydraulic schorr.* of its loading allow3 bearing to 
operate only on the boitora support. Such bearing oper*-



FIG.3. MGC auxiliary systems diagram. 
1) oil pump bypass; 2) gas connection line; 3) oil drain; 
4) and 5) cooling water supply and removal; 6) buffer 
seal helium clean-up system; 7) flow-meter; 3) oil supply; 
9) fine filter; 10) oil cooler; 11) coarse filter; 12) oil 
pump; 13) circulation tank. 

tion scheme excludes the occurence of self-exited rotor 
- - oscilations in rotor/bearing system. 

High circumferential shaft speed was the main con 
sideration when choosing the lubricant for MGO bearings. 
Preliminary calculations showed that kinetical oil visco-

—6 2 sity should not exceed 15 x 10 m /s, to prevent large 
friction losses in the thrust bearing. Besides, the oil 
should have the properties that comply with specific MGC 

135 operation conditions, namely: increased radiation and 

thenaal-oxidative stability, dielectric properties and 
low vaporability. 

Due to stringent requirements specified to oil 
leakAge into the reactor coolant , much attention was 
given to free oil draining of bearing units. The oil 
can leak into the inner MGO cavity and consequently into 
the reactor circuit only through oil drain cavities. To 
minimize oil leakage into the coolant the MGC is equipped 
with: 

1) a buffer seal, placed between flow peth and 
bearing cavities, which is schenatically shown in Pig. 4; 



2) floating rings mounted at the shaft with smell 
radial gap3 which reduce leakage flow into the oil drain 
chamber; 

3) oil drain chambers having large volume and 
surface area to decrease oil draining velocity and spla
shing; 

4) labyrinth seals between oil drain chambers 
and the inner WGO cavity; 

5) oil removal line in the upper bearing down
stream the lowar floating ring and oil drain into the 
upper chamber (more than 905S of flow rate from the lower 
ring) with large volume and surface area. 

Below the flow path thermal shield and a cooler 
are located, which should provide motor and bearings pro
tection against temperature effects of the coolant flow 
circulating in the gas path. 

Isolation Valve 

The isolation valve is intended for the rapid 
gas circulation shut off in the primary loop and, also, 
for helium backflow limitation through the loop when the 
MGC is shut down. The isolation valve in the form of 
annular shell is placed downstream the outlet passage. 
Three guide rods rigidly fastened to the annular shel* 
provide for its axial movement. 

Drive line's penetration to the pneumatic drive 
through the end closure is sealed by means of a sylphon 

set maintaining the designed stroke. 
The pneumatic drive is a double-acting piston 

with a cylinder, which positively moves the annular shell 
both up- and downwards. The pneumatic drive retains the 
piston in the limiting positions when the working fluid 
pressure ia released completely. The pneumatic drive is 
equipped with manually operated drive for the specific 
conditions 

MGO Operation Monitoring 

To maintain MGC normal operation,primary instru
mentation is provided for the most critical units. 

MGC operation monitoring is made for: 
- stator and bearing temperature; 
- bearing body and MGC casing vibration; 
- rotor oscillatory shift; 
- oil pressure in the oil wedge of axial bearing; 
• rotor rotational speed and direction. 

Servicing MGC Systems (Lubrication, Cooling, 
Sealing Gas, Rotational Speed Control) 

Lubrication and coolijig systems are similar to 
those of the systems used in reactor coolant pumps /4/. 

The development of these systems doesn't cause 
any problems. 



Sealing ga3 system intended for buffer seal 
normal operation Includes facilities for g«3 purifica
tion from impurities and oil vapour. 

The thyristor frequency convertor is used as 
motor rotational 3?e<?d control systea. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS 

MGO Flow Path 

MOO flow path wa3 developed using air model in 
accordance with a sp̂ .-ial test progr&.T,. Scale factor was 
taken to be 0,291. Gas-dyMa.-ruc calculation data and cir
culator flow gsa path correspo.".de:.ce with specified re
quirements ivjre verified in toto by scale model teotir-3. 

Bearings 

Interchangeable radial oil-lubricated bearings 
of two types are used in the MGC. Radial bearings are 
chosen according to the results of MGC tests in all ope
rational conditions. Hydrodynamic segmental bearing was 
applied as the JJGO axial bearing. 

Due to relatively high loads (2M?a) on the bea
ring when starting the MGC and wide rotational speed ran
ge (3OC-60O0 rpa) the said bearing was tested at special 
test rig with simulating of all operation loads. Its 
operability was verified by first stage tests. For all 

this, the babbit facing temperature didn't exceed 100°C 
under maximum possible loads on the bearing. 

To check and develop of oil leakage drain from 
the upper bearing, the model test rig of 0,33 scale was 
made. The water was used during the first test stage as 
a lubricant. 

For the moat part, the model revealed qualita
tive behaviour of leakage draining. 

To increase te3t representability, circulating 
the oil through the model was scheduled, that is being 
done now. 

Isolation Valve 

To develop the experimental valve design and 
verify its kinematics and sealing elements, the full-
scale rig was designed. 

Air te3ts proved valve's and pneumatic drive's 
operability. 

Sealing element test and gas leakage determina
tion through the closed valve were carried out in the air. 

The final valve tests under conditions close tc 
operational ones will be made (a3 a part of the MGC) at a 
helium rig. 

MGC Motor Cooling Loop 

The model with scale factor 0,5 was developed to 
verificate gas-dynamic characteristics of the loop cooling 



the motor which operates in the range of 300 - 6000 rpm, 
under the pressure of 5-0,1 MPa (when the reac to r depres-
aur iz ing) and a i r content in helium up to 9S?o. 

Model t e s t i n g in the a i r proved ca lcula ted cooling 
loop par&rvetcra. 

Ci rcula t ing gaa flow d i s t r i b u t i o n along the loop 
i s unifOiTa and consis tent with designed data . 

6. CONCLUSION 

•'/hen designing the MGO the engineering decisions 
providing high MGC t igh tnes s , acceptable mass and over
a l l dimension parameters, pro tec t ion of reac tor c i r c u i t 
and motor cooling loop aga ins t lubr icant -coolant ingress , 
obtaining the required gas-dynamic c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ware 
taken in to account and implemented in the design. 
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Abstract 

This paper mainly describes recent studies and successful appli
cations of water lubricated bearing and gas lubricated bearing. Both 
types of beering seem to be suitable for turbo machine instal" n 
atomic energy plant -such as helium circulator of HTGR- not 
affected by radioactivity, so we have been attracted by them fo 
10 years. 

The former was investigated theoretically talcing account of tur
bulent flow due to the low viscosity of water, and compared with the 
experimental data. Good agreement was obtained. An^ a successful 
example applyed to a small-sized high speed air compressor is shown. 

The latter was investigated using a large-sized bearing test rig 
simulated to an actual machine. The tilting pad journal bearing and 
the tilting pad thrust bearing were t;ken and improved for some 
aspects. These bearings have been taken into service on an actual 
circulator and are now operating successfully. 

Recently, a magnetic bearing is being studied to pay the special 
attention to endurance for an earthquake and catcher bearing system. 
we would like to have an opportunity to present these results in a 
near future. 

1 • Introduction 

Since a helium circulator is the only revolutionary machine which 
rotates at high speed condition in high temperature gas reactor, 
extremely higher reliability Is demanded than the same turbo machine 
operating under an ordinary atmosphere. As the circulator is sup
ported by bearings radially and axially, it is no exaggeration to say 
that these bearings aro imposed the great responsibility for the 
reliability of reactor. 

various types of bearing may be considered to apply the 
circulator-namely oil lubricated bearing, water lubricated bearing, 
gas lubricated bearing and magnetic bearing. Table 1 shows the prop
erties of these bearings installed in high speed turbo machinery. 
As there are both merits and demerits respectively, it is necessary 
to select a suitable type of bearing taking account of the operating 

- - - - conditions. In consideration of the special condition that the circu
lator is exposed to radioactivity, it is fatal to be affected Cue to 
the radioactivity. Therefore, oil lubricated bearing is disadvanta
geous compared with the other types of bearing. 

Looking back upon our research and development of these three 
types of bearing, firstly water lubricated bearing was grappled taking 
the notice of turbulent flow due to low viscosity of water and buffer 

141 sealing system to pravent degrading of the purity of helium gas. 

Table 1 Properties of various types of bearing 

Bearing type Oil 
lubricated 

Water 
lubricated 

Gas 
lubricated 

H»9rv«tic 

Load capacity High High (S) 
Low (D) Low Moderate 

Stiffness High High (S) 
Low (0) Low 

L o w - High 
(According to 

design) 

Mechanical lots High Moderate Low Low 

Unti seizure Good Poor Poor Poor 

Contactles> 
during stop 

Ye»(S) 
No(D) 

Yes(S) 
Ho(D) 

Yet(S, 
No(D) Yes 

Seal system Necessary Necessary No No 

Purity of 
process gas Poor Poor Good G j o d 

Affection due 
to radioactivity Stiffening No No No 

S : Hydrostatic 0 : Hydrodynamic 

Unfortunately this bearing should not seem to be applied to the cir
culator, buc promises to save energy and design a machine compactly 
such as a steam-driven turbo machine. A small-sized high speed air 
compressor which has employed this bearing is now operating success
fully. 

Secondly, gas lubricated bearing has been investigated both theo
retically and experimentally. Taking account of the simplicity of 
construction of circulator, the hydrodynamic lubrication was selected 
and large-sized bearings -'hich have come within the category of larg
est scale in the would were developed. These bearings h<-'e been 
applied to the helium circulator of the fundampr.tai test facility. 

Recently, magnetic bearing is being studied to pay the special 
attention to endurance for an earthquake jnd catcher bearing system. 
They seem to be key technologies whether it will be employed in the 
circulator. As the complicated tests ara put in practice, it is not 
enough to present these results except the test rig. Another 
opportunity to present them will be set in a near future. 

2. Water lubricated bearing 

2.1 Theoretical analysis 

Water used as lubricant of bearing has inferior lubricating prop
er ̂ ^.i- to oil because of its low viscosity. Therefore, in order to 
increase the load capacity of bearing especially in low speed region, 
the hydrostatic lubrication is effective. On the other hand, the load 
capacity of bearing and the stiffness of water film in high speed 



region can be improved, since the hydrodynamic pressure generation 
would be expected if a stepped land bearing is selected. (The 
situation consisted of hydrostatic lubrication and hydrodynamic one is 
called hybrid lubrication.) From this viewpoint, shrouded step 
bearings were selected both for journal bearing and for thrust 
bearing. The configuration of the journal bearing is shown in Fig.l. 

Supply hole 
Recen / Orifice 

-t—f-
'/ 

Fig. 1 Configuration of shrouded step bearing 

When low viscosity fluid like water is used as a lubricant, the 
flow in the bearing clearance becomes turbr.leni.. In the case of 
hybrid lubrication, it is necessary to make an analysis takinj account 
of the turbulent flow caused both by the pressurized flow due to the 
gradient of fluid pressure (poiseuille flow) and by the shearing flow 
due to the rotation of rotor (couette flow). 

Under the turbulent flow conditions, the following turbulent 
Reynolds' equation is applied : 

55(-
where. 

h3G„ 
ax' « * _1 ,^I2Y_ " y ah . ah 

' ay l p By' 2 ax at (1) 
P : water film pressure 
h : water film thickness 
x,y • rotating direction and axial direction 
u : absolute viscosity 
U : sliding speed 

Gx and Gy are called viscosity correction coefficients that indicates 
the effect of turbulence [l - 3]. In the case of hybrid lubrication, 
these correction coefficients are given as the function of the 
following two Reynolds numbers which govern the flow, and their values 
are shown in Fig.2. 

1 
*<,-<*" *—. 

SxlO 1 
• ~ \ * ' .-il/itfrM K>' K>' 

10"' 

K>' 

SxlO* 

10"" 
1C 1 1C ' 10 ' 10 I 10 

*«. 

Fig. 2 Viscosity correction coefficients 

Reynolds number due t o Couette flow Rec = *~ 

Reynolds number due to P o i s e u i l l e 
flow Rep hi uv m > ' + <fy> 

(2) 

where, v : kinematic viscosity 
To solvo the Reynolds' equation (1) for the bearings which have 

complex geometry like shrouded step bearing, the finite element method 
is more useful than the finite difference method which has been widely 



used hitherto. Making use of this, not only the static charac
teristics such as load capacity, water flow rate and friction loss but 
also the dynamic ones such as spring and damping coefficients can be 
calculated. 
2.2 Model test of journal bearing 

The test rig of water lubricated journal bearing is shown in 
Fig.3. The test bearing can be loaded both statically using the air 
bellows and dynamically using the exciter heads, so it is possible to 
inspect the static and dynamic characteristics of bearing simulta
neously. The rotor can be driven at a maximum speed of 10,000 rpm. 
The distilled water was used as a lubricant which can be pressurized 
up to s.l MPaG. The shrouded step bearing having four pockets was set 
so as to load between two pockets. Its dimensions were 140 mm 
diameter and 140 mm length. 

Test bearinQ 
(•l%0mm x UUmm) 

Bearing housing 
Water supply head 

Exciter head for 
dynamic loading 

Air bellows for static loading 

Hg. 3 Test rig for water lubricated bearing 
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Fig.4 shows one example of the static characteristics under the 
constant loading. The left figure is the relation between eccentric
ity and revolutional speed. The eccentricity decreases as the speed 
increases. It indicates that the hydrodynamic effect sufficiently 
increases in high speed region though the bearing is purely 
hydrostatically pressurized at the speed of o rpm. The right figure 
points out that the water flow rate is insensible for the speed, 
because it is principally decided by the orifice restrictor. In both 
figures, the lull lines are calculated values which are in precise 
agreement with measured results. 

The spring and damping coefficients of water film against 
Sommerfeld number are shown in Fig.5, which represents the charac
teristic of hydrodynamic lubrication. For the spring coefficients, the 
direct terms are nearly same and increase as the Sommerfeld number 
increases. The cross-coupled terms have opposite sign each other 
though their values are small, one of disadvantages of hybrid lubri
cation appears. Therefore, if an actual bearing will be designed, the 
dynamic behaviour of rotor has to be deliberated carefully. For the 
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— O.JO 
c 
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1 . . . S 

o 0 . 1 0 -

Specific load : O.JSMPa 
Supply pressure: I .02MP* 

Measured 0 
Calculated — 

2 « » 1 
Revolutional sp*ed (rpm) 

10x10' J » « I 
Revolutional speed f r p n t 

10x10' 

Fig. 4 Load capacity and Flow rate 
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Calculated Calculated 

/Ps -P»=J . lMPa \ 
VNMOOOrpm I 

_=a=a=^2i_, 
0.1 

Sommerfeld number 
0.1 

Sommerfetd number 
' 

Fig. S Water film coefficients 

damping coefficients, the trend of direct terms is similar to that of 
the spring coefficients, and the cross-coupled terms are nearly zero. 
The full lines are calculated values. A good agreement can be 
obtained between the theoretical and experimental results. 

The thi/ust bearing was investigated by the same way [4], and sim
ilar results were obtained. From these results, the accurate predic
tion of both water lubricated bearings has been possible, and the 
optimum design based on this theory is put in practice. 



144 2.3 Application to air compressor 
Water lubricated bearing promises to save energy compared with 

oil lubricated bearing due to its low viscosity. Moreover, applying 
to steam-driven turbo machine, the sealing system becomes easy because 
steam and water have the same chemical compornents. From this 
viewpoint, this bearing has applied to s>">all-sized high speed air 
compressors driven by steam turbine. Fig.6 shows a schematic view of 
the air compressor. The rotor has single stage compressor wheel and 

Z _ _ single stage turoine wheel at the both ends, and the bearings are 
arranged between t,ie wheels. The water lubricated bearing is coupled a 
journal bearing and a thrust bearing as snown in Fig.7. The diameter 
of journal bearing is 35 mm. 

Fig.8 shows the result of measurement of rotor vibration. The 
rotvr was run calmly up to 65,000 rpm of the rated revolutional speed. 

- - - - Of cource, there was no remarkable behaviour when crossing over the 
critical speeds. 

The air compressors have been in service and are now operating 
successfully. 

Fig. 6 Air Compressor supported by water 
lubricated bearing 

Fig. 7 Photograph of shrouded step bear ig 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 1st Ncr 2nd N C r 

_ L _ 1 

Cr 
ap-p 
Ncr 

Radial clearance of bearing 
Amplitude of rotor vibration 
Critical speed of rotor 

2 3 a 5 

Revolutional speed (rpm) 
7x10" 

Fig. 8 Measured rotor vibration of air compressor 

3. Gas lubricated bearing 
3.1 Selection of bearing type 

When applying water lubricated bearing to a helium circulator, 
the primary disadvantage is that the complex buffer sealing system has 
to be required. As compared with this type of bearing, gas lubricated 
bearing is not requested any sealing system. Moreover, if the hydro-
dynamic lubricated bearing is chosen, the gas supply system is not 
required. Therefore, it is possible to constract the circulator 
compactly, so the world-wide tendency of circulator -joes toward the 
employment of hydrodynamic gas lubricated bearing. With these points 
as background, it has been investigated to apply to an actual cir
culator based on the previously fundamental work [5]. 

Generally speaking, the absolute viscosity of gas which dominates 
the load capacity and stiffness of bearing is extremely lower compared 
with oil and/or water, so larje-sized bearings are necessary t> sup
port the rotor both radially and axially. When applying large- sized 
bearings in practice, it is important to notice especially the 
misalignment of rotor and the distortion of bearing. For both 
demands, the t i l t i n g pad bear ings with equal izing Mechanisms are 



selected. One more point to select the tilting pad bearing for jour
nal bearing is its good stability of dynamic behaviour at high speed 
region. 

On the theoretical research, as gas different from oil and/or 
water has the special characteristic of compressibility, it should be 
considered to predict the bearing performances. As the compressible 
Reynolds equation is solved under an isothermal condition, the static 
and dynamic performances of bearing are calculated. Continually, the 
stability of rotor is checked by the rotor dynamics programme. 
3.2 Simulated test of circulator 

To examine the bearing performances and rotor dynamics, a full 
scale test simulated to an actual circulator was carried out. A sche
matic view of the test rig is shown in Fig.9. The rotor is arranged 
vertically. There is a dummy disk simulated Impeller at the upper 

Dummy disk 
simulated impeller 

Upper journal bearing 

Rotor 

Lower journal bearing 

Thrust bearing 

Fig. 9 Test rig for gas lubricated bearing 

side, and threia disks simulated armature of motor are put between the 
journal bearings. The rotor can be driven at a maximum speud of 
10,000 rpm by a thyrj.stor motor from the lower side, however an actual 
circulator will be driven by a canned thyristor motor. Therefore, the 
dynamic isolation between the rotor and the motor was taken carefully. 

Table 2 shows the specifications of tested bearings. Both 
radially and axially, the tilting pad bearings were selected as men
tioned before, which have come within the category of the largest 
scale in the world. There are some special features. From the aspect 
of material to prevent seizure at starting and/or stopping, the Cr203 
ceramics was coated to the journal pads, and the DU metal was lined to 
the thrust pads. From the aspect of mechanism, one of three pads of 
the journal bearing was supported by the preloaded spring to retreat 
if an extreme load would be acted on the bearing. On the other hand, 
the thrust pads were crowned circumferentially to help the hydrcdyna-
mic effect. 

Table 2 Specifications of tested gas bearings 

Journal bearing Thrust bearing 

Type Tilt ing pad Til t ing pad 

Number of pads 3 6 

Dimensions Diameter 160mm Outer dia. 267mm 
Length 180mm Inner dia. 118mm 

Notes O2O3 coating DU metal l in ing 
Spring support for 1 pad Convex crowned surface 

The test was conducted under the atmospheric conditions, and film 
thickness, film pressure, temperature and rotor vibration were 
measured. 

(1) Results of thrust bearing 
Nevertheless the specific load of the thrust bearing is about 

0.04 MPa which is the most severe condition to hydrodynamic gas 
lubricated bearing, enough wedge-shaped film thickness and suitable 
film pressure wo>.re measured as shown in Fig. 10. It was feared to wear 
the shape of crooning surfrace during the repetition of start and stop, 
but there was no wear against about 100 repetitions of the endurance 
test. 

(2) Resul ts of j ou rna l bearing 
The journal bearing was tested at many combinations of praload 

factor and spring force. Fig.11 shows one example of test results 
whose parameters are 0.7 and 7 35 N respectively. As same as the 
thrust bearing, the good hydrodynamic performances were proved. The 
minimum film thickness was estimated about 20 ym from the upper figure. 

The actual force acting on pivot by this hydrodynamic film pres
sure was measured by a load cell. The upper figure in Fig.12 shows the 
static forces. It is directly propotional to the revolutional speed 
toward 8,000 rpm, but it becomes constant over 8,000 rpm. As the 
saturated value was the initially setting spring force, it was proved 
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~that-the equalizing mechanism could act normally. The broken line is 
calculated value which is in good agreement with measured values. 
While the lower figure in Fig.12 shows the oynamic forces. It repre
sents the magnitude of rotor vibration. The maximum value was only 
about CIO N when the revolutional speed crossed over the critical 
speeds of rotor. That is to say, the unbalance force due to rotor 
vibration is enough small. 

If the gas lubricated journal bearing will be employed in an 
actual machine, it is important to check whether the unstable 
phenomenon of whirl whose frequency is nearly half of rotatloned speed 
may be occur or not. Fig.13 shows the calculated damping ratio 
against the preload factor. As there is the possibility of whirl when 
the damping ratio has negative value, the preload factor has to be 
chosen over 0.1 rrom this figure. According to the test changing the 
preload factor from 0.3 to 1.0, the whirl did not occur except 0.3. 
Good correlation is evident between both theoretical and experlmantal 
results. 

Test results 
Instable Stable Stable 
' X ' O—l— O—L 

Stable 
— O 

o.s 

0 .6 

' 0 . 1 

0.2 -

0 . 2 

Forward mode 
N - 12.000rpm 

0 . * 0.6 0.8 

Preload factor 

1.0 

Fig. 1 3 Whi r l stability of rotor 

3.3 ADDlication to helium circulator 
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The same journal and thrust bearings have been installed in the 
helium circulator of the fundamental test facility. The ambient con
dition which it would be exposed to differs from the test conditions. 
Namely, the latter Is the atmosphere and the former is the helium gas 
whose pressure is about 4 MPa. As the viscosities of both air and 
helium gas are nearly same and the effect of compressibility decreases 
as the ambient pressure increases, any problem would not be expected 
changing the gas condition. From the above mentioned results, the 
suitable values of preload factor and initially setting spring force 
were selected. No trouble has been reported up to now. 

4. Magnetic bearing 
Magnetic bearing has excellent properties which compound the mer

its of water and/or gas lubricated bearing and the merits of oil 
lubricated bearing as shown in Table 1. Therefore, it seems to be 
most suitable for the bearing of circulator, and i3 now in the lime
light. It might be almighty, but there are some problems that is to 
say mean time between failure of electromagnetic parts, bearing stiff
ness at low frequency region, catcher bearing system and so on. 
Though the first problem can be solved to use high quality parts, the 
second and third problems may be fatal if they should not b« well 
designed. Because, generally speaking, the second lte.,i is too low to 
conquer an earthquake, and the third item has to be acted without any 
lubricant. From these viewpoints, the magnetic bearing is now being 
studied to pay the special attention to endurance for an earthquake 
and catcher bearing system. 

Fig.14 shows the photographs of test rig. The left photograph is 
for rotating test. The test rig is placed horizontally different from 
vertically for the gas lubricated bearing as shown in Fig.9 taking 

Rotational test 

Fig. 1 4 Test rig for magnetic bearing 



account of wide use and application. The right photograph is for 
oscillating test. In this test, the test rig without motor can be 
excited by the vibrator. 

Fig.15 shows one example of measured vibrations at oscillating 
test. The test rig was oscillated sweepingly from 4 Hz to 40 Hz to 
the horizontal direction like the left figure, and its behaviours were 
measured at many points of test rig like the right figure. When com
paring with both figures, it is evident that the rotor well obeys to 
the bearing housing so the amplitude of its vibration is enough small. 

As the complicated analysis have been carried out just now, the 
detailed reports will be presented in a near future. 
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Fig. 1 5 Example of measured vibrations at oscillating test 

5. - Cenc-luslons-
It is not too much to say that the key technology of the helium 

circulacor of high temperature gas reactor is the selection of 
bearinj. Therefore, three types of bearing have been researched and 
developed for ten years-namely water lubricated bearing gas lubri
cated bearing and magnetic bearing. Water lubricated bearing and gas 
lubricated bearing have been employed in some machines and are now 
operating successfully. Magnetic bearing is now being studied to 
improve its weak points. 

From these widely systematic studies, we have been establishing 
the technology of bearings to apply them to the helium circulator and 
other high speed turbo machines. 
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Abstract 

The large scale helium gas test facility (HENDEL) has been constructed 
and operated since March 1982 at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute to 
develop HTGR components. The five electric driven gas circulators with 
dynamic gas bearings are used to circulate the helium gas of IMPa and 400*0 in 
loops for their compactness, gas tightness, easy maintenance and free from gas 
contamination. All of these circulators are variable speed type of 3,000 to 
12,000rpm and have same gas bearings and electric motors. The four machines 
among them are equiped centrifugal impeller and one another machines has 
regenerative type, and the weight of both type rotors are nearly same. 

The centrifugal type gas circulators except one machine which installed 
later have been operated more than 6,700 hours without romarkable troubles, 
however, another one regenerative circulator was encountered bearing troubles 
twice through its over 8,400 hours operation. 

After the troubles and repairing, the both type circulators were tested 
and the vibrition characteristics were measured as the preventing 
maintenance. From the test and measurements of the circulators, it was 
presumed that the first trouble on regenerative type was caused from excess 
unbalance force by falling off of a small pin from the rotating part and the 
second severe trouble on it was caused by the whipping in gas bearing. The 
static load on tilting pads indicated close relations to occurance of the 
whirling through the measurements. It is recognized that fine balancing of 
the rotors and delicoce clearance adjustment of the bearings are very 
important for the rotor stability and that the mechanism should be designed 
and machined so precise as to be adjustable. 

As the gas bearing would be damaged in instantaneously short time, the 
monitoring technique for it should be so fast and predictive as to prevent the 
serious damage. Through the tests, the vibration spectrum monitoring method 
seems to be predictive and useful for early detection of the shaft instability. 

It will be concluded that the gas bearing machine is excellent system in 
its design philosophy, however, it also needs highly precise machining and 
delicate maintenance technique. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The large scale helium gas test facility MENDEL (Helium Engineering 
Demonstration Loop) was constructed at Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute in March 1982 and is being operated to develop HTGR components. 

In designing this facility it was decided to use electric driven 
circulators with dynamic gas-bearings by reason of their compactness, gas 

" " tightness, easy maintenance and free from contamination. It was also 
decided that two centrifugal type circulators connected in series as a 
circulator set would be used for the larger two loops of the facility and a 
regenerative circulator for the smaller loop. 

The centrifugal and the regenerative circulators have been operated 
more than 6,700hours and 8,400hours respectively by September 1987 except a 
centrifugal circulator which was installed later. No significant trouble 
is experienced on the centrifugal circulators but troubles have happened 
twice on the journal bearing of the regenerative circulator. The first 
trouble was very simple but the second one, being considerably serious, was 
thought to be caused from the unstable vibration of the journal shaft. 

The monitoring system on the shaft vibration was proposed and tested to 
prevent those trouble, it was proven to be effective and reliable through 

- - the operation test. 
The present paper mainly reports the vibration characteristics relating 

to shaft instability and the operation experience on the circulators. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY AND CIRCULATORS 

The facility consists of two larger loops and a smaller loop and has 
electric heaters with a maximum total capacity of about 15MW to heat helium 
gas up to 1,000°C and has five gas circulators in total to circulate helium 
in the individual loops. The nominal flow rate are 4kg/s and 0.4kg/s for 
the larger two loops and the smaller one respectively in gas pressure of 
4MPa. 

Main specifications and sectional view of the both type circulators are 
shown in Table 1 and Figs.l to 2 respectively. Since the circulators use 
the quite same bearing systems and driving motors for both types, weight of 
the rotating part of both types are nearly same. 

The rotating part is supported by the journal bearings at both end of 
the motor rotor and the thrust bearing at the bottom portion. The journal 
bearing which is same in type and size for upper and lower side consists of 
three pads, screw mounted two solid pivots and a spring-loaded one. The 
surface of journal sleeves are hard-faced and are finished in complete 
mirror condition. The gimbal mechanism allows the thrust bearing assembly 
to follow with the thrust collar of the rotor, the thrust bearing assembly 
has six fan-shaped pads and three pairs of them with two pads are placed on 
the fixed pivots of three swinging arms. 

The all components including electric motor, rotating parts and 
149 bearings are mounted in the stainless steel made pressure vessel with water 

Table 1. Main specifications of helium circulators 

Type Regenerative Centrifugal 

Fluid Helium Helium 

Rotor Speed 3,000 - 12,000 rpm 3,000 - 12,000 rpm 

Max. Gas Press. 4.5 MPa 4.5 MPa 

Max. Gas Temp. 400 °C 400 °C 

Nominal F. Rate 0.4 kg/s 4.0 kg/s 
(at 400°C, 4MPa) (9.4 m'/min) (94 m'/min) 

Nominal Head 2.0 kg/cm2 1.0 kg/cm2 

(at 400°C, 4MPa) (6780 m) (3390 m) 

Journal Bearing 3 segments, 3 segments, 
tilting pad tilting pad 

Thrust Bearing 6 segments, 6 segments, 

tilting pad tilting pad 

Motor Type 2 poles, 3 phases 2 poles, 3 phases 

Voltage 100 - 440 volt 100 - 440 volt 

Frequency 50 - 220 Hz 50 - 220 Hz 

Output 119 kw max. 238 kw max. 

Rotor Weight = 140 kg = 140 kg 

Total Weight =1390 kg =1400 kg 
cooling jacket. Since all of these circulators are operated in the range 
of 3,000 to 12,000rpm, three variable-frequency power units with 50 to 220Hz 
feed to the two groups of centrifugal circulators and the regenerative one 
individually. Two larger units of them are variable speed irotor-
generators and a smaller one uses semi-conductor devices or thyristers. 

3. BEARING TROUBLES 

The regenerative type helium circulator was failed on April 1984, it 
had been operated so far since March 1982 for about 3,000hours in total. 
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F1g.1 Sectional View of Regenerative Circulator 
(by courtesy of ALSTHOM RATEAU Co., France) 

Flg.2 Sectional View of Centrifugal Clrcurator 
(by courtesy of ALSTHOM RATEAU Co., France) 



The circulator, being removed from the loop, was partly disassembled on 
site to examine, considerable amount of metal powder aid a small steel pin 
were found through the examination. It is clear that the small pin being 
only 6gram weighty had caused about 60kg excess unbalance force in maximum 
by the centrifugal acceleration for considerably long time and made it 
impossible to keep gas film between the lower journal bearing and the shaft. 

Vibrational characteristics of the circulator was measured before 
repairing to compare them after the restitution in limitted speed range for 
fear of exacerbation of the damage. 

The measurement were also carried out after the repair in the same way 
at the site and any abnormality could not be found. 

Besides the trouble mentioned above, this circulator failed on November 
1984 again by several ten hours operation after the first restitution. 
The trouble, damage of journal bearing, had occured in instantaneously short 
time at the rotating speed of about 9,000rpm and was detected by a over-load 
cut off of the power circuit. 

The damaged circulator, being removed from the loop, was disassembled 
on site, the upper journal shaft and the bearing pads including the pivots 
were found to be damaged seriously and so sticked that the rotating part 
could not be turned at all. 

4. EXAMINATION ANO MEASUREMENT 

4.1 FIRST EXAMINATION ON REGENERATIVE CIRCULATOR 

After the cause of trouble was affirmed as presumed, the lower bearing 
pads were examined and were found to be weared in whole surfaces and galled. 

The maximum depth of galling was 10 to 20um, however, the value of 
wearing could not be measured because the initial data were not available. 

The shaft sleeve and the lining of pads for lower bearing were renewed 
and remachined to keep the preloading factor in design value. 

Vibrational characteristics were measured on inner casing of the 
circulator in both failed and recovered condition using the piezo-
accelometers which was located at both upper and lower journal bearing 
levels. The vibrational signals were recorded and transformed into 
frequency domain spectra using Hewlett-Packard 5423A dynamic signal 
analyzer. The spectral maps composed from frequency domain data are shown 
in Figs.3 and 4 corresponding to failed and recovered condition 
respectively. The measuring conditions are as shown in the figures, base 
level of the spectral lines show the rotating speed indicated on the 
vertical axis. The height of peaks from the base level are proportional 
to the logarithmic acceleration intensity and are drawn in the same scale 
for both figures. 

While the white noise is observed in the failed condition shown in 
Fig.3, the recovered condition in Fig.4 shows clear peaks which correspond 
to the rotating frequencies with higher harmonics and the induced noise from 
50 Hz source line. 
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152 An irregularity will be observed in Fig.4 nearly 10,300rpm(=l72rps) at 
about 85Hz, however, it was thought to be due to a noise because such 
irregularity did not always appear at that time. Looking back the 
irregularity whose frequency is nearly equal to one half of the rotating 
frequency, it must be a half-speed whirling but we let it pass with 
carelessness. The scond time bearing trouble might be prevented if we 
were conscious of this irregularity. 

4.2 SECOND EXAMINATION ON REGENERATIVE CIRCULATOR 

Through the examination after the second trouble, the upper journal 
bearing and the shaft were found to be damaged considerably including the 
pivots for the pads, however^ t^e lower bearing and -the shaft remained in 

- - - -normal condition. No remarkable change was found in s'-.-aightness and 
eccentricity of the rotating part from the data at newly manufactured. 

The upper journal sleeve and lining of pads were renewed and remachined 
so that the rotor was dynamically balanced less than 0.2gram at both upper 
and lower journal surface of 80mm radius which corresponds to one tenth or 
less of former value. Straightness and roughness of the journal sleeve 
surfaces were finished into less than lum and 2um respectively and into 5um 
and lOum for those of the pad. 

The vibrational and loading characteristics of the repaired circulator 
were measured in free air and in connection with the helium loop. When 
the measurement was conducted in free air, the circulator was operated with 
naked impeller, therefore, the aerodynamic reaction force was not provided 
perpendicularly to the journal shaft, however, it must be provided in the 
operation connected with helium loop. The measurements were conducted 
employing cross directional two shaft displacement sensors directed to the 
upper journal end besides the instrumented pivots and measuring instruments. 

The aerodynamic forces to the pads were measured as time-averaged value 
and amplitude which were separated electrically as direct current and 
alternating current, let us call them static force and dynamic force 
hereinafter. Those forces measured in helium loop in the same direction 
are shown in Fig.5 on upper and lower bearings with rotating speed. 

The vibration mode of the rotor was observed plotting the vector locus 
of the sahft displacement. 

The shaft displacement was also measured transforming the signal into 
frequency domain spectra as shown in Fig.6. Measuring conditions of this 
figure correspond to those of Fig.5, the base level of each spectral lines 
indicate the rotating speed and the height of peaks from the base level are 
linearly proportional to the displacement. The calibration level in the 
figure should be used to measure the height of peaks. 

A steep increase was observed on the dynamic force and the static force 
- - of lower journal bearing at rotor speed of nearly 10,400rpm as shown in 

Fig.5. This must be caused by whirling motion of the shaft and the peaks 
at the half-frequencies of rotor speed of nearly 10,400rpm in Fig.6 prove 
this phenomena a half-speed whirling correspondingly. 
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Fig.5 Static and Dynamic forces of Regenerative Circulator 
to Upper and Lower Bearing Pads in the Same Direction 
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The pressure rise around the regenerative type impeller is almost 
linear with its periphery, therefore, the force component(Fx) is caused by 
the pressure gradient perpendicularly to the shaft axis. The azimuth(a) 
between this force component and the line perpendicular to the center line 
of inlet and outlet nozzle is estimated about 25 degree as shown in Fig.7. 

This force(F x) was calculated from the static forces Fi and F2 measured at 
the two pads and are plotted for the various conditions in Fig.7. 

It is clear from Fig. 7 the force depends to the pressure rise only and 
is linearly proportional to it. This will mean the force must be caused 
by the pressure gradient and must make the shaft eccentric in the bearing 
space. 

As the pressure rise of the circulator is proportinal to a square of 
the speed, the static force towards the specified pad increases or decreases 
with rotor speed in accordance with its direction. The direction of these 
static forces are reversal to upper and lower bearing because the impeller 
is mounted at overhung position of the upper bearing. Therefore the 
static forces in the lower bearing and the upper bearing to specified 
direction change with rotating speed from the value which is nearly equal to 
the preloading force of the spring-pivot as shown in Fig.5. 
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Fig.7 Calculated Force from Differential Static Force between 
Two Pads vs Pressure Rise of Regenerative Circulator 

From the explanation above, it will be concluded that the shaft 
initiates to whirl when the external force to the shaft rises up to a 
certain value. 

4.3 MEASUREMENT ON CENTRIFUGAL CIRCULATOR 

One ot the four centrifugal type circulators was inspected and measured 
as a preventive maintennance and to compare the bearing characteristics with 
the regenerative circulator. 

Through examination on the journal bearing pads, the flatness shewed to 
be weared somewhat and was ranged less than 20gm in the direction of the 
shaft axis. As to the thrust bearing, surface conditions of the pads and 
the rotating disk were worse than those of journal bearings, roughness of 
them were 60ym and 40um respectively in the radial direction and the 
flatness of them were ranged less than 10um. 

The bearing clearance in stopped condition and the preloading force of 
spring pivots were out of the design value, those were readjusted slightly 
through series of the tests. 



The test ODerations were carried out in free air with naked impeller 
and in connection with the helium loop employing similar measuring devices 
used for the regenerative circulator. 

In the test connecting with the helium loop, change of the static force 
to the pivot was not observed with the rotating speed as observed on the 
regenerative circulator. This must be owing to the pressure distribution 
around the centrifugal type impeller is uniform and the external force 
perpendicular to its axis is not provided to the shaft. 

It is *lso found from the test in free air the shaft does not whir) up 
to the highest operating speed when tha gas film thickness is more than 5Cum 
at the pivot point. However this value may be five to eigh1, times thick 
compared to the design value and the static force is too small especially in 
low speed operation as shown in Fig.8. Therefore it does not rise up to 
the constant value which is decided by preloading force of the spring pivot. 

Fig.8 Static Forces to Upper and Lower Journal Bearing Pads of 
Centrifugal Circulator for Pad Clearance of =50ym (in Air) 

On the contrary, if the gas film is thin enough, less than 20um at low 
speed operation, the shaft tends to whirl in the rotor speeu range of over 
7,OOOrpm as shown in Fig.9 but the static force is kept in the constant 
value of about 70kg. 

For this constant force, the mean pressure on the projected area of the 
pad perpendicular to pivot axis is about 0.31 and 0.24kg/cmJ for leading 
side and trailing side respectively. 

The vibration mode was also observed by the vector locus of the shaft 
displacement. 
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5. DISCUSSION ON SHAFT INSTABILITY 

The whirling motion on the regenerative circulator will be explained 
qualitatively as follows: 

Supposing the shaft 1s forced 1n the direction of the force owing to 
the pressure gradient around the impeller, 1t makes the shaft eccentric 1n 
the bearing clearance and makes the gas film stiff In the compressed slc'e. 

The compressed stiff gas film makes 1t difficult to absorb vibrational 
movement of the shaft. Therefore 1t forces the pad to follow the movement 
rapidly. 

On the other hand, the external force from the pressu;e gradient and 
1nert1al torque of the pad Increase with speed of the Circulator. This 
situation must deteriorate the effectiveness of the tilt ng pad because* the 
cross-coupling reaction force would appear 1f the pad c iuld not move freely 
1n phase with the shaft moviment. 

On the centrifugal circulator, as earlier noted, the shaft behaves 
stably up to the highest operating speed with considerably thick pas film 
and low static force or small loading capacity. Cn the contrary, for the 



thin gas film, the shaft tends to whirl in the high speed range but it keeps 
the static force high and constant from low speed to the highest operating 
speed. 

This behavior on the centrifugal circulator will mean essentially the 
same phenomenon with the whirling of the regenerative circulator and will be 
explained as follows: 

If gas film in the bearing was thin, stiffness of it would increase 1n 
the high speed range. Thus the thin gas film becomes impossible to absorb 
the shaft vibration and produces the cross-coupling reaction force with 
shaft vibration. The ability of the tilting pad must be deteriorated in 
such cases and it makes the shaft impossible to keep the stability finally. 

The vibrational mode of the rotor indicated the first flexural critical 
speed, the third critical speed, was not so distant from the maximum 
operating speed. The calculated third critical speeds with the 
regenerative impeller and the centrifugal ore are about 17,000rom and 
15,000rpm -°spectiv3ly for the practical bearing stiffness and are not so 
change with the rtiffness. 

- - - - - l f the rotor speed approached to the third critical speed, it would 
r»<;iMt in bending of the rotor and a variation in mass distribution. This 
would result in large vibrational motion of the shaft and unstable condition 
in the bearing. 

From the theoretical standpoint, the situation will be explained that 
the cross-coupling coefficients K Xy, Kyx, toCxy and u>Cyx of the dynamic 
bearing-coefficient; could not be neglected even for the tilting pad bearing 
in the high speed region. 

There are many studies on the stability considerations for a gas 
- - - lubricated tilting pad bearing 1-*). McCabe tt al.*) showed the stability 

threshold in terms of Shaft Mass Parameter and Pitch Inertia Parameter of a 
pad with Bearing Number. 

The circulator discussing now seems to be operating near the stability 
threshold, however, it is very difficult to calculate meaningful those 
parameters because the film thickness to calculate the parameters are 
extremely small and almost impossible to measure accurately in the practical 
machinery. 

6. MONITORING SYSTEM 

The moiiitoring system was proposed and tested for earlier detection of 
half-speed whirling motion and practical security of the circulator. 

Through the series of tests, the monitoring system was simplified 
finally as shown in Fig.10. The system is mainly owing to the tracking 
filter which is a fruit of modern digital electronics. It detects the 
selected vibrational signals by the filter which passes half-frequency 
component only of the input signal. 

The source vibrational signal is detected by a shaft displacement 
155 sensor and the speed signal to track the rotating frequency is detected by a 
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Fig.10 Schematic Diagram of Monitoring System for Half-Speed Whining 

optical sensor directed to rear face of the cooling fan. Both sensors are 
commercial and popular type and are electro-magnetic type and photo-diode 
type with optical fiber respectively. 

The vibrational analogous signal Is led to the tracking filter and the 
speed signal 1n pulse mode controls the selecting frequency automatically. 

Since output from the tracking filter Indicates the magnitude of half-
frequency component only, if the half-speed whirling was occured, we could 
detect it immediately and very sensitively. 

The ratio of filtering center frequency to rotating frequency and the 
output gain are adjustable. The output signal from the filter 1s 
connected to an alarming amplifier which has adjustable set point to make an 
electric contact for a buzzer and announciaters on the control pannel. 

This system 1s working successfully more than one year and took its 
part a few times In the period. 

The piezo-electric accelometer mounted onto the outer casing was also 
found to be available as a vibration detector, however, the noise signals 
seem to increase in this case. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The following conclusion was derived through the operating experience 
of the gas bearing circulators: 

When the first flexural critical speed is not so far from the highest 
operating speed, being 125 to 140 per cents of the maximum speed, the 
tilting pad gas bearing of the circulator with high stiffness will result 1n 



the unstable shaft vibration. To eliminate this condition, decreasing the 
stiffness of bearing by thick gas film is practically effective for a low 
loaded bearing. 

The key technology to solve the instability problem on gas bearing 
seems to decrease inertial moment of the pad, however, theoretical and 
quantitative treatments on the stability consideration seem to be very 
diffic'' in the practical machine owing to the difficulty of micro-
cle~ <s measurement and adjustment in the bearing. 

rrom the reason above, we should fix the attention on the machine with 
tilting pad type gas bearings so that the load to shaft, inertial momei.t of 
the pad, unbalance of the rotor and rotating speed are kept in minimal. 

The external force to the journal shaft of a vertical shaft circulator 
is minimal in general, so we can decrease the loading capacity for 1t. In 
other words, the external load to the shaft should be so minimized that the 
rotor could be supported with the minimal film stiffness or loading capacity 
and increasing the gas film stiffness does not always provide the stable 
performance. 

The monitoring system employing the tracking fitter technique seems 
useful and reliable for the instrumentation of the high speed rotating 
machinery. 
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Abstract 

Three ^as-bearing circulators are installed in series in a high-
pressure, high-temperature loop to provide helium flow up to 0.47 m'/s 
at a total head of 78 kj/kg. The design pressure is 10.7 MPa, and 
temperatures of 1000'C can be obtained In the test section. The inlet 
temperature to the circulators is limited to 450*C. The 200-kW motor 
for each circulator is enclosed in the pressure boundary, and the motor 
is cooled by circulating the gas within the cavity over a water-cooled 
coil. The full operating speed is 23,500 rpm. 

A full-flow filter, absolute for particulate above 10 ^m, is 
installed upstream of the circulator to protect the gas bearing 
surfaces. The minimum clearances between these surfaces during 
operation are in the range of 15 to 30 /im. 

The radial-flow Impeller and its housing are made of ferrit^c 
stainless steel. The housing and diffuser are made of A1S1 410 
stainless steel, and the Impeller is stainless steel 17-4 PH (ASTM 
A-564). The design incorporates a significant cavity adjacent to the 
front curved face of the impeller. This cavity contains a volume of 
gas with a stationary surface on one side and the rotating surface of 
the impeller on the other. 

Du-ring a routine examination of the circulator, deep V-shapeu 
grooves were found in the Ltationary surface of this cavity. At the 
same time, a very fine, dark particulate was observed in crevices of 
the housing. At first it was assumed that the grooves were formed by 
particulate erosion; however, examination of the grooves and 
discussions with persons experienced with large circulator operation 
changed this opinion. 

Erosion caused by particulate is characteristically rounded on the 
bottom and has a greater width to depth aspect than the V-shaped 
grooves, which were observed. Analysis of the particulate Indicated 
that it was essentially the material of the housing that had undergone 
reactions with impurities in the circulating gas. It was subsequently 
concluded that the impeller housing had not been heat treated in a 
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sufficiently oxidizing atmosphere after machining to form an adherent 
oxide coating. This suboxide coating was eroded by the shear forces in 
the gas. The exposed layer of metal was then further oxidized by the 
impurities in the gas, and these layers of oxide were successively 
eroded to produce the grooves. This erosion problem was eliminated by 
machining a ring of the same material, heat treating it to form an 
adherent stable oxide, and bolting it in place in the cavity. 

INTRODUCTION 
Three helium-lubricated gas-bearing circulators were designed, 

fabricated, and performance tested by Mechanical Technology Inc. (MTI), 
and they are now installed in series in a high-pressure, high-
temperature helium loop used to test engineering-scale components for 
high-temperature gas-cooled nuclear reactors. The initial need to 
limit, and the subsequent need to control, the concentration of gaseous 
impurities in the helium dictated the choice of gas-bearing 
circulators. 

A detailed history of the design, manufacture, testing, and 
operating history of these circulators has been given In several 
references (Refs. 1, 2, 3). 

During the operation of these cirr .lators, an erosion problem was 
discovered in the housing of the circulator impeller. Thir erosion 
produced a very finely divided, dark particulate that collected in 
crevices, such as bolt holes, in the circulator housing. Subsequent 
damage to one of the gas bearing surfaces was attributed to the 
presence of this particulate. 

The investigation of the source of this erosion and the measure* 
necessary to prevent further erosion and circulator damage provided 
significant information that should be considered by future designers 
of high-pressure gas circulators, regardless of the type of bearing 
that is used. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE CIRCULATOR 
Figure 1 provides a cross sectional drawing of the circulator. 

Note that all of the internal parts of the circulator are mounted from 
the closure flange of the pressure vessel. This permits the circulator 
to be mounted on this flange and then inserted in the pressure vessel 
by guiding the flange toward the vessel on parallel tracks. All 
connections to the motor for power, cooling water, and instrumentation 
are made through penetrations in this flange. A picture of this 
internal assembly, mounted on the flange, is shown in Fig. 2. 



Internal Seals 

As the internal assembly slides into place, as illustrated in 
Fig. 1, piston-ring seals provide closures at two significant 
locations. One location is between the helium inlet flow duct and the 
stationary shroud at the irapoller Inlet. The other location is between 
the baffle that separates the motor and impeller cavities and the 
interior pressure vessel wall. Note that the interior vessel wall has 
a ptocubecance that provides seals at both the baffle and at the end of 
the water-cooling jacket. This second seal is necessary only to 
establish the path of helium flow within the motor cavity. 

The baffle separating the motor cavity and the impeller cavity was 
necessary to isolate the gas in the motor cavity and to limit its 
temperature below the allowable values permitted by the the electrical 
components and the Teflon seal at the closure flange. However, the 
original design requirements for the circulator included an ability to 
withstand rapjd depresssurizations of the loop. The gas in the 
impeller cavity also filled the motor cavity. Reed valves were 
installed in the baffle plate to permit rapid transfer of gas from the 
motor cavity to the Impeller cavity. 

The one moving part in the circulator is shown separately in 
Fig. 1 as the "Rotary Assembly." In this figure, the primary Impeller 
is at the right end of the shaft. A fan is shown at the left end of 
the shaft. The purpose of this fan is to circulate the gas within the 
motor cavity and transport heat from the motor parts to the water-
cooled coils. 

On the back face of the Impeller, two labyrinth seals match 
stationary seal rings mounted on the baffle plate. T'ie objective of 
the piston-ring seal and these seal ..ings is to limit the interchange 
of gas betwe«>:i the impeller cavity and the motor covlty during normal 
operation. This barrier also restricts the ingress of particulates in 
the circulating gas stream into the cavity containing the gas bearings. 
The Gas Bearings 

A thrust disk is mounted at the left end of the rotary assembly, 
immediately to the right of the fan. Journal bearing surfaces are 
located on the shaft at both Che fan «=r>d and the impeller end. All 
bearing surfaces, both the rotating parts and the mating stationary 
parts, are flame-sprayed with a chrome-oxide layer to provide wear 
resistance during starting and stopping. The Journal bearings have 
pivoted pads to prevent the instability and half-speed whirl often 
encountered with sleeve-type journal bearings. The running clearance 
of the Journal bearings is on the order of 25 pa, which is about one-
fourth of the clearance for conventional oil-lubricated bearings of the 
same diameter. 

A spiral-groove, gimbal-mounted, unidirectional, thrust bearing is 
used. A spiral-groove bumper surface on the end of the shaft, with 
great 1^ -educed area and thrust load capacity, provides for thrust 
reversal. The circulator axial centerline is inclined about 8* from 

horizontal to ensure that the thrust loading with the circulator 
stopped is in the same direction as the thrust load generated during 
circulator operation. 
The Motor 

The circulator drive motor is a two-pole, three-phase motor 
designed to operate from 50 to 400 Hz. The maximum rating is 200 kW at 
23,500 rpm, which is a limitation of the power supply. 

The motor rotor is an integral part of the shaft; It has no 
laminations as found in conventional motors. This provides a greatly 
enhanced shaft stiffness and raises the critical speed above 24,000 
rpm, which is the maximum operating speed. Twenty-eight Berylco-copper 
rods, each 9.5 mm in diameter and approximately 200 ram long, are placed 
around the periphery of the solid rotor in precisely gun-drilled holes. 
These rods provide the electrical path to Berylco-copper end rings. 
Nonmagnetic steel retaining rings are shrink-fitted over the end rings 
to resist centrifugally induced stress. The shaft is dynamically 
balanced with a precision of 10 g-mm. 

The motor stator is shrink-fitted into an Inconel water-cooled 
assembly. The stator insulation is NEHA Class C, suitable for 
continuous operation to 220*C. The maximum stator temperature actually 
measured during operation was 150*C. Because of the circulator 
depressurization requirements, the stator insulation had low outgassing 
characteristics, was vacuum impregnated, and was baked three times. 

Circulator Performance 

The design and performance requirements for the circulators are 
given in Table 1. Figure 3 shows typical head-flow-speed performance 
characteristics for a single circulator. In terms of volume units, 

Table 1. Requirements for the circulator 

Pressure-retaining boundary 

Design pressure 11.7 MPa a 8.2 MPa 6 

> c b Design temperature 370'C. 500' 
MPa 6 

> c b 
Service life 10 years. 
Design standard ASHE Code Sect. 

Class 2 
III 

Performance criteria 
Maximum outlet pre: ssure 10.3 MPa 6 7.2 MPs 6 

Haximua outlet temperature 340'C. 450' ,cb 
Design flow 0.47 m3 
Total head 78 k J A g 
Number required 3 in series 
Speed range 3000 to 23,500 rpm 
Maximum motor power 200 kW/clrculator 
Maximum depressurization race 10.3 Co 0.1 MPa in 60 s 
Maximum gas temperature change 28'C/s for 1 s 

•Originally specified conditions. 
^Revised conditions. 



these data apply at all operating pressures and temperatures. The 
total head developed for all three circulators in series at any flow 
and speed is essentially three times the head shown in Fig. 3. 
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Operation to the left of the surge line could result in daoage to 
the gas bearings. The circulators can be operated in any combination 
of two circulators operating and one stopped. Operation with one 
circulator only is not possible because the pressure loss through a 
stopped circulator is nearly equal to the developed head of one 
circulator. Therefore, operation with two circulators stopped would 
force the third circulator to operate to the left of the surge line. 
Operation in excess of 120% of design flow reduces the load on the 
unidirectional thrust bearing. This could lead to thrust loud 
reversal. 

Within hese flow limitations, the circulators ran operate 
continuously a; any speed from 3000 to 21,500 rpm at pressures from 0.1 
to 10.3 KPa and at temperatures to 450*C. Operation is permissible to 
23,500 rpm if the gas density is reduced to prevent overloading the 
drive motor. The unit can be operated for limited periods suspended in 
open air to check alignment and instrumentation. Dimensions for the 
circulators and the pressure vessels are given in Table 2. The various 
parts are pictured in Figs. 4 and 5. 

Table 2. Circulator and pressure vessel dimensions 

Circulator 
Impeller Centrifugal type 

vanes 19 radial 
Impeller OD 185 mm 
Maximum Impeller tip speed 229 m/s 
Dlffuser, ID x OD 204 x 320 mm 

vanes 12 
Motor rotor, diameter x length 149 x 210 mm 
Shaft length 650 mm 
Journal diameter x length 105 x 105 mm 
Journal unit loading 22 kPa 
Journal bearing type 3 pad, tllting-pad 
Thrust disk, OD x ID 137 x 46 mm 
Shaft weight, total 43.5 kg 

Pressure vessel 
Length x OD 1.67 x 0.56 m 
ID 0.49 m 
Nominal wall thickness 31.7 mm 
Closure flange diameter 743 mm 

thickness 132 mm 
Flange stud bolts lb each, 44,5-mm dlam. 
Flange seal material Teflon Omni seal 

diameter 533 mm 
Inlet and outlet nozzles 150 mm (6-ln., sched. 80) 
Material Type 304 stainless steel 



BRIEF HISTORY OF CIRCULATOR OPERATION 

Each circulator was performance tested, and then It was subjected 
to a 100-hour endurance run at full temperature and pressure in a test 
loop at MTI. The circulators were delivered to ORNL and Installed In 
the loop in April 1981. Shakedown cperation, with all three 
circulators connected In series, was started in October 1981, and 
acceptance testing was completed in December 1981 (Ref. 4). 

All three circulators were operated very satisfactorily f 031 
February 1983 through June 1983 (Ref 5). A total of 1900 hours of 
operation were accumulated. During this period, It was necessary to 
repair a short in the power cable penetration to the third circulator. 
While the unit was disassembled, about 2 mL of very fine magnetic black 
powder was found trapped in holes in the inlet of the impeller shroud. 
The powder contained iron and iron oxide, and there was considerable 
speculation about its source. After completion of this phase of the 
operation, various components of the loop were Inspected. This 
inspection revealed small amounts of black powder in the full-flow 
filter and on horizontal surfaces where gas velocities were low. The 
total amount recovered was less than the amount recovered earlier from 
the third circulator cavity. 

On August 22, 1983, the circulators were started. After about 5 
hours of operation, the circulators were scrammed. Inspection revealed 
that the stator winding in the rotary assembly Installed in the middle 
pressure vessel had a short to ground. The assembly Installed In this 
vessel was the prototype unit that was first manufactured to prove the 
performance characteristics of the design. 

GAS E\0SI0N OF THE IMPELLER HOUSING 

During the period (Ref. 6) that was required to rewind the stator 
of the prototype unit, an examination of other components of the 
circulator assembly was made by the field engineering representative 
from MTI. This inspection revealed that some damage had occurred to 
the interior surfaces of the stationary shroud at the impeller Inlet. 
Evidence of this damage is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. There was no 
apparent damage to the impeller or the Impeller back plate, and only 
moderate polishing had occurred on the load surfaces of the dlffuser 
ring. The shroud, back plate, and dlffuser ring are stationary 
surfaces that effectively surround the impeller. 

The remaining two rotary assemblies were removed from their 
pressure vessels, and Inspection revealed that similar damage had 
occurred to the other two stationary shrouds. The cause of the damage 
and possible remedial measures were discussed with MTI. 

A preliminary intuitive assumption of the Investigators was that 
particulate had been suspended in the gas stream and eroded the exposed 
surfaces. This assumption proved Co be at variance with several 
observable facts. First, there was a full-flow filter immediately 
upstream from the circulators. The filter medium was a sintered metal 



that was formed by heating three layers of 200 x 1400 mesh screen. The 
medium was an absolute filter for particles greater than 10 /in, and it 
had a nominal rating of 5 /jm. Particulate the size of that found in 
the circulators, which was generated upstream, would have been removed 
in the filter. In addition, discussions with experienced engineers 
from the Gas Turbine Division of the General Electric Company of 
Cincinnati indicated that erosion caused by entrained particulate 
produced a surface defect that was significantly different from the V-
shaped grooves shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Particulate erosion produce:: 
defects that are characteristically rounded on the bottom and have a 
larger width to depth ratio than these grooves. 

Analysis of the particulate indicated that it was essentially th« 
material of the housing that had undergone reactions with impurities in 
the circulating gas. Calculations indicated that the impeller motion 
(tip speed of about 180 m/s) produced a large shear force at the 
stationary surface of the shroud at the impeller inlet. It was; 
subsequently concluded that the impeller housing had not been heat: 
treated in a sufficiently oxidizing atmosphere after machining to form 
an adherent oxide coating. This suboxide coating was eroded by th« 
shear forces In the gas. The exposed layer of metal was then further 
oxidized by the Impurities in the gas, and these layers of oxide were: 
successively eroded to produce the grooves. 

REMEDIAL ACTION 

A twofold approach to eliminate the damage process was adopted. A 
filler ring, shown In Fig. 8, was made of type 410 stainless steel. 
This ring was installed in the existing cavity In each of the 
stationary shrouds of the three circulators. The rings were heat 
treated in a sufficiently oxidizing atmosphere to form an adherent 
oxide coating. 

In addition, reservoirs were machined into the reverse side of the 
rings to provide collection reservoirs for remaining particulates that 
might circulate during loop operation. Connecting slits were cut into 
the surface of the rings that would deliver particles into these 
reservoirs. The surface of the filler ring matched the contour of the 
Inner surface of the stationary shroud at the Impeller. 

The prototype circulator was reassembled and operated in air with 
and without the ring installed. Vibration and acoustic measurements 
were recorded. The reservoirs in the ring may have increased the 
acoustic band somewhat, but the circulator noise was affected little by 
the ring. All three circulators were operated in air and then 
installed in the pressure vessels. 



SUBSEQUENT OPERATION 

Test operation continued for more than 2900 hours following the 
Installation of these rings. At the end of that period, there was no 
evidence of additional particulate generated In the circulator 
cavities, and there was no evidence of erosion on the surface of the 
ring's. 

One circulator did fall, huvever, during the subsequent operating 
period. The failure was due to damage to the surface of the journal 
bearing and pivoted pads on the impeller end of the third unit. It was 
postulated that this scoring was due to particulate that was produced 
prior to Installation of the rings. An effort was made to remove all 
of the particulate in the three circulators at the time that the rings 
were installed; however, removal of all particles was not possible. 
This particulate would have to be carried past the seals on the baffle 
plate to enter the cavity containing the bearings. 

The fact that particulate removal was effective was demonstrated 
by the fact that only minute amounts of particulate were collected In 
the reservoirs that were incorporated in the rings during the remainlrig 
period of operation. 

While the bearing surfaces of the third unit were being 
refurbished, operation of the loop was continued using only two 
circulators. It was necessary to build and install a temporary heat 
shield in the third vessel to Isolate the closure flange from the 
temperature of the circulating gas. 

Post test evaluations lead to the conclusion that the short to 
ground at the power leads that had interrupted the operation during a 
prior phase of the test might have been caused by the presence of the 
metallic powder in the motor cavity. At the time that this short WHS 
repaired, traces of a black powder were discovered; however, at that 
time, the circulator assembly was not disassembled to the extent that 
the grooves were discovered in the stationary shrouds. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The circulators that were built, tested, and delivered by MTI mat 
all of the performance requirements. All testing and preliminary 
phases of operation were conducted using very pure helium. During 
subsequent operation of the circulators with helium containing both 
moisture and carbon dioxide, a black metallic power was observed in the 
circulator cavities. Disassembly of the circulators revealed V-shaped 
grooves of varying depth in the interior surface of the 410 SS 
stationary shroud at tho circulator inlet. 

It was concluded that the erosion of this surface was due to the 
fact that this surface had not been heat treated in a sufficiently 
oxidizing atmosphere to form an adherent oxide coating after machining. 



This suboxide coating was eroded by the shear forces In the gas. The 
exposed layer of metal was then further oxidized by impurities in the 
gas, and these layers of oxide were successively eroded to produce the 
grooves. 

This problem was eliminated by machining rings of the same 
material, heat treating them to form an adherent stable oxide, and 
bolting them in place. No more erosion was observed in subsequent 
operation. 

Subsequent damage to a bearing surface was attributed to 
particulate that remained from the initial erosion. A short to ground 
in a power lead during prior operation was also thought to be caused by 
the presence of this metallic powder. 
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